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Monitoring, Diagnosis, and Fault-Tolerant Control of Wind Turbines 
 
Hamed Badihi 
Concordia University, 2016 
Governments across the globe are funding renewable energy initiatives like wind energy to 
diversify energy resources and promote a greater environmental responsibility. Such an 
opportunity requires state-of-the-art technologies to realize the required levels of efficiency, 
reliability, and availability in modern wind turbines. The key enabling technologies for ensuring 
reliable and efficient operation of modern wind turbines include advanced condition monitoring 
and diagnosis together with fault-tolerant and efficiency/optimal control. Application of the 
mentioned technologies in wind turbines constitutes a quite active and, in many aspects, 
interdisciplinary investigation area that ensures a guaranteed increasing future market for wind 
energy. In particular, this thesis aims to design and develop novel condition monitoring, diagnosis 
and fault-tolerant control schemes with application to wind turbines at both individual wind turbine 
and entire wind farm (i.e., a group of wind turbines) levels. Therefore, the research of the thesis 
provides advanced levels of monitoring, diagnosis and fault tolerance capabilities to wind turbines 
in order to ensure their efficient and reliable performance under both fault-free and faulty 
conditions. Finally, the proposed schemes and strategies are verified by a series of simulations on 
well-known wind turbine and wind farm benchmark models in the presence of wind turbulences, 
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Chapter 1 Introduction  
1.1 Preface 
Nowadays, wind as one of the renewable sources of energy has received tremendous attention in 
the energy market to address the ever-increasing global demand for fossil fuels and subsequent 
concerns about environmental issues [1]. Wind turbines are complex remotely-installed renewable 
energy systems driven by wind as a stochastic input, and essentially exhibit highly nonlinear 
dynamics. They operate in uncertain environments and are exposed to large disturbances. Despite 
the significant efforts and investments made in the wind-energy industry and subsequent wind 
power penetration, today’s wind turbines are still expensive to install, operate, and maintain [2]. 
Additionally, the increasing tendency towards larger and more flexible wind turbines is imposing 
new challenges in reliability and availability [2]. To overcome all these ever increasing 
requirements and challenges, advanced fault detection, diagnosis, and accommodation schemes 
together with optimal control constitute the key enabling technologies for ensuring reliable and 
efficient operation of modern wind turbines and generating electrical energy as cheaply and 
efficiently as possible [3, 4]. The main objective of the optimal control is to produce the maximum 
output power while considering the physical constraints and limitations of the system as well as 
the quality of turbine output power. On the other hand, advanced Fault Detection and Diagnosis 
(FDD) and Fault-Tolerant Control (FTC) techniques included in a control system use real-time 
sensor data to early detect and diagnose the faults in the sensing and actuation subsystems of the 
wind turbine and accommodate the faults when possible. Application of the mentioned 
technologies in wind turbines constitutes a quite active and, in many aspects, interdisciplinary 
investigation area that ensures a guaranteed increasing future market for wind energy. In particular, 
this thesis aims to design and develop novel FDD and FTC schemes/strategies with application to 
wind turbines at both individual wind turbine and entire wind farm levels. Therefore, the research 
of the thesis provides advanced levels of monitoring, diagnosis and fault tolerance capabilities to 
wind turbines in order to ensure their efficient and reliable performance under both fault-free and 
faulty conditions. There are a wide variety of design configurations for wind turbines, such as: 
horizontal or vertical axis of rotation, downwind or upwind placement of the rotor, and also 
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different number of blades. However, this research will only be focused on upwind Horizontal Axis 
Wind Turbines (HAWTs) because they are predominant utility-scale wind turbines today. 
The following sections present some relevant background and motivation with a particular 
emphasis on wind turbines and FDD-FTC methods. Then, a literature review on the application of 
monitoring, diagnosis and fault-tolerant and efficiency control to wind turbines is provided. In 
addition to the presented literature review here, each of the subsequent chapters except the last 
chapter also includes a relevant review on the available literature.  
1.2 Wind Energy and Wind Turbines 
Wind Energy is a form of kinetic energy that can be converted into mechanical and then electrical 
energy using wind turbines. From a design point of view, wind turbines are classified into two 
different types: vertical axis and horizontal axis (see Figure 1.1). Gradually, the horizontal axis 
design with three rotor blades came to dominate the commercial market of wind energy due to 
many advantages such as access to stronger wind because of their tall towers, higher efficiency 




























Figure 1.2 Wind turbine designs: (a) horizontal axis and (b) vertical axis (Photo courtesy of the 
National Renewable Energy Laboratory (NREL)) 
To minimize the generation cost of wind energy, wind turbine manufacturers have been always 
interested in increasing turbine size while decreasing usage of materials. As the size of wind 
turbines increased over time (see Figure 1.2), wind turbine control evolution moved from simple 
stall control to full-span blade pitch control in which turbine output is controlled by 
pitching/rotating the blades around their longitudinal axis. Moreover, the reduced cost of power 
electronics facilitated the variable speed wind turbine operation. Figure 1.3 shows the basic 




Figure 1.3 Basic components of a modern, three-bladed horizontal-axis wind turbine (Photo 
courtesy of NREL). 
It is worth mentioning that wind turbines can be deployed either onshore or offshore (Figure 
1.4). However, it is expected that the offshore wind energy becomes a more significant source of 
overall wind energy supply in near future. The primary motivation for development of offshore 
wind energy is to exploit additional and higher-quality wind resources in areas located at sea. Other 
motivations include: gaining additional economies of scale through deploying even larger wind 
turbines than onshore turbines; gaining plant-level economies of scale by building larger wind 
power plants than onshore power plants; and potential reduction in the need for change in land-





Figure 1.4 Wind turbines: (a) onshore (the Castle River wind farm, Alberta, Canada (Photo by 
Todd Spink courtesy U.S. Energy Dept.)) and (b) offshore (the Sheringham Shoal 
wind farm (Photo by Alan O'Neill)). 
1.3 Frequency of Failures in Wind Turbines and Motivation for FDD and FTC 
A wind turbine includes several rotating and non-rotating assemblies, subsystems, and components 
that may fail over time. A fault or defect even in a component level may propagate in the overall 
system and deteriorate the performance of other components and eventually cause to overall system 
failure. The German Scientific Measurement and Evaluation Program (WMEP) is one of the most 
comprehensive worldwide monitoring surveys on the long-term reliability behavior of wind 
turbines (onshore) in Europe. The WMEP survey has collected 64,000 reports of maintenance and 
repair from 1,500 wind turbines within the time period from 1989-2006 [6]. Figure 1.5 presents the 
failure rates and downtimes for different components of wind turbines in the WMEP survey [6, 7]. 
Here, the annual failure rate is plotted alongside the downtime per failure, and both highlight the 
significance of failures in different wind turbine components. As seen in Figure 1.5, the longer 
periods of downtime per failure are driven by problems with the mechanical subassemblies. 
However, electrical and control systems fail more frequently than the other components. Moreover, 
the mean annual downtime for a wind turbine due to component malfunctions varies between 
minimum of 0.3 day for blades and maximum of 0.88 day for the electrical systems. In summary, 
faults occurring in electrical and control systems are highly frequent and also responsible for a 
large portion of the total annual downtime presented in Figure 1.5. Although the presented results 
in Figure 1.5 are surveyed from modern onshore wind turbines, as offshore wind turbine technology 
has been directly derived from onshore technology, similar types of faults can be expected; but 
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under offshore conditions, the mean periods of annual downtime will be exacerbated due to limited 
accessibility, and it is expected that decreased availability will result. Furthermore, regarding the 
current tendency to design and use larger and more flexible offshore wind turbines, both the size 
and complexity factors together with harsh climate conditions come into play and lead to higher 
failure rates which are particularly noticeable in the electrical system, electronic control, sensors, 
yaw system, rotor blades, generator and drivetrain [7]. 
  
Figure 1.5 Reliability characteristics for different components of wind turbine in the WMEP 
program [7]. 
All the above-mentioned results indicate the increasing importance of control system in wind 
turbine reliability and availability. This can be highlighted as a minor fault in a part of system can 
propagate to a major fault or severe failure in another part of the wind turbine, while the control 
system can highly contribute against this fault propagation process. This motivates design and 
implementation of FDD and FTC techniques for wind turbine condition monitoring and control. 
Therefore, this thesis aims to propose and investigate novel FDD and FTC techniques for wind 
turbines to early detect and diagnose the faults in the sensing and actuation subsystems of the 
turbine and accommodate the faults when possible. Hence, the wind turbine can continue energy 
generation in spite of faults, although it may experience a graceful degradation in its performance. 
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This strategy prevents a fault from propagating within the system and leading to a serious failure. 
Thereby, the reliability, availability and cost effectiveness will be considerably improved. 
1.4 Fault Diagnosis and Fault-Tolerant Control Systems 
The purpose of this subsection is to provide a brief overview of FDD, and FTC techniques 
including basic concepts, and available references for further information. 
A) Fault and Failure 
A fault is regarded as an unpermitted change in at least one characteristic property (feature) of 
a system component which may subsequently result in system instability or performance 
degradation. Such a fault can occur in any component of the system, such as sensors, actuators or 
other plant (system) components [8]. In contrast to fault, a failure is a much more severe condition 
which makes a system component completely dysfunctional [8]. In other words, a FTC system may 
overcome faults and maintain overall system stability and acceptable performance. But failure is 
an irrecoverable event. As it is shown in Figure 1.6, faults themselves can be classified into 
different types. From a time characteristics point of view, they can be divided into abrupt faults 
(with non-smooth time behaviour), incipient faults (with smooth time behaviour), and intermittent 
faults (with pulsating time behaviour) [9]. Moreover, according to the location of faults acting 
within a system, the faults are categorized as sensor faults, actuator faults, and process (system) 






Figure 1.6 Fault classification with respect to (a) time characteristics (b) location 
B) Fault-Tolerant Control 
A fault even in a component level may propagate into the overall system and deteriorate the 
performance of other components and eventually cause to system failure. So, it is of great 
importance to design control systems which are able to tolerate against potential faults in the 
system. This class of control systems is known as FTC systems [10]. FTC systems can be generally 
divided into two types, namely, passive (PFTCS) and active (AFTCS) [10]. These two approaches 
exploit different design methodologies for identical control objective. 
PFTCS are fixed control systems designed to be robust against a specified class of faults or 
some levels of uncertainty in overall system. This approach does not need any kind of FDD scheme 
or controller reconﬁguration algorithm. This implies that the fixed control system is applied for 
both the fault-free as well as the faulty system. However, it has limited fault-tolerant capabilities 
and may cost nominal performance [10]. In contrast to PFTCS, AFTCS react to system component 
faults (including sensors, actuators, and system itself) by reconfiguring the controller based on the 
real-time information about the state of the system determined by an FDD scheme (see Figure 1.7) 
[10]. To be more precise, a reconfiguration mechanism actively exploits the information from the 




























faults and maintaining the stability and acceptable performance of the entire system under fault 
conditions. This implies that the satisfactory performance of AFTCS relies heavily on the speed 
and accuracy of real-time FDD schemes to provide the most up-to-date information about the true 
status of the system. Interested readers are referred to a recent review paper [10] for detailed 
information on reconfigurable FTC systems and the development in this field up to 2008. 
 
Figure 1.7 A general structure for AFTCS (based on [10]) 
C) Fault Detection and Diagnosis 
FDD scheme used in AFTCS is composed of multiple parts for detection, isolation, and in 
some cases estimation or identification of faults [8]. Fault detection addresses the challenge of real-
time monitoring the occurrence of fault in a system. Fault detection can be established in either a 
passive or an active way. In passive approach the fault detection is done by comparing the observed 
system behavior with the nominal expected system behavior; hence, the system will be not affected 
by this method of detection. Conversely, active fault detection relies on injection of auxiliary 
signals into a system to improve or make possible the fault detection [4]. Fault isolation points out 
faulty components in a system once faults are detected [8]. Note that some faults do not necessarily 
turn a component on or off, but have an intermediate state. This implies that fault estimation 














Figure 1.8 shows a general structure for model-based FDD in which the so-called 
residuals 𝒓(𝑘) are computed as the difference between the plant outputs 𝒚(𝑘), and the estimated 
outputs ?̂?(𝑘) obtained from a plant model that represents the nominal behavior of the plant. Then, 
to provide FDD information 𝑰(𝑘), the residuals are evaluated, for example, using a threshold test 
on the instantaneous values of the generated residuals. Further details about FDD process and 
existing methods in this field can be found in [8] and the references therein. 
 
Figure 1.8 A general structure for model-based FDD 
1.5 Application of Condition Monitoring, Diagnosis and Fault-Tolerant and Efficiency 
Control to Wind Turbines 
Research in this field has recently been conducted more and more in both academia and industry. 
There have been a few review papers on wind turbine control and health management in open 
literature [11-14]. In addition, there are some books available which deal with general aspects of 
modeling and control of wind turbines [2, 15, 16]. However, given the significance of FDD 
algorithms and their integration with FTC techniques in an active fault-tolerant architecture, there 
is very few well-organized, comprehensive survey paper publication about the status of current 
research in this new and active area along with opportunities for the future. For example, in a recent 
review of the literature, Badihi et al. [17] provide an overall picture of historical, current, and future 
research and development in monitoring, diagnosis and FTC for wind turbines. In the following 
subsections the status of the research on condition monitoring and diagnosis as well as fault-tolerant 
















D) Condition Monitoring and Fault Diagnosis in Wind Turbines 
The reduction of operational and maintenance costs of wind turbines has always been a key 
driver for applying low-cost, condition monitoring and diagnosis systems. This allows enhancing 
the reliability, availability and productivity of wind turbines, and finally realization of condition-
based maintenance — defined as a type of preventive maintenance (before a failure) which is based 
on real-time health monitoring of system’s performance metrics. 
The condition monitoring methods for wind turbines can be divided into two categories: 1) 
offline condition monitoring, and 2) online condition monitoring techniques. The offline condition 
monitoring techniques concern machine aided periodic inspections in which the machine has to be 
shut down, and/or the attention of an operator is necessary. The offline techniques are appropriate 
and cost-effective for design and certification process of new classes of wind turbines [18]. 
However, they are useless to determine the real-time condition of a wind turbine. A more modern 
method is to online monitor the machine continuously during operation. Such a method is referred 
to as online condition monitoring which can automatically report continuous raw measurements, 
and may incorporate onboard processing for data reduction and analysis. The online condition 
monitoring techniques can be further divided into three subcategories: 1) hardware sensor-based 
method, 2) analytical model-based method, and 3) hybrid approach. 
The online hardware sensor-based method (also known as signal-based method) mostly 
requires additional costly sensors for exclusive monitoring and analysis of vibration, torque, 
temperature, oil/debris, acoustic emission and so on. Although today’s industrial wind turbines 
mostly exploit this condition monitoring method, the method suffers from some disadvantages such 
as high cost and complexity together with sensor failure [19, 20]. Furthermore, the information 
collected from these sensors is usually used for condition monitoring (fault detection/isolation) and 
predictive maintenance purposes only. That is, turbines are turned off and go to downtime even at 
simple faults to wait for service. More information on hardware sensor-based methods utilized in 
wind turbines can be found in survey papers [12-14]. 
More sophisticated online technique that is analytical model-based method (also known as 
model-based FDD) offers great promise to overcome those shortcomings of hardware sensor-based 
method, and also establish a suitable framework for development of FTC schemes in wind turbines. 
Areas where this online condition monitoring techniques can contribute more than the alternatives 
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include: increased reliability, availability and lifetime of components, together with decreased 
downtime and maintenance cost. The analytical model-based method, as is evident from its name, 
monitors a wind turbine continuously using an analytical model of the wind turbine plus 
information obtained from the main sensors associated with the wind turbine control system 
excluding vibration and temperature sensors etc. [4]. Obviously, design and implementation of 
analytical model-based method is not without its challenges. High nonlinearity of the aerodynamic 
subsystems, wind turbulences, and measurement noises all make wind turbine model-based FDD 
very difficult and challenging. A list of relevant references on model-based FDD of wind turbines 
with corresponding FDD approaches is presented in Table 1.1. 
Table 1.1 Examples of existing literature on model-based FDD of wind turbines 
Design Approaches References 
Kalman Filter  [21], [22],[23],[24] 
Observer [23], [25], [26], [27] 
Parity Space [28] 
Set Membership Approach [29], [30] 
Support Vector Machines [31] 
Fuzzy Modeling  [32], [33], [34] 
Hybrid Modeling [35] 
As a hybrid approach, the online condition monitoring system can be based on a combination 
of hardware sensor-based and analytical model-based methods. Since information about the control 
signals and the wind turbine model is added to the information used in hardware sensor-based 
techniques, the hybrid approach can constitute a promising framework to synthesize the merits of 
other online methods and improve not only the reliability and performance of the condition 
monitoring system, but also the feasibility of FTC design in wind turbines. 
E) Fault-Tolerant and Efficiency Control in Wind Turbines 
A wind turbine consists of several rotating and non-rotating components arranged in an 
appropriate configuration to provide one of the most efficient forms of renewable power 
generation. Safe and precise control of such a complex system over the entire operating envelop of 
the wind turbine which covers four primary regions of operation (see Figure 1.9) creates a 
significant challenge [16]. As shown in Figure 1.9, Region I represents low wind speeds which are 
not strong enough to drive the wind turbine. Region II includes mid-range wind speeds which are 
above the cut-in wind speed 𝑉𝑐𝑢𝑡−𝑖𝑛 required for start-up, but still too low to produce rated 
power 𝑃𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑. So it is also referred to as partial load region. In Region III (full load region), the 
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wind turbine operates at its rated power due to high wind speeds above the rated wind speed 𝑉𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑. 
Finally, when the cut-out wind speed 𝑉𝑐𝑢𝑡−𝑜𝑢𝑡 is reached (i.e. Region IV), the turbine shuts down 
to protect itself from mechanical damage. 
As it is seen in Figure 1.10, a typical wind turbine control system is developed on the basis of 
classical control techniques and is composed of three individual controllers for regulating blade-
pitch angles, generator torque, and nacelle yaw angle. All controllers commonly use the generator 
speed feedback, except yaw controller which relies only on yaw error information. The blade-pitch 
controller typically employs Proportional-Integral (PI) control to track a desired generator speed 
called rated generator speed so that the turbine operates at its rated power 𝑃𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑 in Region III. The 
torque controller optimizes the power capture through 𝜏𝑔,𝑐 = 𝐾𝑜𝑝𝑡𝜔𝑔,𝑚, in which, 𝐾𝑜𝑝𝑡 is a 
constant gain computed based on wind turbine aerodynamic characteristics for the maximum 
aerodynamic efficiency. Finally, the yaw controller is an On/Off controller developed to orient the 
nacelle as wind direction changes. 
 
Figure 1.9 Illustration of ideal power curve for a typical wind turbine. 
 
 
Figure 1.10 Block diagram showing pitch, torque and yaw control systems in feedback loops. The 
generator speed measurement 𝜔𝑔,𝑚 and wind yaw error 𝛯𝑒,𝑚 are extracted from the 





































































Basically, a wind turbine control system relies on a hardware/software subsystem which 
processes the sensor signals to compute command signals for the actuators. The control system 
must be able to meet control objectives defined for safe and efficient operation of a wind turbine. 
An updated list of control objectives and their relevant wind turbine control categories are 
presented in Table 1.2. Some of these objectives may be closely related, while others may be even 
conflicting and thus compromise must be considered in design. 
As shown in Table 1.2, generally speaking, the literature on control of wind turbines can be 
divided into three categories, each corresponding to one set of the mentioned control objectives. 
The first category concerns operational control algorithms which only focus on satisfying the 
operational control objectives required for each specific regions of wind turbine operation. The 
second category includes control algorithms which not only consider the operational control 
objectives, but also take into account the turbine structural fatigue load mitigation. The third 
category concerns more complete algorithms which consider the operational control objectives 
together with fault-tolerance properties against probable fault occurrence. Table 1.3 presents a 
categorized list of relevant references on control of wind turbines with their corresponding control 
approaches. 
Table 1.2 Modern wind turbine control 
Control Category Control Objective 
Operational (Efficiency) 
Control 
Operational Maximum Energy Capture and Power Quality 
Maintain optimum tip speed ratios in Region II 
Avoid excessive rotational speed in Region III 
Generate smooth output power  
Fatigue Load 
Control 
Structural Load Mitigation 
Mitigate blade fatigue loads 
Mitigate tower/nacelle loads 
Mitigate drivetrain torsion moments 
Fault-Tolerant (Supervisory) 
Control 
Fault Detection, Diagnosis and Accommodation  
Detect, isolate, and identify fault(s) as early as possible 






Table 1.3 Examples of existing literature on control of wind turbines 
Control Category 
Operational Control Fatigue Load Control Fault-Tolerant Control 
[36] (Linear Model-Based Control) 
[37], [38] (Fuzzy Logic) 
[39], [40] (LPV) 
[41] (Linear Model-Based Control) 
[42] (Nonlinear MPC) 
[43] (AFTC-LPV) 
[44], [45] (AFTC- MRAC) 
[46] (AFTC-Adaptive Filters) 
[47] (AFTC- UIO) 





[52], [53], [54], [33], [34] (AFTC-
Fuzzy Logic) 
[55] (PFTC-Fuzzy Logic) 
(Approach): AC: Adaptive Control; MRAC: Model Reference Adaptive Control; MPC: Model Predictive 
Control; LPV: Linear Parameter Varying; RC: Robust Control; UIO: Unknown Input Observer 
F) Wind Farm Control 
In order to reduce the average cost of wind energy, wind turbines are often installed in groups 
or clusters called wind farms (or wind power plants) [56, 57]. From a control design perspective, 
the control of a wind farm is a twofold issue: 1) coordinated control of the power generated by 
each individual turbine such that the negative effects of aerodynamic interactions between the 
turbines are minimized all over the farm; and 2) quality control of the generated power by the wind 
farm to ensure efficient and reliable integration of the farm into the power grid. 
Each turbine located on a wind farm disturbs the wind flow behind it. This disturbed wind flow 
is called wake which is characterized by a mean wind speed deficit and a greater turbulence level. 
Therefore, the wind turbines operating on a wind farm influence each other through the wakes 
behind the turbines. This process results in a significant level of aerodynamic interactions between 
the turbines which in turn upwind turbines will limit power generation and increase fatigue loads 
on downwind turbines. Due to this fact, coordinated control of all the turbines on a farm is of great 
importance, and also is more challenging than controlling an individual turbine [57]. In fact, the 
simple strategy of “each wind turbine on a farm extracts as much power as possible” is not an 
optimal solution. This strategy can lead to excessive structural loadings, whereas does not 
necessarily guarantee maximal total overall power capture across the entire farm, because the 
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turbines on the upwind side of the farm extract too much wind power, slowing the wind 
significantly before it reaches other turbines on the downwind side of the farm. Thus far, 
coordinated control problem has received relatively little attention in the literature (see, for example 
[58-65]). The reason for this lies mainly in the lack of accurate wake models suitable for control 
design. 
With respect to quality control of generated power by a wind farm and electrical 
interconnection of turbines on the farm, numerous research results are reported in the literature (see 
[57, 66] and references therein). These researches consider modeling and control of wind farm as 
a whole, while ignore the aerodynamic interaction among turbines in the farm [56]. As long as only 
small-scale power units of wind turbines are installed and powering the network, wind power only 
has a small influence on power fluctuations in the network and in turn can easily be integrated into 
the power grid. However, the increased penetration of wind power into the grid has challenged the 
reliable and stable operation of the grid. Therefore, from quality control point of view, wind farms 
have to behave as active controllable components which embrace more responsibility in grid 
operation. This means that wind farms have to participate in grid frequency and voltage regulation 
through control of active and reactive power, respectively. 
It is also important to note that the above-mentioned coordinated and quality control 
functionalities are tightly coupled with fault tolerance and reliability aspects. That is, a wind farm 
as a whole has to operate in a fault-tolerant framework. Moreover, it should not contribute to grid 
faults or be damaged by the potential faults in the grid. In fact, most of potential faults can be 
diagnosed and accommodated efficiently at a wind turbine control level. However, some faults 
have to be dealt with at the wind farm control level. In reference to the wind farm level, only a few 
research works on condition monitoring and fault detection of wind farms are reported. Two 
examples can be found in [67, 68]. 
1.6 Simulation Benchmark Models for Wind Turbines and Wind Farms 
Control design essentially deals with the dynamics of a physical system. Modeling and simulation 
of wind turbines is an emerging approach in the field of wind turbine controls and health 
management. Several high-fidelity wind turbine and wind farm simulation models have been 
developed by various laboratories around the world. Among them, the following Validated and 
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Verified (V&V) benchmark models are available to meet the increasing interest and need for a 
common research and development platform in controls and health management research. 
 A 4.8 MW wind turbine benchmark model (see [3]) is developed by KK-electronic a/c and 
Aalborg University for a generic three bladed horizontal-axis variable speed/pitch wind turbine 
with a full converter coupling.  
 A baseline wind turbine model is presented in [69] based on an offshore 5 MW benchmark 
model proposed by the NREL (see [70]) for supporting concept studies aimed at assessing 
offshore wind technology. This is a variable speed three-bladed HAWT with full span blade 
pitch control and generator torque regulation. The baseline wind turbine is itself modeled using 
FAST (Fatigue, Aerodynamics, Structures, and Turbulence) [71], a comprehensive aeroelastic 
simulator code which can model a three-bladed HAWT as a combination of rigid and flexible 
bodies through 24 degrees of freedom, with further details given in [71]. 
 An advanced wind farm simulation toolbox called SimWindFarm is developed as a part of the 
EU-FP7 project, AEOLUS [17]. The toolbox provides a realistic wind farm simulation 
benchmark model that allows control designers to develop, implement and investigate farm 
level control and diagnosis algorithms under different operating conditions for an optional 
quantity and layout of turbines installed in a wind farm. The wind turbines included in the farm 
model are simulated using a simple model of the offshore 5 MW benchmark model proposed 
by the NREL (see [70]). 
Both the mentioned wind turbine models contain various fault scenarios and give a possibility 
to examine different kinds of fault diagnosis and accommodation schemes on a realistic wind 
turbine model. However, the second model incorporating FAST is a higher-fidelity, more realistic 
wind turbine model which probably requires more sophisticated FDD and FTC schemes and likely 
making the results more applicable to the wind energy industry [69]. Table 1.4 presents a detailed 
list of important faults which are most frequent in wind turbines, and interesting for exploring novel 
health monitoring, diagnosis and accommodation schemes. Most of these faults are defined and 
implemented in the mentioned wind turbine models [3, 69]. In contrast to the mentioned wind 
turbine models, the wind farm model in its original form does not contain any fault scenario. 
However, it is easily possible to define and implement relevant faults at a wind farm level. These 
faults may be caused by blade erosion or debris build-up, misalignment of one or more blades 
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originated at the time of installation of the wind turbines, and change in the drive train damping 
due to wear and tear, etc. However, the necessity of defining and implementing the fault scenarios 
as much realistic as possible is an important issue which can and does seriously affect the FDD and 
FTC results. 
Table 1.4 List of the fault cases 
Category Fault Common Symptom 
Sensor Fault 
Accelerometer Offset 
Low speed shaft position encoder Bit error 
Blade root bending moment measurement 
Fixed value / Gain factor 
Pitch angle measurement 
Rotor speed measurement 
Generator speed measurement 
Generator power measurement 
Actuator Fault 
Converter torque Offset 
Pitch actuator Changed dynamics 
Yaw drive Offset/Stuck 
System Fault 
Rotor 
Changed dynamics Generator 
Drivetrain 
1.7 Thesis Objectives  
This thesis aims to design and develop novel condition monitoring, diagnosis and fault-tolerant 
control schemes with application to wind turbines at both individual wind turbine and entire wind 
farm levels. In particular, the thesis is organized around the following research objectives: 
i) Designing and developing online FDD techniques which not only can set up a stand-alone cost-
effective condition monitoring framework but also can be used for integration with FTC 
techniques in active fault-tolerant architectures. 
ii) Designing and developing FTC schemes/strategies (including PFTCS and AFTCS) to improve 
the reliability and availability of wind turbines against potential sensor, actuator, and system 
faults in wind turbines and wind farms. Preferably, these FTC schemes/strategies should not 
only provide fault tolerance capabilities to the turbines, but also improve the overall 
performance of the turbines under both fault-free and faulty conditions. 
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To sum up, the conducted research in this thesis has been primarily expected to synthesize 
advanced levels of monitoring, diagnosis and fault-tolerant control capabilities in wind turbines 
which in turn can guarantee the reliable and satisfactory performance at both individual wind 
turbine and entire wind farm levels. Finally, the proposed schemes and strategies are verified by a 
series of simulations on well-known wind turbine and wind farm benchmark models in the presence 
of wind turbulences, measurement noises, and different realistic fault scenarios. 
1.8 Thesis Layout and Contributions 
This thesis is organized in a manuscript-based format that includes a collection of manuscripts 
(articles or papers) that are already published, or submitted for publication. However, all 
components of the thesis are tried to be structured in a coherent and logical order. The thesis 
consists of 6 chapters starting with Chapter 1 that gives an introduction on the thesis topic including 
some relevant background and motivation with a particular emphasis on wind turbines, FDD and 
FTC methods. Moreover, a literature review on the application of monitoring, diagnosis and fault-
tolerant and efficiency control to wind turbines is also provided in Chapter 1. Chapters 2-5 present the 
FDD and FTC schemes proposed at both individual wind turbine (Chapters 2 and 3) and entire 
wind farm (Chapters 4 and 5) levels. In addition to the provided literature review in Chapter 1, each 
of Chapters 2-5 also includes a review of the literature that frames the relevant chapter’s research 
area exclusively. Finally, the summary and conclusions of the contents of previous five chapters 
are drawn in Chapter 6. It also describes possible future research directions arising from this thesis. 
With respect to the thesis contributions, following major contributions are made in Chapters 2-5: 
 Chapter 2 uses fuzzy modeling, identification and control techniques to propose a novel 
approach in designing an integrated FDD and FTC scheme which not only provides fault 
tolerance capabilities to the wind turbine system, but also improves the overall performance 
of the system in both fault free and faulty conditions. In this regard, firstly, a simple gain-
scheduled proportional-integral (PI) controller (the baseline pitch controller) is enhanced to 
a more sophisticated nonlinear control system based on fuzzy gain scheduling technique for 
robust and improved regulation of generator speed. Secondly, a model-based FDD system 
and appropriate automatic signal correction algorithms are designed and integrated to 
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constitute an AFTCS for accommodation of sensor faults in all operating regions of a wind 
turbine. 
 Chapter 3 extends the work presented in Chapter 2 by introducing novel FTC schemes against 
actuator faults in a wind turbine. In more details, the main contribution of Chapter 3 is to 
exploit fuzzy modeling, identification and control techniques to propose two different, novel 
approaches in designing FTC for reliable regulation of the generator torque load in a wind 
turbine. The first approach results in a novel fuzzy model reference adaptive control 
mechanism oriented to the design of a PFTC scheme which has the interesting capability of 
online adaptation of the control action without any explicit knowledge of the faults and model 
uncertainties or external disturbances (i.e., no need to employ FDD unit). Conversely, the 
second approach results in an AFTC scheme which is based on an integrated FDD and 
automatic signal correction mechanism. The proposed approaches are effective in all 
operating regions of a wind turbine. 
 Chapter 4 presents a novel integrated FDD and FTC approach in a cooperative framework 
oriented to the design and development of two AFTC schemes for an offshore wind farm 
against decreased power generation fault caused by turbine blade erosion and debris build-up 
on the blades over time. The first scheme is based on a model-free FDD system that 
incorporates a rule-based threshold test technique for residual evaluation. Conversely, the 
second scheme is based on a model-based FDD system that incorporates data-driven models 
developed using fuzzy modelling and identification technique. Both schemes are relying on 
an appropriate automatic signal correction algorithm that employs the provided accurate and 
timely FDD information for accommodating the possible faults in a wind farm. The proposed 
schemes are valid for any layouts of a wind farm with any directions of the wind while the 
fault may occur simultaneously in more than one turbine in the farm. 
 Chapter 5 considers active power control at the entire wind farm level and presents two control 
schemes aimed at tracking various forms of power schedules and loads, while maintaining grid 
frequency against any sudden imbalance between generation and loads, which is referred to as 
frequency event. A frequency event is typically caused by sudden variations in electrical loads, 
new generation allocation, disconnection of generators, and disturbed generation due to faults 
and failures. The two active power control schemes are developed based on adaptive pole 
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placement control and fuzzy gain-scheduled PI control approaches. A main advantage of the 
proposed schemes is their stand-alone structures that do not complicate the wind turbines’ 
conventional control loops for easier acceptance and validation & verification by wind energy 
industry for commercialization. Furthermore, the proposed schemes can operate in the same 
range of wind speeds as wind turbines’ standard baseline control systems while considering the 




Chapter 2 Fuzzy Gain-Scheduled Active Fault-
Tolerant Control of a Wind Turbine 
“Reprinted, with permission, from paper [Hamed Badihi, Youmin Zhang, Henry Hong, “Fuzzy 
Gain-Scheduled Active Fault-Tolerant Control of a Wind Turbine”, Journal of the Franklin 
Institute (JFI), volume 351, number 7, pages 3677–3706, 2014. Copyright © 2013 The Franklin 
Institute, Published by Elsevier Ltd.]. Further use or distribution is not permitted without written 
permission. A copy of the published version of this paper can be obtained from publisher Elsevier 
Ltd.” 
Abstract 
Advanced fault detection and accommodation schemes are required for ensuring efficient and 
reliable operation of modern wind turbines. This paper presents a novel approach in designing a 
Fault Detection and Diagnosis (FDD) and Fault-Tolerant Control (FTC) scheme for a wind turbine 
using fuzzy modeling, identification and control techniques. First, an improved gain-scheduled 
Proportional-Integral (PI) control system based on Fuzzy Gain Scheduling (FGS) technique for 
multi-input and multi-output wind turbine system is designed. Then, to accommodate sensor faults 
and based on a signal correction algorithm, an Active Fault-Tolerant Control System (AFTCS) is 
developed as an extension of the gain-scheduled PI control system. The AFTCS exploits the fault 
information from a model-based FDD scheme developed using fuzzy modeling and identification 
method. The proposed schemes are evaluated by a series of simulations on a well-known large off-
shore wind turbine benchmark in the presence of wind turbulences, measurement noises, and 
different realistic fault scenarios. All results indicate high effectiveness and robustness of the 






Nowadays, wind as one of the renewable sources of energy has received tremendous attention in 
the energy market to alleviate the ever-increasing global demand for fossil fuels and subsequent 
concerns about environmental issues [1]. However, lowering the cost of wind energy generation is 
an essential key to the expansion of wind-energy industry and subsequent wind power penetration 
in the next decades [72]. In this regard, the future of wind energy industry passes through the use 
of larger and more flexible wind turbines in remote locations, which are increasingly offshore to 
benefit stronger and more uniform wind conditions. Hence, both the size and location factors come 
into play and lead to increased maintenance challenges. Moreover, high mechanical stress is 
imposed on wind turbines due to highly variable operating conditions and constantly changing 
loads. This high degree of mechanical stress demands a high degree of maintenance while wind 
turbines are subjected to high reliability and availability requirements. A promising way to 
contribute to the mentioned ever increasing requirements and challenges passes through applying 
low-cost advanced fault detection, diagnosis and accommodation schemes. 
A Fault Detection and Diagnosis (FDD) system uses sensor data for detection, isolation and 
identification of faults in the wind turbine components. The FDD system sends the fault 
information to a Fault-Tolerant Control (FTC) system to accommodate the faults when possible. 
Such a FTC system which relies on the fault information obtained from the FDD is called an Active 
Fault-Tolerant Control System (AFTCS) [10]. 
Today’s industrial wind turbines exploit simple and often conservative hardware redundant 
fault detection and condition monitoring systems [73]. The information obtained from these 
systems is usually used for condition monitoring and predictive maintenance purposes only. That 
is, turbines are turned off and go to downtime even at simple faults to wait for service. A general 
review on current condition monitoring and fault detection techniques for wind turbines can be 
found in recent survey papers [12-14].  
Recently, numerous studies [27, 30, 74-77] have been conducted to apply analytical 
redundancy approaches including model-based and data-driven FDD methods as a promising 
framework not only for low cost fault detection and condition monitoring but also facilitating the 
realization of concept of active FTC in wind turbines. Odgaard et al. [73] has compared and 
evaluated a number of papers published on fault detection and isolation of a standard wind turbine 
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benchmark proposed in [3]. In contrast to FDD, existing literature on wind turbine FTC is still 
scarce [11]. As an example, Sloth et al. [43] present multiple Linear Parameter-Varying (LPV) 
control schemes for a wind turbine operating over the full load region with a single actuator fault. 
In fact, a nominal LPV controller is designed to handle the parameter variations along the nominal 
operating trajectory caused by nonlinear aerodynamics of turbine system. Moreover, it is 
demonstrated that it is possible to add robustness and fault-tolerance capabilities to the nominal 
LPV controller provided a sufficiently good model and effective wind speed estimation as the only 
scheduling variable. However, wind turbines are driven by wind as a stochastic input, and 
essentially exhibit highly nonlinear dynamics. They are operating in uncertain environments, and 
are exposed to large disturbances. Describing such a complex nonlinear system accurately by 
mathematical models is very difficult in practice. Additionally, the increasing tendency towards 
larger and more flexible wind turbines is making this task even more demanding [16]. 
From a control standpoint, the lack of rigorous analytical models and large measurement noises 
in wind turbines have motivated the development of new control strategies capable of securing 
stability and some performance features despite model uncertainties. 
The Takagi-Sugeno (T-S) type dynamic fuzzy model [78] has been recognized as one of the 
most efficient and successful tools for handling complex nonlinear systems and applications [79]. 
A T–S fuzzy model consists of a set of fuzzy local models which are combined using a fuzzy 
inference mechanism corresponding to various operating points. Extensive research efforts have 
been devoted to the analysis and synthesis problems of T-S fuzzy control systems [79-83]. 
Moreover, recent researches have been aimed at investigating the reliability considerations in the 
continuous-time T–S fuzzy systems [84-87].  
Although fuzzy logic and other artificial intelligence techniques have been extensively 
investigated in the literature for modeling and control of wind turbines (see for instance, Refs. [37, 
88-91]), there are few results on wind turbine FDD and FTC design using T–S fuzzy modeling 
method [32, 52-54]. In [32], a diagnosis strategy based on fuzzy prototypes is presented for 
detection of rotor and converter faults. Kamal et al. [54] propose an observer-based fault-tolerant 
control design based on T-S fuzzy modeling and multi-sensor scheme (hardware redundant 
sensors) to handle parameter uncertainties and fault in a generator speed sensor. Authors in [52] 
propose a T-S fuzzy dynamic output feedback controller which is designed to track the required 
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optimal rotor speed in the partial load region only. A fuzzy estimator capable of handling the case 
of time-varying fault signals is employed to compensate the effects of generator and rotor speed 
sensor faults from the controller inputs. The same authors have presented a similar fuzzy control 
structure in the second FTC scheme [53]. However, this work describes a simplification of the 
observer design and also provides an estimation of the effective wind speed in partial load region. 
The main contribution of this paper is to exploit fuzzy modeling, identification and control 
techniques to propose a novel approach in designing an integrated FDD and FTC scheme (FDD-
FTC) which not only provides fault tolerance capabilities to the wind turbine system, but also 
improves the overall performance of the system in both fault free and faulty conditions.  
In this regard, the first objective is to enhance a simple gain-scheduled PI-controller (the 
baseline pitch controller) to a more sophisticated nonlinear control system for robust and improved 
regulation of generator speed. To this end, a Fuzzy Gain Scheduling (FGS) technique is applied to 
the baseline pitch controller to tune the controller gains in real-time as operating condition or 
dynamics of the system varies. This approach is actually a synthesis of the conventional PID control 
and fuzzy control which combines the simplicity of PID controllers with knowledge representation 
power of fuzzy controllers. The main advantage of the FGS PI-control technique is that it can be 
easily implemented by adding to existing hardware PID controllers, and is more likely to gain 
acceptance from industry [92]. 
The second objective of the present paper is to propose an AFTCS which exploits the fault 
information obtained from a model-based FDD system developed using fuzzy modeling and 
identification method. The AFTCS employs the FGS PI-controller as a platform (baseline) control 
system which is equipped with appropriate Automatic Signal Correction (ASC) algorithms to 
accommodate potential faults in the wind turbine system. 
An off-shore 5-MW wind turbine benchmark [70] is considered as a testbed for the proposed 
FDD and control strategies. This is a three-bladed upwind variable-speed variable blade-pitch-to-
feather wind turbine. The proposed control schemes are evaluated via the latest available advanced 
MATLAB/Simulink simulation benchmark model, called “NREL’s FAST 5 MW turbine model” 
[70, 71]. The simulations are conducted in the presence of wind turbulences, measurement noises, 
and realistic fault scenarios specified by the benchmark. Two important fault scenarios are 
investigated: scaling generator speed sensor, and biased blade-pitch angle sensor. The considered 
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faults are so significant on the effect to the behavior of the wind turbine control system, and 
therefore, effective FDD and FTC strategies are necessary for maintaining stability and required 
performance of the wind turbine. 
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, the used wind turbine 
benchmark model and description about the considered fault scenarios are introduced. The 
reference/baseline control system of the wind turbine benchmark based on conventional 
approaches is presented in Section 3. The gain-scheduling approach developed in this paper is 
described in Section 4. Remedial strategy including the proposed schemes for FDD and FTC of the 
wind turbine is presented in Section 5. Section 6 presents the simulation results with some 
comments and discussion. Finally, conclusions are drawn in Section 7. 
2.2 The Wind Turbine Benchmark Model and Fault Scenarios 
This paper considers an off-shore 5MW baseline turbine proposed by the U.S. National Renewable 
Energy Laboratory (NREL) [70]. This is a three-bladed Horizontal Axis Wind Turbine (HAWT) 
containing full generator and converter. The wind turbine is variable speed with full span blade 
pitch control and generator torque regulation. 
A) Model Description 
The baseline wind turbine is modeled using FAST (Fatigue, Aerodynamics, Structures, and 
Turbulence) [71], a comprehensive aeroelastic simulator code developed by NREL for supporting 
research and development aimed at assessing off-shore wind technology. FAST can model a three-
bladed HAWT as a combination of rigid and flexible bodies through 24 Degrees Of Freedom 
(DOFs), with further details given in [71]. FAST employs another NREL code called AeroDyn 
subroutine library to predict the aerodynamics of the wind turbine. The AeroDyn itself utilizes 
realistic wind input files generated in TurbSim which is a stochastic, full-field, turbulent-wind 
simulator. 
A simplified block scheme of the wind turbine benchmark model is shown in Figure 2.1. As 
shown in the figure, due to some limitations in the FAST code, the dynamics of sensors and 




Figure 2.1 Block diagram showing wind turbine simulation model and the pitch, torque and yaw 
control systems in feedback loops. The measured generator speed 𝜔𝑔,𝑚 and wind yaw 
error 𝛯𝑒,𝑚 are extracted from the model output vector 𝒚. 
B) Faults Description 
The fault scenarios are implemented within the Sensor Models block (see Figure 2.1) of the 
benchmark model with sensor faults. Table 2.1 presents the faults considered in this paper [69]. 
Table 2.1 Fault Scenarios 
No. Fault Type Time Period (sec) 
1 Generator Speed Sensor Scaling 130-155 
2 Blade-Pitch Angle Sensor Stuck 185-210 
Sensor faults lead to measurements that are mistakenly scaled or stuck from their true values. 
Fault 1 is a scaling fault which causes the generator sensor to be scaled by a factor of 0.95. This 
fault is present during [130-155] sec during wind turbine operation. Since this sensor value is fed 
as an input to both of torque and pitch controllers, this fault can be harmful in the case of bad or 
slow accommodation. 
Fault 2 results in a fixed output value of 1 deg from pitch sensor of one of rotor blades. Fault 
2 is active within [185-210] sec. This fault causes a biased pitch angle measurement which affects 
both the pitch angle sensor and the closed-loop pitch actuator system. 
 



























2.3 Baseline Control System 
The baseline control system is developed on the basis of classical control techniques. As seen in 
Figure 2.1, the overall control system is composed of three individual controllers for regulating 
blade-pitch angles, generator torque, and nacelle yaw angle. All controllers typically use the 
generator speed feedback, except yaw controller which relies only on yaw error information. To 
reduce the effects of drive train oscillations on the measured generator speed, a low-pass filter is 
imposed on it before being fed to the controllers. 
In above rated wind speeds (full load region or region III, as shown in Figure 2.2), a blade-
pitch PI-controller tracks a constant generator speed called rated generator speed so that the turbine 
operates at its rated power of 5 MW. The controller exploits a simple gain scheduling scheme on 
the basis of aerodynamic considerations of blade-pitch sensitivity. Actually, the controller uses the 
blade pitch angle from the previous time step of controller outputs to calculate a gain correction 
factor at the next time step. 
 
Figure 2.2 Illustration of ideal power curve versus wind speed for operation of a typical wind 
turbine [16]. 
The torque controller is designed by varying the generator torque to maximize power capture 
in the below rated wind speeds (partial load region or region II, see Figure 2.2). Furthermore, the 
torque controller can be set to be active in above rated wind speeds so as to produce constant power 
output. In this case, the reference generator torque  𝜏𝑔,𝑟𝑒𝑓 is calculated using (2.1), where 𝑃𝑔,𝑜 is 




































The yaw controller is an On/Off controller developed to orient the nacelle as wind direction 
changes [69]. However, to avoid dangerous gyroscopic forces, the yaw rate should be typically 
limited to less than 1°/s. That is, the yaw controller cannot be as fast to react as it is required for 
investigation of advanced control approaches. 
The pitch and torque controllers are faster and much more flexible compared to the yaw 
controller. However, to avoid any intense commanded signal and its subsequent excessive load on 
the relevant actuator(s), the appropriate rate limiters and magnitude limiters are imposed on the 
outputs of each controller. These limiters are kept unchanged throughout this paper. 
2.4 Fuzzy Gain-Scheduled PI-Controller Design 
In this section, the baseline pitch PI-controller is improved to a Fuzzy Gain-Scheduled (FGS) PI-
control system on the basis of proposed method in [93]. The baseline PI-controller has only one 
input of generator speed tracking error, while the proposed FGS PI-controller has an extra input of 
change in tracking error (derivative) as well for the purpose of improving control performance of 
the wind turbine. This derivative input allows for better describing the system’s dynamics, and 
provides some level of passive predictability of system behavior to facilitate control. 
A) Baseline PI-Control System Description 
In above rated wind speeds, the PI-collective-pitch-control law is represented as: 




in which, 𝛽𝑟𝑒𝑓(𝑡) is the reference blade-pitch angle, 𝜔𝑔,𝑒(𝑡) = 𝜔𝑔,𝑑 −𝜔𝑔,𝑚 is the generator speed 
error, and the desired generator speed is  𝜔𝑔,𝑑. 
Authors in [70] have used the described method in [94] to derive the values of control gains. 
Using a simple single-DOF model of the wind turbine, and after some simplifying assumptions, 
[70] derives the following proportional and integral gains for (2.2): 
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𝐾𝑃(𝛽) = 𝐾𝑃,𝛽=0 Φ(𝛽) (2.3) 
𝐾𝐼(𝛽) = 𝐾𝐼,𝛽=0 Φ(𝛽) (2.4) 
where 𝐾𝑃,𝛽=0 and 𝐾𝐼,𝛽=0 denote, respectively, the constant uncorrected proportional and integral 
gains. They are defined in (2.5) and (2.6) respectively, in which the 
𝜕𝑃
𝜕𝛽
(𝛽 = 0) is pitch sensitivity 
at rated operating point (𝛽 = 0), the drive train inertia, 𝐼𝑑𝑡, rated low-speed shaft rotational 
speed, 𝜔𝑟,𝑜, and gearbox ratio, 𝑁𝑔, all are constants describing the wind turbine system. The natural 
frequency, 𝜔𝜑𝑛, and damping ratio, 𝜁𝜑, represent response characteristics with their appropriate 

















In (2.3) and (2.4), the only adaptive term is the following correction factor (2.7), in which 𝛽𝑐 








In the gain scheduling process, the PI-controller applies the blade-pitch angle from the 
previous control time step (𝑘 − 1) to calculate the correction factor at the next time step (𝑘). 
Since the above method considers some effects of nonlinear aerodynamic characteristics, it is 
preferred to an ordinary pitch PI-controller with completely constant gains [94]. However, this 
gain-scheduled system is still a simple PI-controller which is basically derived from a simple 
single-DOF model of wind turbine and also based on some simplification assumptions (see [70]). 
In the next subsection, we propose the design of an effective gain scheduling scheme to 




B) Fuzzy Gain-Scheduled PI-Controller Design 
The proposed scheduling scheme exploits fuzzy inference mechanism for online adaptation of 
the proportional and integral gains derived for the baseline PI-controller (see Figure 2.3). As it was 
shown in the previous subsection, each control gain has its own correction factor which only 
handles the nonlinearities due to blade-pitch authority (see (2.7)). Here, the correction factors 
remain unchanged, while the constant uncorrected 𝐾𝑃,𝛽=0 and 𝐾𝐼,𝛽=0 are scheduled to capture other 
nonlinearities in the wind turbine system. 
 
Figure 2.3 Block diagram of the fuzzy gain-scheduled PI control system. The measured generator 
speed 𝜔𝑔,𝑚 is extracted from the model output vector 𝒚. 




′ (𝑘) + 𝐾𝑃,𝛽=0





𝑚𝑖𝑛  (2.9) 
where, 𝐾𝑃
′  and 𝐾𝐼
′ are respectively normalized values of 𝐾𝑃,𝛽=0 and 𝐾𝐼,𝛽=0 between zero and one. 
The [𝐾𝑃,𝛽=0
𝑚𝑖𝑛 , 𝐾𝑃,𝛽=0
𝑚𝑎𝑥 ] and  [𝐾𝐼,𝛽=0
𝑚𝑖𝑛 , 𝐾𝐼,𝛽=0
𝑚𝑎𝑥 ] in (2.8) and (2.9) are prescribed ranges for 𝐾𝑃,𝛽=0 and 
𝐾𝐼,𝛽=0 respectively. A rule of thumb for determining the above ranges is given as [93]: 
𝐾𝑃,𝛽=0



































𝑚𝑎𝑥 = 0.6 𝐾𝑢 
 
(2.11) 
where 𝐾𝑢 denotes the gain of oscillation at the stability limit under P-control [95]. Subsequently, 







Although the above mentioned rule of thumb provides an estimate for each range, more 
experiments are required to fine tune the ranges and to achieve the favorable control performance. 
Table 2.2 presents the values of uncorrected gains and the chosen ranges for them. 
Table 2.2 Controller parameters for baseline PI-controller and FGS-PI controller 
Parameter Value/Range 
𝐾𝑃,𝛽=0 2 × 10−2 
[𝐾𝑃,𝛽=0
𝑚𝑖𝑛 , 𝐾𝑃,𝛽=0
𝑚𝑎𝑥 ] [1.05 × 10−2 , 3.8 × 10−2] 
𝐾𝐼,𝛽=0 8.07 × 10−3 
[𝐾𝐼,𝛽=0
𝑚𝑖𝑛 , 𝐾𝐼,𝛽=0
𝑚𝑎𝑥 ] [7.542 × 10−3 , 8.594 × 10−3] 
The parameters 𝐾𝑃
′  and 𝐾𝐼
′ in (2.8) and (2.9) as the normalized values of 𝐾𝑃,𝛽=0 and 𝐾𝐼,𝛽=0 are 
determined on-line using a set of linguistic if-then rules in the form of [93]: 
𝑹𝒖𝒍𝒆 𝒊:   If 𝜔𝑔,𝑒(𝑘) is 𝐴𝑖 and ?̇?𝑔,𝑒(𝑘) is 𝐵𝑖, then 𝐾𝑃
′ (𝑘) is 𝐶𝑖 and 𝐾𝐼
′(𝑘) is 𝐷𝑖 (2.13) 
where 𝐴𝑖 , 𝐵𝑖, 𝐶𝑖 and 𝐷𝑖 (with 𝑖 = 1,2, … ,𝑀) are fuzzy sets corresponding to 𝜔𝑔,𝑒, ?̇?𝑔,𝑒, 𝐾𝑃
′ , and 𝐾𝐼
′ 
respectively. The used triangular membership functions for 𝜔𝑔,𝑒 and ?̇?𝑔,𝑒 are shown in Figure 
2.4(a). In this figure, the fuzzy subset ZO stands for approximately zero, PS for positive-small, PM 
for positive-medium, and PB for positive-big. Similarly, NS represents negative-small and so on. 
Figure 2.4(b) shows the selected membership functions for 𝐾𝑃
′  and 𝐾𝐼
′. Both the B (big) and S 
(small) membership functions are based on generalized bell function in the following form with 











The above function provides smooth and nonlinear mapping between the degree of 
membership function 𝜇 and the variable 𝑥 = (𝐾𝑃






Figure 2.4 Membership functions. (a) inputs, (b) outputs  
Rule bases shown in Tables 2.3 and 2.4 represent rules in (2.13). They are formulated based 
on expert’s knowledge. As a general rule for a PID controller, to produce a big control signal, the 
controller should use a large proportional gain, a large integral gain, and a small derivative gain. 
Table 2.3 Fuzzy rules for 𝐾𝑃
′  
     ?̇?𝑔,𝑒(𝑘)    
  NB NM NS ZO PS PM PB 
 NB B B B B B B B 
 NM S B B B B B S 
 NS S S B B B S S 
𝜔𝑔,𝑒(𝑘) ZO S S S B S S S 
 PS S S B B B S S 
 PM S B B B B B S 









































































Table 2.4 Fuzzy rules for 𝐾𝐼
′ 
     ?̇?𝑔,𝑒(𝑘)    
  NB NM NS ZO PS PM PB 
 NB B B B B B B B 
 NM B B S S S B B 
 NS B B B S B B B 
𝜔𝑔,𝑒(𝑘) ZO B B B S B B B 
 PS B B B S B B B 
 PM B B S S S B B 
 PB B B B B B B B 
In this paper, the logic AND has been implemented with the minimum operator, and the 





























 are the values of 𝐾𝑃
′  and 𝐾𝐼
′ corresponding to the degree of membership 𝜇𝑖 for 
the i-th rule respectively. Notice that if the fuzzified inputs are normalized to the values between 0 
and 1, then the denominator of the above rules will be one. 
The eventual input-output surface presentations of the fuzzy gain scheduler for 𝐾𝑃
′  and 𝐾𝐼
′ are 





Figure 2.5 Response surfaces. (a) 𝐾𝑃





2.5 Remedial Strategy 
This section presents the strategy that must be taken into consideration to prevent the propagation 
of faults and system failure. The proposed strategy results in a fault-tolerant control algorithm which 
is based on signal correction. This FTC algorithm complements the proposed FGS-PI control 
system, and enhances its functionality to an AFTCS. 
Here, signal correction means that the previously developed control system (the pitch FGS PI-
controller and the reference torque controller) is not modified; only the inputs and outputs of the 
controller are corrected according to the faults information. Therefore, the method relies on fault 
detection and diagnosis scheme to provide the most up-to-date information about the true status of 
the wind turbine system. 
An important feature of AFTCS on the basis of signal correction is its autonomous structure 
which does not affect the performance of FGS-PI system. So, this property makes it possible to 
save the robustness and efficiency of the FGS-PI system under the defined fault conditions. 
The structure of AFTCS is outlined in Figure 2.6. As shown in the figure, the pitch and torque 
controllers are kept unchanged themselves; only their inputs and outputs are modified. Here, the 
supervision process is not described explicitly, because it is very simple in the considered case. 
 
Figure 2.6 Schematic of AFTCS using FDD module. Based on FDD information 𝑰(𝑘), the 
supervisor applies appropriate signal correction/modification using estimates (wind 
turbine states and/or fault biases) ?̂?(𝑘). 
𝒚(𝑘) Wind  
Turbine 























A) Model-Based FDD Approach 
This paper applies a model-based Fault Detection and Diagnosis (FDD) approach using Fuzzy 
Modeling and Identification (FMI) method (see Figure 2.7). 
 
Figure 2.7 Model-based fault detection and diagnosis scheme based on fuzzy models. 
As depicted in Figure 2.7, the so-called residuals 𝒓(𝑘) are computed as the difference between 
the actual system outputs  𝒚(𝑘), and the estimated outputs ?̂?(𝑘) obtained from Takagi-Sugeno (T-
S) fuzzy models which are identified and developed from measured data during normal operation 
of wind turbine: 
𝒓(𝑘) = ?̂?(𝑘) − 𝒚(𝑘) (2.17) 
A decision-making logic (2.18) can be applied for residual evaluation in Figure 2.7. 
{
(𝑟𝑚 − 𝛾𝑟𝑠𝑡𝑑) ≤ 𝒓(𝑘) ≤ (𝑟𝑚 + 𝛾𝑟𝑠𝑡𝑑) 𝑁𝑜 𝐹𝑎𝑢𝑙𝑡
 𝒓(𝑘) > (𝑟𝑚 + 𝛾𝑟𝑠𝑡𝑑)    𝑜𝑟    𝒓(𝑘) < (𝑟𝑚 − 𝛾𝑟𝑠𝑡𝑑) 𝐹𝑎𝑢𝑙𝑡
 (2.18) 
where 𝑟𝑚 and 𝑟𝑠𝑡𝑑 denote respectively the mean and the standard deviation values of residuals 𝒓(𝑘) 
during fault-free operation of the wind turbine. The tuning parameter 𝛾 represents the modeling 
error, and should be properly chosen to minimize false detection and missed detection rates. 
The accuracy of a model plays an important role in ensuring the performance of a model-based 
























method for the identification of nonlinear dynamic systems like a wind turbine [32, 96]. An 
important advantage of local fuzzy model networks is that they can be designed to automatically 
adapt themselves to the complexity of the problem in a highly efficient way. However, some 
important problems involved with the identification of dynamic models from real processes are the 
noise and high frequency excitation in input and output data. In the following section, a filter 
system is presented to overcome these problems. Subsequently, data-driven modeling and 
identification scheme based on fuzzy clustering will be presented. 
1) Measurement Filter 
In this paper, to obtain the appropriate data sets for FMI process and also to obtain precise 
fuzzy models for the FDD system, a recursive, single-pole low-pass filter with exponential 
smoothing is used. This type of filter is selected due to its simplicity in implementation and 
effectiveness in the time domain. The filter is modeled as a discrete-time recursion (difference) 
equation with discrete time constant  𝑇𝑠 and corner frequency 𝑓𝑐 [70]: 
𝑦(𝑘) = (1 − 𝛼) 𝑢(𝑘) + 𝛼 𝑦(𝑘 − 1) 
𝛼 = 𝑒−2𝜋𝑇𝑠𝑓𝑐 
(2.19) 
where 𝑢 and 𝑦 are the unfiltered input measurement and filtered output measurement, respectively, 
and 𝛼 denotes low-pass filter coefficient. 
By defining the filter state as follows: 
𝑥(𝑘) = 𝑦(𝑘 − 1)   or  𝑥(𝑘 + 1) = 𝑦(𝑘) (2.20) 
This filter can be presented in discrete-time state-space format as follows: 
 𝑥(𝑘 + 1) = 𝐴𝑑𝑥(𝑘) + 𝐵𝑑𝑢(𝑘) 
 𝑦(𝑘) = 𝐶𝑑𝑥(𝑘) + 𝐷𝑑𝑢(𝑘) 
(2.21) 
where 𝐴𝑑 = 𝛼 is the discrete-time state matrix, 𝐵𝑑 = 1 − 𝛼 is the discrete-time input matrix, 𝐶𝑑 =
𝛼 is the discrete-time output state matrix, and 𝐷𝑑 = 1 − 𝛼 is the discrete-time input transmission 
matrix. Using the above state-space representation, the filter can be converted into other forms, 
such as frequency-response form or transfer-function form. 
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2) Fuzzy Modeling and Identification 
Almost all of the physical dynamical systems in real life have a nonlinear nature and cannot 
be represented only by linear differential equations. In practice, it would be difficult or even 
impossible to derive a single nonlinear model for all operating conditions of a system. One way to 
cope with such difficulty is multiple-model approach. 
FMI is one of the efficient methods for generating multiple models as a collection of fuzzy if-
then rules. A significant fuzzy modeling technique is the Takagi-Sugeno (T-S) method which is a 
multiple-model approach that can handle uncertain and time-varying situations [78]. It has 
excellent capability in complex and uncertain system description and is particularly suitable for 
modeling nonlinear systems using a set of fuzzy local models (sub-models) which are trained based 
on measured input-output data. These sub-models are combined using a fuzzy inference 
mechanism corresponding to various operating points, and finally constitute an overall fuzzy model 
for the system. 
a) T-S fuzzy modeling 
Without loss of generality, a Single-Input Single-Output (SISO) system can be defined in the 
following form: 
𝑦(𝑘 + 1) = 𝑓(𝜓(𝑘)) + 𝑒 




in which 𝝍(𝒌) is an information data vector including the past model inputs 𝑢(𝑘) and 
outputs 𝑦(𝑘), 𝑘 is the discrete-time-step, {𝑛𝑢, 𝑛𝑦} ∈ ℤ correspond to the model order which can be 
defined by the user, and 𝑒 indicates the modeling error. 
As already remarked, the unknown function 𝑓(. ) Can be approximated by a T-S type fuzzy 
model described in terms of m rules as [97]: 
𝐑𝐮𝐥𝐞 𝒋:    𝑰𝒇 𝑦(𝑘) 𝑖𝑠 𝐴𝑗1𝒂𝒏𝒅 𝑦(𝑘 − 1)𝑖𝑠 𝐴𝑗2 𝒂𝒏𝒅,… , 𝑦(𝑘 − 𝑛𝑦 + 1)𝑖𝑠 𝐴𝑗𝑛𝑦   
                  𝒂𝒏𝒅 𝑢(𝑘)𝑖𝑠 𝐵𝑗1𝒂𝒏𝒅 𝑢(𝑘 − 1)𝑖𝑠 𝐵𝑗2 𝒂𝒏𝒅,… , 𝑢(𝑘 − 𝑛𝑢 + 1)𝑖𝑠 𝐵𝑗𝑛𝑢   




where 𝐴, 𝐵 are the antecedent fuzzy sets of the j-th rule ( 𝑗 = 1,2, … ,𝑚) in which each of them are 
defined by a membership function. Since a T-S fuzzy model represents the rule consequences in 
the form of crisp functions of the model inputs, so 𝐹𝑗(. ) is an arbitrary function which has an 
identical structure with varying parameters in each rule. One selection for 𝐹𝑗 can be a simple but 
practically efficient affine (linear) form as follows [97]: 
𝐹𝑗:     𝑦𝑗(𝑘 + 1) = 𝝌𝒋𝝍+ 𝜆𝑗 (2.24) 
where 𝝌𝒋 and 𝜆𝑗 denote the j-th parameter vector and scalar offset of the j-th rule respectively. In 
this way, an affine T-S model is obtained. 
The foresaid approach as a T-S fuzzy model represents the dynamics of a nonlinear system 









where ?̂? is the aggregated output of the model, 𝜇𝑗 are membership functions each representing the 
degree of fulfillment of a rule. 
b) Identification using fuzzy clustering 
The problem of nonlinear system identification emphasizes on identifying the structure of 
fuzzy model, and then estimating the model parameters. Identifying the structure corresponds to 
the determination of number and types of membership functions for the input variables and the 
number of tuning rules and output variables. Estimating the model parameters includes 
determination of the antecedent fuzzy sets and the consequent parameters of the T-S model. In this 
paper, the well-established Gustafson-Kessel (GK) clustering algorithm [98] is used to identify 
fuzzy T-S models. The GK algorithm performs data set partitioning into fuzzy subsets in an 
iterative way. Then the identification procedure is accomplished by generation of the antecedent 
membership functions, and the estimation of the parameters of the local linear models through a 





B) FDD and FTC Design for Fault Scenarios 
Each of the considered fault scenarios in Section 2.2 has a degree of influence on the wind 
turbine performance. In the following subsections, the aforementioned remedial strategy including 
model-based FDD and automatic signal correction algorithms for AFTCS are designed and 
developed for each type of sensor faults. Additionally, the requirements for the fault diagnosis and 
accommodation schemes are determined. 
1) Generator Speed Sensor Fault Case 
Generally, the possible faults that may occur for the generator speed sensor include: scaling 
(proportional) error on the output, fixed output, and no output. The scaling error is the challenging 
one which is modeled as follows: 
𝜔𝑔,𝑚(𝑘) = (1 + 𝛿𝑠𝑒(𝑘))𝜔𝑔(𝑘) + 𝜎𝜔𝑔(𝑘) (2.26) 
where 𝜔𝑔,𝑚(𝑘) is the generator speed measurement (rpm) at the instant 𝑘, 𝛿𝑠𝑒(𝑘) is the scaling 
error, and 𝜎𝜔𝑔(𝑘) denotes a white noise sequence (rpm). 
As already remarked, the considered fault causes the generator speed sensor 𝜔𝑔,𝑚 to be scaled 
by a factor of 0.95 (i.e., 𝛿𝑠𝑒(𝑘) = −0.05). This sensor value is fed as an input to both the pitch and 
torque controllers. So, the fault must be detected and accommodated in a fast and safe way. This 
type of fault should be detected before the proportional error equals 50% of the safety margin which 
is itself 10% of rated generator speed (i.e., 5% of the defined rated generator speed, which would 
be 1173.7±58.7 rpm) [4]. Then, a switching action is required to feed a corrected generator speed 
measurement into the controllers and other possible estimators. 
Detection of a proportional error on the generator speed sensor is based on the redundant 
sensor information from the rotor speed sensor and checking of the consistency of both sensor 
outputs. However, this method relies on the assumption that the generator and rotor speed sensors 
do not experience fault simultaneously [4]. This assumption by itself is not sufficient for estimation 
process of scaling error. Because on the one hand, the faulty sensor cannot be isolated by only 
using information from the two speed sensors; and, on the other hand, the noise power and accuracy 
of two sensors are different. In other words, knowing the gear ratio, 𝑁𝑔, and then converting the 
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rotor speed to generator speed does not provide the satisfactory precision required for estimation 
purpose. Nonetheless, the estimation of true generator speed can be done accurately via a Multi-
Input Single-Output (MISO) fuzzy model designed in the form of presented FDD approach in 
Section 5.1. The suitable inputs for fuzzy model are selected on the basis of relationships between 
parameters describing wind turbine performance. 
There exists a very well-known non-linear relationship between the applied aerodynamic 
torque, 𝜏𝑎𝑒𝑟(𝑡), to the rotor speed 𝜔r(𝑡) and the wind speed 𝑉𝑤(𝑡). Such a relation is given in 





3(𝑡) 𝐶𝑝(𝛽(𝑡), 𝜆(𝑡)) (2.27) 
The coefficient 𝐶𝑝 in (2.27) deals with the aerodynamic efficiency of the rotor, and is a 
nonlinear function of the Tip Speed Ratio (TSR) 𝜆(𝑡) and the blade-pitch angle  𝛽(𝑡). The TSR is 





The aerodynamic torque in (2.27) is calculated based on estimated value of wind speed and 
measured values for rotor speed and blade-pitch angles. Then it is used to derive a first-order model 
of wind turbine, as shown in (2.29), where  𝐽 is the rotational inertia of the turbine, and 𝜏𝑔 is the 




(𝜏𝑎𝑒𝑟(𝑡) − 𝜏𝑔(𝑡)) (2.29) 
As it is seen from (2.29), 𝜏𝑎𝑒𝑟(𝑡) is a key input for modeling of rotating parts in wind turbines. 
So the measured aerodynamic torque 𝜏𝑎𝑒𝑟,𝑚 is selected as an input for the fuzzy model of generator 
speed. Moreover, despite the aforementioned drawback of rotor speed value in estimation of 
generator speed, it provides an excellent clue to understand the behavior of the generator speed 
variation. So, this motivates to consider augmented value of rotor speed (𝑁𝑔. 𝜔𝑟,𝑚) as another input 




Table 2.5 Configuration properties of generator speed T-S fuzzy model (MISO model) 












Number of candidate inputs 4 
𝜔𝑔(𝑘 − 1); 𝜔𝑔(𝑘 − 2); 
 𝑁𝑔. 𝜔𝑟,𝑚(𝑘 − 1); 
 𝜏𝑎𝑒𝑟,𝑚(𝑘 − 1) 
Number of membership 





























Linear equation form - 
𝜔𝑔(𝑘) = 𝜒1𝜔𝑔(𝑘 − 1) 
+𝜒2𝜔𝑔(𝑘 − 2) 
+𝜒3𝑁𝑔. 𝜔𝑟,𝑚(𝑘 − 1) 
+𝜒4 𝜏𝑎𝑒𝑟,𝑚(𝑘 − 1) + 𝜆 












Figure 2.8 Generator/Rotor speed model-based FDD. 
As shown in Figure 2.8, using the gearbox ratio  𝑁𝑔, the fault can be seen as an inconsistency 
in the augmented rotor speed measurement (𝑁𝑔. 𝜔𝑟,𝑚) and generator speed measurement  𝜔𝑔,𝑚. 
The fault detection of rotor speed sensor is done separately exploiting a fuzzy model which 
estimates the rotor speed value  ?̂?𝑟. The FDD system considers both of the obtained residuals 






𝑰(𝑡) Residual Evaluation 
















a supervisor for appropriate decision and possible switch command. Notice that, regardless of 
whether fault is from the generator or rotor speed sensor, the corrected sensor value obtained from 
the relevant model must be fed to all controllers and/or estimators to make them tolerant to the 
fault. The used fuzzy model in Figure 2.8 is identified and developed from the normal operation of 
wind turbine. Table 2.6 presents the configuration properties for this model. 
Table 2.6 Configuration properties of rotor speed T-S fuzzy model (MISO model) 












Number of candidate inputs 6 
𝜔𝑟(𝑘 − 1); 𝜔𝑟(𝑘 − 2) 
𝜔?̃?(𝑘 − 1); 𝜔?̃?(𝑘 − 2) 
;  𝜏𝑎𝑒𝑟,𝑚(𝑘 − 1);  𝜏𝑎𝑒𝑟,𝑚(𝑘 − 2) 
Number of membership 





























Linear equation form - 
𝜔𝑟(𝑘) = 𝜒1𝜔𝑟(𝑘 − 1) 
+𝜒2𝜔𝑟(𝑘 − 2) 
+𝜒3𝜔?̃?(𝑘 − 1) 
+𝜒4𝜔?̃?(𝑘 − 2) 
 +𝜒5 𝜏𝑎𝑒𝑟,𝑚(𝑘 − 1) 
+𝜒6 𝜏𝑎𝑒𝑟,𝑚(𝑘 − 2) + 𝜆 
Defuzzification method - 









In Table 2.6,  𝜔?̃? is defined with the following equation, where 𝑃𝑔 is the turbine power, and 𝜂𝑔 





Theoretically, the above expression exists to directly estimate the generator and rotor speeds. 
But, due to time-varying nature of power system efficiency, it is not accurate enough in practice. 
Nonetheless,  𝜔?̃? acts as a candidate input which has precious information about behavior of the 
rotor speed during wind turbine operation. Hence, the fuzzy model exploits this information besides 
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the other inputs to accurately estimate the rotor speed. As it is seen from Table 2.6, the model is 
not directly dependent on the output of generator speed sensor. So, in the case of any fault in the 
speed sensors, the model will be fast and robust enough to indicate any possible deviation of rotor 
speed from its true value. 
2) Pitch Sensor Fault Case 
Generally speaking, an internal fault in a pitch sensor system may result in a biased output. 
This biased output is a sensor fault, but it is also located inside a closed-loop pitch actuator system. 
That is, the fault affects both the pitch angle measurement and the pitch actuator through its closed-
loop servo controller. 
In this paper, the considered pitch sensor fault results in a fixed-value output from pitch sensor 
of one of rotor blades. However, due to time-varying behavior of reference pitch angle 𝛽𝑟𝑒𝑓(𝑡) the 
fault magnitude would be time-varying and results in a pitch angle bias value 𝛽𝑏𝑖𝑎𝑠 located on the 
closed-loop servo controller. With the occurrence of this fault, the model of pitch actuator as a 
second-order closed-loop system is modified as shown in (2.31) in which 𝜔𝑛 and 𝜉 represent the 
constant natural frequency and damping ratio of the pitch system respectively [4]. Furthermore, the 
modified sensor measurement can be modeled as seen in (2.32), where, 𝛽𝑏𝑖𝑎𝑠 denotes the pitch 
angle bias value and 𝜎𝛽(𝑘) represents the noise term. 
?̈?(𝑡) = −2𝜉𝜔𝑛?̇?(𝑡) − 𝜔𝑛
2(𝛽(𝑡) + 𝛽𝑏𝑖𝑎𝑠(𝑡)) + 𝜔𝑛
2𝛽𝑟𝑒𝑓(𝑡) (2.31) 
𝛽𝑚(𝑘) = (𝛽(𝑘) + 𝛽𝑏𝑖𝑎𝑠(𝑘)) + 𝜎𝛽(𝑘) (2.32) 
A bias on a single pitch sensor causes unbalanced rotation of the rotor and leads to adverse 
tower acceleration and change of aerodynamic torque. These symptoms may be used to detect and 
isolate the fault, and also estimate the magnitude of the bias (see [4]). However, in this paper a 
simpler and more reliable method (Figure 2.9) is proposed for the model-based FDD. As shown in 
Figure 2.9, a fault detection and isolation system constituting of three autonomous fuzzy models 
for each of the pitch actuators is designed. The generated residuals are computed as the difference 
between measured and estimated pitch angle values. Analysis of these residuals based on simple 
threshold logic allows detection and isolation of the faulty sensor. Then, the concluded information 




Figure 2.9 Pitch system model-based FDD. 
From a practical point of view, the pitch system is a closed system which cannot be influenced 
through the subtraction of the bias from the measured pitch angle. So, the only way to modify the 
system would be through the pitch reference signal. An accommodation design for single pitch 
sensor bias is depicted in Figure 2.10 [4]. This method compensates the sensor bias 𝛽𝑏𝑖𝑎𝑠 using 
signal correction by adding the estimated bias ?̂?𝑏𝑖𝑎𝑠 to the pitch reference signal  𝛽𝑟𝑒𝑓. 
Additionally, the corrected pitch measurement ?̂? must be fed to the other active estimators in the 
overall FDD-FTC system. This is essential to make them tolerant to the fault. Note that the 
modeling uncertainty may degrade the performance of wind turbine in fault-free operation if the 
accommodation scheme shown in Figure 2.10 is kept permanently active. Therefore, the 
accommodation scheme will be activated only after detection of fault through the presented FDD 
































𝑰(𝑡) Residual Evaluation 





Figure 2.10 Fault accommodation in a pitch system with biased sensor measurement. 
The proposed structure of bias estimation system is illustrated in Figure 2.11. To have an 
accurate estimation for pitch system measurement, the manipulated reference signal is fed to the 
fuzzy model through a filter. The filter includes a simple integral action with an appropriate state 
identifier. Hence, the compensated reference signal (𝛽𝑟𝑒𝑓 + ?̂?𝑏𝑖𝑎𝑠)  is converted to a normal 
reference signal 𝛽𝑟𝑒𝑓,𝑛 which should be followed by a normal pitch system. Therefore, the pitch 
system fuzzy model estimates correctly the value of pitch angle during the fault occurrence. 
 
Figure 2.11 Pitch sensor bias estimation using fuzzy model of pitch system. The estimated 
bias ?̂?𝑏𝑖𝑎𝑠 is computed from the difference between measured pitch value 𝛽𝑚 and 
estimated pitch value ?̂?. 
Table 2.7 presents the structure properties of applied MISO fuzzy models for pitch systems in 
Figures 2.9 and 2.11. Similar to the presented fuzzy models in Section 5.2.1, the aerodynamic 
torque is used as an input for the model. Moreover, the command/reference control signals are also 
used as two additional inputs based on the presented pitch system model in (2.31), and the changing 





































?̂?(𝑘 − 2) 
?̂?(𝑘 − 1) 
+ 
+ 
𝜏𝑎𝑒𝑟,𝑚(𝑘 − 1) 
 
𝜏𝑔,𝑟𝑒𝑓(𝑘 − 1) 
𝛽𝑟𝑒𝑓,𝑛(𝑘 − 1) 
Filter ∑ 
?̂?𝑏𝑖𝑎𝑠(𝑘 − 1) 
𝛽𝑟𝑒𝑓(𝑘 − 1) 
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Table 2.7 Configuration properties of pitch system T-S fuzzy model (MISO model) 












Number of candidate inputs 5 
𝛽(𝑘 − 1); 𝛽(𝑘 − 2); 
𝜏𝑔,𝑟𝑒𝑓(𝑘 − 1);  𝜏𝑎𝑒𝑟,𝑚(𝑘 − 1); 
𝛽𝑟𝑒𝑓(𝑘 − 1) 
Number of membership 





























Linear equation form - 
𝛽(𝑘) = 𝜒1𝛽(𝑘 − 1) 
+𝜒2𝛽(𝑘 − 2) 
+𝜒3𝛽𝑟𝑒𝑓(𝑘 − 1) 
+𝜒4𝜏𝑔,𝑟𝑒𝑓(𝑘 − 1) 
+𝜒5 𝜏𝑎𝑒𝑟,𝑚(𝑘 − 1)
+ 𝜆 










2.6 Simulation Results and Discussion 
This section presents the performance evaluation of proposed FGS-PI and FDD and FTC schemes. 
Simulations were performed in MATLAB/Simulink environment using the nonlinear model 
presented in Section 2. In order to compare between different control systems, the described 
baseline control system in Section 3 was used as a frame of reference. Simulations were conducted 
for a realistic wind speed sequence with mean speed of 14 m/s, and over 630 seconds of run time. 
This wind speed sequence is illustrated in Figure 2.12. The rated and cutout wind speeds are 11.4 




Figure 2.12 Wind speed sequence. 
As shown in Figure 2.12, the wind profile covers different regions above and below the rated 
wind speed. Therefore both the blade-pitch control and torque control systems are in working 
condition. Additionally, the torque controller is set to be active for changing the torque in above 
rated wind speeds too. In the following subsections, different sets of simulations and numerical 
results for fuzzy modeling, fuzzy gain scheduled PI-control, FDD, and AFTCS are presented. 
A) Performance of FGS Blade-Pitch PI-Controller in the Fault-Free Case 
First, the high performance of the FGS PI-controller is demonstrated in fault-free operation of 
the wind turbine. Here, various properties indicating performance and safety considerations are 
chosen to present a complete comparison between FGS and baseline PI-controllers. 
Figure 2.13 displays the time history of generator rotational speed for the two controllers. 
Additionally, the mean and standard deviation values obtained from this figure are stated in Table 
2.8. 






























Figure 2.13 Generator rotational speed regulation with baseline PI-controller and FGS PI-
controller. 
Based on the simulation results, reflected in Figure 2.13 and Table 2.8, the FGS PI-controller 
is faster and more successful in tracking the rated generator speed of 1173.7 rpm. In particular, the 
FGS PI-controller has regulated the generator speed below its recommended maximum value 
which is about 1320 rpm.  This is due to improved adaptation of control gains and also related to 
the fact that the FGS PI-controller evaluates not only the speed tracking error but also the rate of 
this error. In order to consider safe loadings on the actuators, both the control output reference 
signals 𝛽𝑟𝑒𝑓(𝑡) are passed through prescribed rate and magnitude limiters. Figure 2.14 displays the 
measured pitch rates during wind turbine simulation with each controller. As can be seen from the 
figure, the values of pitch rates are well within the safe range (±10 deg/sec) for the pitch system. 
Additionally, the figure indicates higher but safe variation in pitch rate for pitch angle regulation 
under the FGS PI-control. This implies that the FGS PI-controller has realized the unused potential 
of the pitch actuators to improve the tracking performance. 

































Figure 2.14 Pitch angle rates during turbine operation using baseline PI-controller and FGS PI-
controller. 
The tower-top fore-aft (x) and side-to-side (y) accelerations are also monitored. As can be seen 
from Table 2.8, both control approaches result in almost the same acceleration values for the tower-
top. 









Mean STD Mean STD Mean STD 
Baseline PI-Controller 1175.03 53.15 0.012 0.51 -0.001 0.85 
FGS PI-Controller 1174.90 43.24 0.012 0.52 -0.001 0.84 
The generated electrical power is shown in Figure 2.15 to indicate the capability of each 
controller in tracking the rated power value of 5 MW. 





























Figure 2.15 Measured generated electrical power during turbine operation using baseline PI-
controller and FGS PI-controller. 
As seen in Figure 2.15, there are some distinctive moments of power drop (transition from 
region III to II) even if there is sufficient wind available to produce the rated power continuously. 
This can be due to the present turbulence in vicinity of above rated wind speed. Hence, the rotor 
speed may vary somewhat around the reference rated RPM and might sometimes even deviate 
below the RPM for maximum generator power capture (region II). As it can be seen from the figure, 
although both the curves exhibit some points of power drop, the tracking of rated power has been 
more satisfactory for the wind turbine operating with the FGS PI-controller. The available 
information in Table 2.9 also confirms the excellence of FGS PI-controller. 
 
Figure 2.16 Measured generator torque during turbine operation using baseline PI-controller and 
FGS PI-controller. 

































































Figure 2.16 shows the measured generator torque which is highly noisy signal. The described 
low-pass filter in Section 5 can be applied to mitigate the high-frequency excitation of the measured 
signal as shown in Figure 2.17. 
 
Figure 2.17 Filtered generator torque during turbine operation using baseline PI-controller and 
FGS PI-controller. 
From Figure 2.17 and Table 2.9, both the controllers are tracking the rated generator torque of 
43 KN. However, the FGS PI-controller has demonstrated better tracking performance compared 
to the baseline PI-controller. 
Table 2.9 Quantitative Comparison of blade-pitch PI-controllers - system in normal operation 





Mean STD Mean STD 
Baseline PI-Controller 42.982 2.296 4937416 178409 
FGS PI-Controller 43.003 1.975 4942745 161858 
B) Modeling Accuracy for Fuzzy Models 
In order to train and evaluate each fuzzy model, a set of 50,400 measured data for each of 
inputs and outputs were used. The data were obtained from the simulation of wind turbine 
benchmark model under normal operation with FGS PI-controller and with a sampling rate of 80 
Hz. Note that each set of the measured data was split into equal halves; one half for training and 
the other half for validation. 





























To measure modeling accuracy and fitting performance of the fuzzy models, the Root-Mean-
Squared Error (RMSE) and the Variance Accounted For (VAF) index are used respectively. The 








in which, 𝑦𝑘 and ?̂?𝑘 are the k-th true output of the system and estimated output of the model, 
respectively. The percentile VAF is computed by: 
𝑉𝐴𝐹 = [1 −
𝑐𝑜𝑣(𝑦𝑘 − ?̂?𝑘)
𝑐𝑜𝑣(𝑦𝑘)
] 100% (2.34) 
where cov denotes the covariance of the respective vector. The obtained results are presented in 
Table 2.10. From the table, it is clear that the fuzzy models are considerably accurate for 
approximating the process under diagnosis. 
Table 2.10 Modeling accuracy of fuzzy models – system in normal operation 
Fuzzy Model VAF (%) RMSE 
Generator Rotational Speed 99.7 0.17 
Rotor Rotational Speed 91.0 0.14 
Pitch System 98.7 0.35 
C) FDD Results 
The proposed FDI architectures in this paper were able to detect and isolate both the considered 
sensor faults specified in Section 2.2. Each fault results in deviation of the defined residual from 
vicinity of zero. The residual signals of the faults in generator speed sensor and blade-pitch sensor 













Figure 2.19 FDD result for blade-pitch sensor. (a) Residuals, and (b) fault indicator. 
To evaluate the obtained residuals, the described decision-making logic in (2.18) was applied. 
In Figures 2.18(b) and 2.19(b), the fault indicator signals are generated when the residual signal 















































































exceeds its relevant threshold by more than 5 consecutive samples. The thresholds were obtained 
with a trial and error procedure to minimize the possibility of false detection and missed detection. 
The time of detection for each fault is presented in Table 2.11. The blade-pitch sensor fault is 
rapidly detected, but the fault in generator speed sensor requires more time to be detected. This is 
mainly due to the type of each fault. 
Table 2.11 Detection time values for sensor faults (in seconds) 
Fault Type Detection time (sec) 
Generator speed sensor Scaling 0.37 
Pitch angle sensor Stuck 0.02 
D) Performance of AFTCS against the Faults 
The performance of AFTCS is highly dependent on the speed and accuracy of the FDD 
scheme. Generally speaking, in practice, it may be difficult to measure or obtain the instant precise 
value of a fault in a system. That is the FDD system can only determine an online estimate for the 
magnitude of fault after its occurrence. In addition, the time-delays present in the FDD process and 
subsequent real-time control reconfiguration (signal correction) cause the AFTCS to accept a 
continued operation with graceful degradation in overall system performance under the fault 
conditions, rather than complete failure. 
In this subsection, the investigation of active fault-tolerant control algorithm is performed. A 
series of simulations have been conducted in which the described fault scenarios (see Section 2.2) 
were applied. The generator speed is selected to be investigated as the most important response of 
the control system. Furthermore, the fault-free simulation with FGS PI-controller is used as a frame 
of reference to investigate the tolerance of control system against faults. All simulation results are 
presented in Figure 2.20. In the following, this figure is re-plotted for more details in zoom-in views 




Figure 2.20 Generator rotational speed regulation with FGS PI-controller and AFTCS during 
fault-free and faulty operation of the wind turbine. 
E) Fault in Generator Speed Sensor 
Figure 2.21 plots the generator speed during this fault. It can be seen that the AFTCS has 
successfully kept the generator speed at the same trajectory as in the fault-free case. This implies 
that the FDD and subsequent signal correction processes were performed properly. This is not the 
case for the FGS-PI system which only relies on the information from the faulty sensor of generator 
speed (see Figure 2.21). 
 
Figure 2.21 Generator rotational speed regulation with FGS PI-controller and AFTCS during 
fault-free and faulty operation of the wind turbine – time period [120,170] sec. 
 





























Fault-free Operation with FGS PI-Cont.
Faulty Operation with  FGS PI-Cont.
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F) Fault in Blade-Pitch Angle Sensor 
A biased blade-pitch angle measurement results in unbalanced rotation of the rotor, which in 
turn affects the generator speed too. The outcome of this fault is shown on the generator speed in 
Figure 2.22. As can be seen in the figure, the FGS-PI system cannot handle this fault, and the fault 
has a significant influence on the system behavior. In contrast, the AFTCS utilizes the information 
obtained from FDD system, and accommodates the fault based on described signal correction 
approach in Section 5.2.2. However, some less serious deviations still exist due to the common 
pitch offset. 
 
Figure 2.22 Generator rotational speed regulation with FGS PI-controller and AFTCS during 
fault-free and faulty operation of wind turbine – time period [170,230] sec. 
G) Robustness 
As mentioned in Section 5, an important feature of the described AFTCS on the basis of signal 
correction is its autonomous structure which does not affect the performance of FGS PI-controller. 
So the robustness of AFTCS depends on the robustness of FGS PI-controller, and the accuracy of 
FDD system. The accuracy of FDD system was validated in Sections 6.2 and 6.3. Hence, the 
robustness of the FGS PI-controller will be examined here. 
The applied wind input profile for testing the control systems is highly turbulent, and covers 
variety of wind speeds over operating regions of the wind turbine. To further investigate the 
robustness of controller to external disturbances (e.g., wind changes), two different wind speed 
profiles with mean wind speeds of 11 and 17 m/s (see Figure 2.23) are used. For each wind profile, 
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similar simulations as described in Section 6.1 are conducted. The obtained performance measures 
are stated in Tables 2.12 and 2.13 (the simulation plots are not shown here for the sake of brevity). 
All results confirm that the FGS PI-controller is not only robust in the presence of wind 
disturbances, but also secures safe and improved performance compared to the baseline PI-
controller. 
 
Figure 2.23 Wind profiles with mean speeds of 11 and 17 (m/s). 
Table 2.12 Quantitative Comparison of blade-pitch PI-controllers - system in normal operation 


















Mean STD Mean STD Mean STD Mean STD Mean STD 
Baseline 1165.8 40.97 0.013 0.53 -7.27E-5 0.80 40773.2 3873.6 4658106.9 489293.2 
FGS 1166.5 36.10 0.012 0.54 -2.28E-5 0.79 40803.0 3693.3 4664677.2 470518.8 
 
Table 2.13 Quantitative Comparison of blade-pitch PI-controllers - system in normal operation 


















Mean STD Mean STD Mean STD Mean STD Mean STD 
Baseline 1175.3 60.55 0.011 0.53 3.4E-4 0.95 43113.5 2439.9 4950721.9 145854.1 
FGS 1175.4 52.05 0.011 0.54 2.3E-4 0.96 43092.7 2195.7 4951790.1 143836.4 

























Mean Wind Speed 11 m/s




This paper addressed the design of a novel Fault Detection and Diagnosis (FDD) and Fault-Tolerant 
Control (FTC) scheme for efficient and reliable control of a large off-shore wind turbine operating 
in full and partial load regions, and in the presence of wind turbulences, measurement noises, and 
different realistic fault scenarios. First, a Fuzzy Gain Scheduling (FGS) technique was used to 
enhance a simple gain-scheduled PI-controller (the baseline pitch controller) to a FGS PI-control 
system for robust and improved regulation of generator speed. Then, to add active fault tolerance 
capabilities to the FGS PI-control system, a model-based FDD scheme has been developed using 
fuzzy modeling and identification method. The FDD system provides fault information to be used 
in an Active Fault-Tolerant Control System (AFTCS) based on a signal correction approach. 
All simulations have been conducted in 630 seconds using NREL’s FAST 5 MW turbine 
benchmark model. Numerical results and simulation studies on various performance and safety 
parameters clearly indicate the effectiveness of the proposed schemes over the entire range of the 
tested wind speeds and in both the fault-free and faulty conditions. Compared to the baseline PI-
controller, the developed FGS PI-controller has been able to improve the overall performance of 
wind turbine. In the case of sensor faults, the accommodation has been done using FDD 
information, and based on signal correction algorithms by the developed AFTCS. 
Simulations and verifications indicate that the AFTCS does not affect the nominal performance 
of FGS PI-control system and provides acceptable performance in the presence of sensor faults, 
which cannot be achieved with baseline PI-controller and even FGS PI-control system alone. 
Since the architecture of AFTCS is based on signal correction approach which is applied to 
the FGS PI-control system, the robustness of FGS PI-control system results in robustness of the 
AFTCS. However, accuracy of the FDD system has a large impact on the overall performance of 
AFTCS. Even though both the FGS PI-controller and AFTCS showed almost the same performance 
during normal operation of wind turbine, the fault tolerance provided by AFTCS makes it superior 
to FGS PI-controller. 
Extending the presented FTC method to accommodation of other types of faults like actuator 
or system component faults remains one of the future research topics. Moreover, the AFTCS has 
been developed under the assumption of perfect communication links without network-induced 
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limitations such as packet dropouts and/or quantization effects etc. However, to achieve a practical 
AFTCS, the FDD scheme and real-time control system reconfiguration should be designed along 
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Abstract 
Wind turbines are designed to generate electrical energy as efficiently and reliably as possible. 
Advanced fault detection, diagnosis and accommodation schemes are necessary to realize the 
required levels of reliability and availability in modern wind turbines. This paper presents two 
novel approaches oriented to the design of fault-tolerant control schemes for reliable regulation of 
generator torque in a wind turbine which can be affected by both model uncertainties and actuator 
faults in its generator/converter. The first approach is based on fuzzy model reference adaptive 
control in which a fuzzy inference mechanism is used for parameter adaptation without any explicit 
knowledge of the potential faults in the system. The second approach exploits fuzzy modeling and 
identification method to develop an integrated model-based fault detection and diagnosis and 
automatic signal correction mechanism to accommodate potential faults in the system based on 
online diagnostic information. Finally, the effectiveness of the proposed fault-tolerant control 
schemes are illustrated and compared by a series of simulations on a well-known large offshore 
wind turbine benchmark in the presence of wind turbulences, measurement noises, and realistic 





It is becoming a real challenge today to meet the world’s power demands with optimal reliability, 
quality and cost, while addressing the environmental concerns. Wind as one of the renewable 
sources of energy has received a great deal of attention in recent years [72]. However, the reduction 
of relatively high cost of Operation and Maintenance (OM) is a key issue for the successful 
deployment of wind energy systems over the next decades [72]. Advanced control solutions 
constitute a promising approach to lower the cost of wind energy generation by improving the 
efficiency, and thus the net captured energy, or by extending the lifetime of wind turbine 
components and structures through reducing structural loading [99]. Furthermore, as wind energy 
becomes a higher proportion of worldwide electricity generation, and wind turbines become larger, 
more expensive, and increasingly offshore, advanced fault detection, diagnosis and 
accommodation schemes play crucial roles in ensuring the reliability and availability (and thereby 
power generation) of modern wind turbines while reducing the cost of unscheduled maintenance. 
Wind turbines are complex aero-electromechanical energy systems driven by wind as a 
stochastic input, and essentially exhibit highly nonlinear dynamics. They operate in uncertain 
environments and are exposed to large aerodynamic, gravitational, centrifugal, and gyroscopic 
loads. Obviously, precise control and health management of such a system is quite challenging [99, 
100]. A wind turbine consists of several rotating and non-rotating assemblies, subsystems, and 
components that may fail. A fault even in a component level may propagate in the overall system 
and deteriorate the performance of other components and eventually cause to system failure. There 
exist several different types of faults which are most frequent in wind turbines, and each can result 
in unsatisfactory performance and/or significant component failure rates (see, e.g., [69]). Among 
them, the torque offset faults in generator/converter are classified into actuator faults that originate 
from either an internal fault in the converter electronics or an offset in the converter torque estimate 
which itself can be due to design/manufacturing defects [69, 101]. This type of fault disturbs the 
torque control action with high severity. Consequently, serious problems arise with successful 
tracking of the maximum power point and rated power in partial and full load regions, respectively. 
Accordingly, the unexpected overshoots and fluctuations in the turbine dynamics and generated 
power by the wind turbine will cause higher fatigue loads as well as significant power quality 
problems at the wind farm level (including a group of wind turbines), and then at the whole 
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connected electrical grid. In this regard, the present study is motivated by the emerging need for a 
Fault-Tolerant Control (FTC) approach that is capable of tolerating the potential torque offset faults 
in generator/converter of a wind turbine system in order to improve the reliability and availability 
of the system, while providing a desirable performance. 
Generally speaking, the FTC methods can be divided into two types, namely, passive (PFTC) 
and active (AFTC) [10]. The PFTC deals with fixed control systems designed to be robust against 
a specified class of faults or some levels of uncertainty in overall system. In fact, PFTC does not 
need any kind of Fault Detection and Diagnosis (FDD) scheme or controller reconﬁguration 
algorithm. This implies that the fixed control system is applied for both the fault-free as well as the 
faulty system. However, it has limited fault-tolerance capabilities and may cost nominal 
performance [10]. In contrast to PFTC, AFTC concerns reconfigurable control systems that react 
to system component faults (including sensors, actuators, and system itself) by reconfiguring the 
control action based on the real-time information about the state of the system determined by an 
FDD scheme [10]. 
In terms of FDD for wind turbines, the number of publications has been increasing 
exponentially over the past three years. For example, Odgaard et al. [101] presents a standard wind 
turbine benchmark model, and reviews some newly published methods for fault detection and 
isolation in the standard model. The wind turbine FTC has also been studied in the literature, and 
is currently the subject of intensive research worldwide. For example, authors in [44] propose a 
FTC scheme which is a combination of model reference adaptive control with neural network 
compensation. Sloth et al. [43] presents four Linear Parameter Varying (LPV) control schemes for 
a wind turbine operating in the full load region and under a single fault in the dynamics of pitch 
system. In [46], an AFTC scheme which exploits a robust actuator fault estimation approach based 
on adaptive filters is proposed. 
With respect to the high degree of nonlinearity and uncertainty present in wind turbines, 
modeling of such systems is a rather difficult task. Also, the increasing tendency towards larger 
and more flexible wind turbines makes this task even more demanding [16]. Additionally, the 
available models are too detailed for direct use in control design purposes. The mentioned 
difficulties have motivated the development of new control strategies based on fuzzy modeling and 
control methods to guarantee robustness and performance features despite model uncertainties. 
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The Takagi-Sugeno (T-S) type dynamic fuzzy model [78] is regarded as a highly efficient tool 
for handling complex nonlinear systems and applications [79]. For the specific application of wind 
turbines, the design of FDD and FTC strategies based on T-S fuzzy modeling has been an active 
area of research recently [32, 33, 52, 53, 102]. In [32], a data-driven diagnosis strategy based on 
T-S fuzzy prototypes is presented for detection of rotor and converter faults. Kamal et al. [102] 
propose a fuzzy scheduler fault-tolerant control scheme based on multiple sensors–observers with 
a switching mechanism for detection, isolation, and accommodation of sensor faults in a hybrid 
wind–diesel system. Two FTC schemes based on T-S fuzzy modeling and control are presented in 
[52, 53]. More recent work by Badihi et al. [33] exploits fuzzy modeling, identification and control 
techniques to propose an integrated FDD and FTC scheme which not only provides fault-tolerance 
capabilities against sensor faults in a wind turbine, but also considerably improves the overall 
performance of the turbine in both fault-free and faulty conditions. The present paper aims to 
extend authors’ work presented in [33] by introducing novel FTC schemes against actuator faults. 
In more detail, the main contribution of this paper is to exploit fuzzy modeling, identification and 
control techniques to propose two different, novel approaches in designing FTC for reliable 
regulation of the generator torque load in a wind turbine which can be affected by both model 
uncertainties and actuator faults in its generator/converter. The first approach proposes a novel 
Fuzzy Model Reference Adaptive Control (FMRAC) mechanism oriented to the design of a PFTC 
scheme which has the interesting capability of online adaptation of the control action without any 
explicit knowledge of the faults and model uncertainties or external disturbances (i.e., no need to 
employ FDD unit). Conversely, the second approach results in an AFTC scheme which is based 
on an integrated FDD and Automatic Signal Correction (ASC) mechanism. The proposed FDD 
system employs a fault detection and estimation algorithm based on fuzzy modeling and 
identification method to provide the most up-to-date information about true status of the wind 
turbine system. The proposed AFTC scheme based on FDD and ASC will not disturb the nominal 
performance of the torque control system under normal (fault-free) operating conditions. This 
feature is particularly favorable in the case of wind turbine torque control system whose fixed-
structure is well defined for optimizing power capture in the partial load region, and improving 
output power quality in the full load region. 
The proposed FTC schemes are implemented and evaluated via an advanced and realistic 
simulation benchmark model presented in [69]. The simulations are conducted in the presence of 
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wind turbulences, measurement noises, and realistic fault scenarios to demonstrate the fault-
tolerance, as well as the reference (nominal) tracking capabilities. 
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: In Section 3.2, the wind turbine plant 
model, its baseline control system, and the considered fault scenarios are introduced briefly. A fault 
analysis about the effects of the considered faults on the wind turbine system is presented in Section 
3.3. A gain-scheduling approach for pitch controller is briefly recalled in Section 3.4. Section 3.5 
presents a reference dynamic model of wind turbine with application to FDD and FTC design for 
the wind turbine. Design of FTC schemes for torque regulation is addressed in Section 3.6. Section 
3.7 presents and discusses the simulation results. Finally, conclusions are drawn in Section 3.8.  
3.2 The Wind Turbine Benchmark Model 
This paper considers the wind turbine benchmark model presented in [69]. The benchmark model 
is basically built upon FAST (Fatigue, Aerodynamics, Structures, and Turbulence) aeroelastic wind 
turbine simulator code [71], and represents an offshore 5 MW three-bladed horizontal axis wind 
turbine proposed by the U.S. National Renewable Energy Laboratory (NREL) [70]. Figure 3.1 
shows the wind turbine benchmark model together with baseline controllers in feedback loops. In 
the following, basic details of the baseline controllers are briefly recalled, followed by the 
considered fault scenarios. A more complete description of the wind turbine benchmark model can 
be found in [69]. 
 
Figure 3.1 Block diagram of the wind turbine model in feedback control loops. The model output 
vector 𝒚 provides the measured generator speed 𝜔𝑔,𝑚 and wind yaw error 𝛯𝑒,𝑚 for 
controllers. 
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A) Baseline Control System 
The baseline control system includes three individual controllers for regulating blade-pitch 
angles, generator torque, and nacelle yaw angle (see Figure 3.1). As shown in Figure 3.1, the blade-
pitch controller employs PI (Proportional-Integral) control to track a constant generator speed 
called rated generator speed so that the turbine operates at its rated power 𝑃𝑔,𝑜 in above rated wind 
speeds (i.e., full load region or region III, see Figure 3.2). 
 
Figure 3.2 Ideal power curve versus wind speed characteristic. 
In below rated wind speeds (i.e., partial load region or region II, see Figure 3.2), a torque 
controller is designed by varying the generator torque to maximize power capture. In this region, 
the reference generator torque 𝜏𝑟𝑒𝑓 is defined as: 
 𝜏𝑟𝑒𝑓(𝑡) = 𝐾𝑜𝑝𝑡 𝜔𝑟
2(𝑡) 
(3.1) 
in which 𝜔𝑟 is the rotor angular speed (i.e., measured generator speed divided by a gearbox ratio), 






where 𝑅 is the rotor radius, 𝜌 is the air density, and 𝜆𝑜 is the tip-speed ratio at which the maximum 
power coefficient 𝐶𝑝,𝑚𝑎𝑥 occurs. The general definition of tip-speed ratio will be given later in 




































Furthermore, in above rated wind speeds, the quality of constant output power can be improved 
using the reference generator torque given in (3.3), where 𝑃𝑔,0 is the turbine rated power, 𝜔𝑔(𝑡) is 





It is worth mentioning that, the yaw controller is a slow On/Off controller designed to orient 
the turbine nacelle as wind direction varies [69]. In order to avoid any intense commanded signal 
and extreme loading on the actuator(s), the appropriate rate and magnitude limiters are imposed on 
the output of controllers. Due to the importance of these limiters for practical implementation of 
the controllers in industrial applications, the limiters are kept unchanged and active throughout this 
paper. 
B) Fault Scenarios 
The wind turbine benchmark model considered in this paper can simulate a number of realistic 
malfunctions including different kinds of possible faults in wind turbines [69]. However, Table 3.1. 
only presents the fault scenarios considered in this paper. The faults have identical features but 
different magnitudes. They are implemented within the Actuator Models block of the benchmark 
model (see Figure 3.1). Note that each fault scenario corresponds to an individual simulation and 
is present within [495-520] sec during wind turbine operation. 
Table 3.1 Fault scenarios 
Fault No. Type and Magnitude Position Time Period (sec) 
1 
2 
+1000 Nm torque offset 
+2000 Nm torque offset 
Generator/Converter 495 - 520 
3.3 Fault Analysis 
The generator/converter faults considered in Subsection 3.2B result in a torque offset which can 
originate from either an internal fault in the converter electronics or an offset in the converter torque 
estimate which itself can be due to design/manufacturing defects [69, 101]. This type of fault 
disturbs the torque control action with high severity. Consequently, serious problems arise with 
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successful tracking of the maximum power point and rated power in partial and full load regions, 
respectively. 
To analyze the effects of the considered faults on performance of the wind turbine, there exists 
a well-known relation between generator power 𝑃𝑔, speed 𝜔𝑔, and torque  𝜏𝑔 as follows: 
𝑃𝑔(𝑡)
𝜔𝑔(𝑡)
= 𝜂𝑔 ·  𝜏𝑔(𝑡) (3.4) 
The above relation implies that a change in generator torque (due to faults or uncertainties) 
can cause a change in both the generator speed and power. In other words, with respect to the 
considered actuator faults in the generator/converter, the torque offset values directly result in 
undesirable changes in generator speed and power which can be sensed through the measured 
generator speed 𝜔𝑔,𝑚(𝑡) and power 𝑃𝑔,𝑚(𝑡), respectively. 
Basically, the generator speed  𝜔𝑔 is related to the rotor speed 𝜔𝑟 through a constant gearbox 
ratio. In reference to the first order model of wind turbine (see (3.5), [16]) and considering the 
rotational inertia of the turbine 𝐽, basically, the changes in generator speed arise from changes in 




(𝜏𝑎𝑒𝑟(𝑡) − 𝜏𝑔(𝑡)) (3.5) 
As mentioned in Section 3.2, the generator torque is controlled using (3.1) and (3.3), 
respectively, in partial and full load regions. However, the aerodynamic torque mainly relies on the 
effective wind speed 𝑉𝑤, rotor speed 𝜔𝑟 and blade-pitch angle  𝛽 which is itself controlled by the 
pitch control system as wind speed varies in full load region. The aerodynamic torque  𝜏𝑎𝑒𝑟 is given 






3(𝑡) 𝐶𝑝(𝛽(𝑡), 𝜆(𝑡)) (3.6) 
The power coefficient deals with the aerodynamic efficiency of the rotor and is a nonlinear 
function of the blade-pitch angle 𝛽 and tip-speed ratio  𝜆 . The tip-speed ratio is given in (3.7), 







Since the potential torque uncertainties and offset values in a large wind turbine 
generator/converter constitute only a small proportion of the total generator torque  𝜏𝑔, their 
subsequent effects on the total magnitude of torque difference in (3.5) will be inconsiderable, 
particularly in the full load region in which the blade pitch controller is also active and generator 
speed regulation is basically conducted through pitching the blades and varying the aerodynamic 
torque  𝜏𝑎𝑒𝑟 in (3.5). In other words, the changes in generator speed due to the mentioned torque 
uncertainties and offset values in generator/converter are almost negligible. This is also confirmed 
by simulation results shown in Figure 3.3. This figure illustrates filtered measurements of the 
generator speed and power under the considered torque offset values (see Table 3.1) during a wind 
sequence with a mean speed of 11 m/s which covers both the partial and full load operation regions. 
As can be seen in Figure 3.3, the fault effects on the measured generator speed response are minimal 
(i.e., the percentage error is less than 1% of the true value). However, due to the direct relation 
between generator power and torque (see (3.4)), the measured generator power reflects well the 
undesirable changes in the generator torque in both the full and partial load regions. Therefore, the 
measured generator power can be considered as a well-suited performance index for investigation 





Figure 3.3 Performance responses during fault-free and faulty operations: (a) Generator speed 






























Faulty Operation (+1000 Nm Torque Offset)
Faulty Operation (+2000 Nm Torque Offset)

























Faulty Operation (+1000 Nm Torque Offset)
Faulty Operation (+2000 Nm Torque Offset)
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3.4 Description of Pitch-Angle Fuzzy Gain-Scheduled PI-Control 
Blade-pitch control is an essential element in above rated wind speeds. The wind turbine 
benchmark model presented in Section 3.2 employs the following simple PI-controller (see (3.8)) 
for regulating blade-pitch angles. 




in which 𝛽𝑟𝑒𝑓(𝑡) is the reference blade-pitch angle, 𝜔𝑔,𝑒(𝑡) = 𝜔𝑔,𝑑 −𝜔𝑔,𝑚 is the generator speed 
error, and the desired generator speed is  𝜔𝑔,𝑑.  
Although the present paper is addressing the important issue of generator torque control in a 
wind turbine and the proposed torque FTC methodologies in next sections are completely general 
and do not involve any assumption about the type and characteristics of pitch control system, it is 
more useful to exploit an improved gain-scheduled PI control system instead of the baseline blade-
pitch PI controller given in (3.8). In fact, despite autonomous structure of the blade-pitch control 
and generator torque control systems (see Figure 3.1 and Section 3.2), it is obvious that the overall 
wind turbine performance depends on the functionality of both control systems. 
A recent work by Badihi et al. [33] proposes a fuzzy gain scheduling technique for real-time 
tuning of the parameters of blade-pitch PI controller in (3.8) as operating condition or dynamics of 
the wind turbine varies. With respect to the control performance, this Fuzzy Gain-Scheduled 
(FGS)-PI control system is proved to be superior to the baseline PI controller designed using 
classical methods [33]. In the following, a brief description of the FGS-PI control system reported 
in [33] is recalled. 
The proportional and integral control gains in (3.8) can be defined in the following forms: 
𝐾𝑃(𝛽) = 𝐾𝑃,𝛽=0 Φ(𝛽) (3.9) 
𝐾𝐼(𝛽) = 𝐾𝐼,𝛽=0 Φ(𝛽) (3.10) 
where 𝐾𝑃,𝛽=0 and 𝐾𝐼,𝛽=0 denote, respectively, the constant uncorrected proportional and integral 
gains, and Φ(𝛽) represents a correction factor which is solely a function of turbine blade-pitch 
angle 𝛽  as described in [70]. 
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The proposed pitch gain scheduling scheme in [33] exploits fuzzy inference mechanism for 
online adaptation of the constant uncorrected 𝐾𝑃,𝛽=0 and 𝐾𝐼,𝛽=0 to capture nonlinearities in the 
wind turbine system (see pitch FGS system in Figure 3.4). The uncorrected gains can be defined 










𝑚𝑖𝑛  (3.12) 
where 𝐾𝑃
′  and 𝐾𝐼
′ are, respectively, normalized values of 𝐾𝑃,𝛽=0 and 𝐾𝐼,𝛽=0 between zero and one. 
The [𝐾𝑃,𝛽=0
𝑚𝑖𝑛 , 𝐾𝑃,𝛽=0
𝑚𝑎𝑥 ] and  [𝐾𝐼,𝛽=0
𝑚𝑖𝑛 , 𝐾𝐼,𝛽=0
𝑚𝑎𝑥 ] in (3.11) and (3.12) are prescribed ranges for 𝐾𝑃,𝛽=0 
and  𝐾𝐼,𝛽=0, respectively. Table 3.2 presents the values of uncorrected gains and the chosen ranges 
for them. The parameters 𝐾𝑃
′  and 𝐾𝐼
′ in (3.11) and (3.12) are determined online using a set of 
linguistic if-then rules within the framework of rule-based fuzzy logic control with further details 
provided in [33]. 
Table 3.2 Controller parameters [33] 
Parameter Value/Range 




𝑚𝑎𝑥 ] [1.05 × 10−2 , 3.8 × 10−2] 
𝐾𝐼,𝛽=0 8.07 × 10−3 
[𝐾𝐼,𝛽=0
𝑚𝑖𝑛 , 𝐾𝐼,𝛽=0
𝑚𝑎𝑥 ] [7.542 × 10−3 , 8.594 × 10−3] 
3.5 Reference Dynamic Model for FDD and FTC Design 
Wind turbines are relatively complex structures comprising flexible mechanical systems immersed 
in a fully-stochastic wind field. Modeling of such a nonlinear system is a rather difficult task. In 
practice, it is often difficult, or even impossible to derive a single nonlinear model for the system 
over its entire operational envelope. One way to address this difficulty is to use multiple-model 
approach. Because of these considerations, this paper suggests a data-driven modeling scheme 
using Fuzzy Modeling and Identification (FMI) method. The FMI method generates multiple 
models as a collection of fuzzy if-then rules. One of the most famous fuzzy modeling techniques 
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is the Takagi-Sugeno (T-S) modeling which is a multiple-model approach that can handle uncertain 
and time-varying conditions of the system over its operating range [78].  
With respect to the FMI method presented in this section, the reference (nominal) dynamic 
model of the wind turbine plant can be represented by a T-S type dynamic fuzzy model to be 
identified from input/output plant measurements obtained from simulation of the wind turbine 
benchmark model under normal (fault-free) operation. The reference dynamic model presented 
here is intended to be used as a nominal model in FDD and FTC schemes designed in Section 3.6. 
A) T-S Fuzzy Modeling 
Consider a Multi-Input Single-Output (MISO) nonlinear dynamic system with 𝑚 inputs: 𝒖 ∈
𝑈 ⊂ ℝ𝑚, and one output 𝑦 ∈ 𝑌 ⊂ ℝ. This system can be represented by an input-output NARX 
type model (Nonlinear Auto Regressive model with eXogenous inputs [103]), 
𝑦(𝑘 + 1) = 𝑓(𝝍(𝑘)) + 𝑒 (3.13) 
where 𝑓(. ) represents a nonlinear function, 𝑘 is the discrete time instants (samples), and  𝑒 denotes 
the modeling error. The regression vector 𝝍(𝑘) in (3.13) includes the past inputs and outputs as 
follows: 
𝝍(𝑘) = [𝑦(𝑘),… , 𝑦(𝑘 − 𝑛𝑦 + 1), 𝑢𝑖(𝑘),… , 𝑢𝑖(𝑘 − 𝑛𝑢,𝑖 + 1)]   , 𝑖 = 1,2, … ,𝑚 (3.14) 
in which 𝑛𝑢,𝑖 and 𝑛𝑦 are integers corresponding to the system’s order. 
The unknown function 𝑓(. ) in (3.13) can be approximated by a T-S type fuzzy model 
described in terms of 𝑅 rules which are characterized by linear function rule consequents (i.e., a 
collection of local linear models) as follows [97]: 
𝑹𝒖𝒍𝒆 𝒋:     𝑰𝒇 𝑦(𝑘) 𝑖𝑠 𝐴𝑗,1 𝒂𝒏𝒅…𝑦(𝑘 − 𝑛𝑦 + 1) 𝑖𝑠 𝐴𝑗,𝑛𝑦  𝒂𝒏𝒅  
𝑢1(𝑘) 𝑖𝑠 𝐵𝑗,1,1 𝒂𝒏𝒅…𝑢1(𝑘 − 𝑛𝑢,1 + 1) 𝑖𝑠 𝐵𝑗,1,𝑛𝑢,1   𝒂𝒏𝒅… 
𝑢𝑚(𝑘) 𝑖𝑠 𝐵𝑗,𝑚,1 𝒂𝒏𝒅…𝑢𝑚(𝑘 − 𝑛𝑢,𝑚 + 1) 𝑖𝑠 𝐵𝑗,𝑚,𝑛𝑢,𝑚  𝒕𝒉𝒆𝒏  
?̂?𝑗(𝑘 + 1) =∑𝑎𝑗,𝑙 𝑦(𝑘 − 𝑙 + 1)
𝑛𝑦
𝑙=1









In (3.15), 𝑹𝒖𝒍𝒆 𝒋 means the jth rule ( 𝑗 = 1,2, … , 𝑅), 𝐴 and 𝐵 are the antecedent fuzzy sets, ?̂?𝑗 
is the output from the jth rule, and 𝑎, 𝑏, and 𝑐 are the consequent parameters, associated with the 
jth rule. 










in which ?̂? is the aggregated output of the model, 𝜇𝑗 are membership functions with each 
representing the degree of fulfillment of a rule. 
For developing T-S models of a complex real system, it is necessary to address the nonlinear 
system identification problem which is the process of identifying the structure of fuzzy model, and 
then estimating the model parameters. These two steps are presented in the following subsections. 
B) Fuzzy Model Structure 
A suitable structure needs to be determined to represent the dynamics of the process (e.g., an 
input-output regression model, and the number of tuning rules). Generally, as much available 
knowledge of the system as possible should be incorporated in this step. With respect to the fault 
analysis presented in Section 3.3 and the importance of generator power as a performance index 
with application to FDD and FTC design against the considered faults, the reference dynamic 
model needs to serve as an accurate numerical predictor of the nominal generator power response. 
Therefore, the model is represented by a MISO fuzzy model with single output of the generator 
power. The inputs for the fuzzy model can be determined using the physical knowledge about 
generator power in a wind turbine. In general, in addition to the mentioned equation in (3.4), the 
generator power can also be expressed as: 
𝑃𝑔(𝑡) = 𝜂𝑔𝜂𝑚𝑃𝑎𝑒𝑟(𝑡) (3.17) 
in which 𝜂𝑚 is the efficiency of transmission system, and 𝑃𝑎𝑒𝑟(𝑡) is the aerodynamic rotor power 
given by [99]: 
𝑃𝑎𝑒𝑟(𝑡) = 𝜏𝑎𝑒𝑟(𝑡) 𝜔𝑟(𝑡) (3.18) 
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where 𝜔𝑟 is the rotor rotational speed (i.e. the generator speed divided by gearbox ratio), and 𝜏𝑎𝑒𝑟 
is the aerodynamic torque (see (3.6)). 
Equations (3.4) and (3.17) define the generator power, respectively, based on generator-side 
dynamic properties (i.e., the generator torque and the generator speed, see (3.4)) and rotor-side 
dynamic properties (i.e., the aerodynamic torque and the rotor speed; see (3.17) and (3.18)). Among 
the rotor-side dynamic properties, the aerodynamic torque cannot be computed exactly by (3.6) 
because of the lack of the effective wind speed over the whole rotor plane. The accurate estimation 
of aerodynamic torque requires an individual model which will bring with itself some model 
uncertainty anyway. Therefore, based on the relation shown in (3.4), to represent the operating 
conditions of the wind turbine system, it is decided here to employ the generator-side dynamic 
properties including generator torque and generator speed as two of candidate inputs for MISO 
fuzzy model. However, the nominal reference generator torque signal obtained from the nominal 
torque control system is preferred to the measured generator torque which is a highly noisy signal 
that may also contain the torque actuator offset values. The detailed configuration properties of the 
MISO fuzzy model are presented in Table 3.3. 
Table 3.3 Configuration properties of generator power T-S fuzzy model (MISO model) 











 Candidate inputs 6 
?̂?𝑔(𝑘 − 1); ?̂?𝑔(𝑘 − 2) 
𝜔𝑔(𝑘 − 1); 𝜔𝑔(𝑘 − 2) 
𝜏𝑟𝑒𝑓(𝑘 − 1); 𝜏𝑟𝑒𝑓(𝑘 − 2) 














Tuning rules 6 
𝑗 = 1,2, … , 𝑅 














Linear equation form in 𝑗th rule - 
?̂?𝑔𝑗
(𝑘) = 𝑎𝑗,1?̂?𝑔(𝑘 − 1)+𝑎𝑗,2?̂?𝑔(𝑘 − 2) 
+𝑏𝑗,1,1𝜔𝑔(𝑘 − 1) + 𝑏𝑗,1,2𝜔𝑔(𝑘 − 2) 
+𝑏𝑗,2,1 𝜏𝑟𝑒𝑓(𝑘 − 1) + 𝑏𝑗,2,2 𝜏𝑟𝑒𝑓(𝑘 − 2)
+ 𝑐𝑗  










C) Data Preprocessing and Parameter Estimation 
Once the structure is determined, the estimation problem should be solved to obtain the model 
parameters including the antecedent fuzzy sets and the consequent parameters of the fuzzy model. 
However, process data corrupted by noise and high frequency excitations have detrimental effects 
on the performance of parameter estimation. To deal with such a problem, it is suggested that the 
original data be preprocessed using a recursive, single-pole low-pass filter with exponential 
smoothing. The filter is modeled as a discrete-time recursive (difference) equation with discrete 
time constant  𝑇𝑠 and corner frequency 𝑓𝑐 [70]: 
𝑦(𝑘) = (1 − 𝛼)𝑢(𝑘) + 𝛼𝑦(𝑘 − 1) 
𝛼 = 𝑒−2𝜋𝑇𝑠𝑓𝑐 
(3.19) 
where 𝑢 and 𝑦 are the measurements of unfiltered input and filtered output, respectively, and 𝛼 
denotes low-pass filter coefficient. 
The obtained preprocessed data can be used by the parameter estimation algorithm to obtain 
the model parameters. In this paper, fuzzy clustering based on the well-established Gustafson-
Kessel (GK) algorithm [98] is employed to identify the fuzzy T-S model. The GK algorithm 
performs data set partitioning into fuzzy subsets in an iterative way. Then the identification 
procedure is accomplished by generation of the antecedent membership functions, and the 
estimation of the parameters of the local linear models through a weighted ordinary least-squares 
algorithm. 
3.6 Design of Fault-Tolerant Control for Torque Regulation 
The purpose of this section is to explain the design of two proposed FTC schemes for regulation 
of generator torque load in a wind turbine. Both FTC schemes are basically model-based and 
exploit the reference dynamic model presented in Section 3.5. In more detail, the first scheme is a 
PFTC scheme based on model reference adaptive control approach in which a fuzzy inference 
mechanism is used for parameter adaptation without any explicit knowledge of the potential faults 
in the system. Conversely, the second scheme is an AFTC scheme which exploits an automatic 
signal correction approach which relies on a fault detection and diagnosis system to provide the 
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most up-to-date information about true status of the wind turbine system. In the following 
subsections, each scheme is described in detail. 
A) Design of Torque PFTC Based on FMRAC Strategy 
This subsection presents a Fuzzy Model Reference Adaptive Control (FMRAC) strategy 
oriented to upgrade the baseline torque control system from a simple control system with fixed-
parameters to a real-time adaptive control system. The proposed strategy results in a PFTC scheme 
which enables fault-tolerant regulation of generator torque in the presence of both model 
uncertainties and actuator faults. In fact, this scheme has the interesting capability of online 
adaptation of the control action without any explicit knowledge of the potential faults and model 
uncertainties or external disturbances. A block diagram illustrating the structure of torque FMRAC 
system in the loop is given in Figure 3.4. Associated with Figure 3.4, the FMRAC exploits a fuzzy 
adaptation mechanism to process information collected in real-time in order to tune the torque 
controllers for achieving and maintaining the desired performance specified by the reference 
dynamic model presented in Section 3.5. 
An important point about the fixed-structure torque controllers in (3.1) and (3.3) is that they 
are, respectively, well-defined for optimizing power capture in the partial load region, and for 
improving output power quality in the full load region. So, the FMRAC system has to maintain the 
torque reference signal as close to its nominal values as possible during fault-free conditions and 
under large and nonlinear operation regions. With reference to this consideration, as seen in Figure 
3.4, the reference dynamic model receives the nominal reference torque control signal 𝜏𝑟𝑒𝑓,𝑛 
obtained from a fixed-structure torque control system as defined in (3.1) and (3.3). Furthermore, 
the reference model uses the measured generator speed 𝜔𝑔,𝑚 to improve prediction of future desired 
values of the plant output. 
In Figure 3.4, the fuzzy adaptation mechanism exploits fuzzy inference for online adaptation 
of parameters in the adjustable torque controllers. With respect to the mentioned considerations in 
Section 3.3, the measured generator power (i.e., filtered 𝑃𝑔,𝑚) is selected as a performance index 
for the FMRAC system. This performance index will be compared to the estimated nominal 
(desired) performance index ?̂?𝑔,𝑛 and their difference is called the plant-model error 𝑃𝑔,𝑒(𝑘), 
defined as shown in (3.20), where 𝑘 is the discrete-time-step.  
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𝑃𝑔,𝑒(𝑘) =  𝑃𝑔,𝑚(𝑘) − ?̂?𝑔,𝑛(𝑘) (3.20) 
Using the above plant-model error and its derivative ?̇?𝑔,𝑒(𝑘), the adaptation mechanism 
modifies parameters of the adjustable torque controllers in order to maintain the measured 
generator power 𝑃𝑔,𝑚(𝑘) close to its estimated nominal values ?̂?𝑔,𝑛(𝑘) obtained from the reference 
dynamic model. 
 
Figure 3.4 Wind turbine control feedback loops including torque FMRAC and pitch FGS systems 
in the loop. The mesured generator speed 𝜔𝑔,𝑚 and generator power 𝑃𝑔,𝑚 are extracted 
from the plant output vector 𝒚. 
As it was shown in Section 3.2, with respect to the wind turbine operation region, the reference 
generator torque is calculated using two fixed-parameter torque controllers presented in (3.1) and 
(3.3). To achieve the adjustable structure for the torque controllers, it is required to define tunable 
parameters for each of the controllers (3.1) and (3.3). The selected tunable parameters include the 
gain 𝐾𝑜𝑝𝑡(𝑘) and the turbine rated power 𝑃𝑔,𝑜(𝑘) which can be given within two symmetric ranges 
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(1 − 𝛿)𝐾𝑜𝑝𝑡 ≤ 𝐾𝑜𝑝𝑡(𝑘) ≤ (1 + 𝛿)𝐾𝑜𝑝𝑡 (3.21) 
(1 − 𝛾)𝑃𝑔,𝑜 ≤ 𝑃𝑔,𝑜(𝑘) ≤ (1 + 𝛾)𝑃𝑔,𝑜 (3.22) 
where 𝛾 and  𝛿 are two positive scaling factors with values between zero and one. Using the given 
ranges in (3.21) and (3.22), the tunable parameters can be defined based on a linear transformation 
form as follows: 
𝐾𝑜𝑝𝑡(𝑘) = 𝐾𝑜𝑝𝑡(2𝛿𝐾𝑜𝑝𝑡
′ (𝑘) + 1 − 𝛿) (3.23) 
𝑃𝑔,𝑜(𝑘) = 𝑃𝑔,𝑜(2𝛾𝑃𝑔,𝑜
′ (𝑘) + 1 − 𝛾) (3.24) 
where 𝐾𝑜𝑝𝑡
′ (𝑘) and 𝑃𝑔,𝑜
′ (𝑘) are normalized values between zero and one for 𝐾𝑜𝑝𝑡(𝑘) and 𝑃𝑔,𝑜(𝑘), 
respectively. 
The parameters 𝐾𝑜𝑝𝑡
′ (𝑘) and 𝑃𝑔,𝑜
′ (𝑘) in (3.23) and (3.24) are determined online using a set of 
linguistic if-then rules in the form of: 
𝑹𝒖𝒍𝒆 𝒊:   If 𝑃𝑔,𝑒(𝑘) is 𝐴𝑖 and ?̇?𝑔,𝑒(𝑘) is 𝐵𝑖 , then 𝐾𝑜𝑝𝑡
′ (𝑘) is 𝐶𝑖 and 𝑃𝑔,𝑜
′ (𝑘) is 𝐷𝑖 (3.25) 
where 𝐴𝑖 , 𝐵𝑖, 𝐶𝑖 and 𝐷𝑖 (with 𝑖 = 1,2, … ,𝑀) are fuzzy sets corresponding 
to  𝑃𝑔,𝑒(𝑘), ?̇?𝑔,𝑒(𝑘), 𝐾𝑜𝑝𝑡
′ (𝑘), and 𝑃𝑔,𝑜
′ (𝑘), respectively. In Figure 3.5(a), the used triangular-type 
membership functions for 𝑃𝑔,𝑒 and ?̇?𝑔,𝑒 are scaled from -1 to 1. In this figure, the fuzzy subset ZO 
stands for approximately zero, PS for positive-small, PM for positive-medium, and PB for positive-
big. Similarly, NS represents negative-small and so on. For the sake of simplicity, the membership 
functions are symmetrically around the origin and each one overlaps the adjacent functions by 50 
percent, except the ZO membership function which has a smaller base in order to cover a smaller 
domain around the origin. This enables the adaptation mechanism for both the fine and coarse 
control. The VS (very small), MS (medium small), M (medium), MB (medium big), and VB (very 
big) in Figure 3.5(b) show the selected membership functions for 𝑃𝑔,𝑜
′  and 𝐾𝑜𝑝𝑡
′  scaled from 0 to 1. 
The complete set of rules (𝑖 = 1, 2, … ,𝑀;  𝑀 = 49) for each of 𝐾𝑜𝑝𝑡
′  and 𝑃𝑔,𝑜
′  is given in Table 
3.4. Each of the 49 rules represents a desired adaptation response to a particular situation. The rules 
are formulated based on expert’s knowledge and understanding of the desired effect of the 
adaptation mechanism. For example, consider the rule: 
If 𝑃𝑔,𝑒(𝑘) is ZO and ?̇?𝑔,𝑒(𝑘) is NS, then 𝐾𝑜𝑝𝑡
′ (𝑘) is M and 𝑃𝑔,𝑜
′ (𝑘) is M 
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The above rule recommends that the desired operating point will be reached soon and 
corrective adaptation is no longer necessary. That is, the tunable parameters in (3.23) and (3.24) 
should attain values close to the originally fixed parameters used in controllers (3.1) and (3.3) (i.e., 
the constants 𝐾𝑜𝑝𝑡 and 𝑃𝑔,𝑜). This is represented by the membership function ‘M’ in the conclusion 
part of the rule. As can be seen in Figure 3.5(b), the triangular-type membership function ‘M’ has 
a very small base which suggests values close to 0.5 for  𝐾𝑜𝑝𝑡
′  and  𝑃𝑔,𝑜





Figure 3.5 Membership functions for: (a) two inputs, and (b) two outputs of fuzzy adaptation 
mechanism. 
Table 3.4 Fuzzy rules for 𝐾𝑜𝑝𝑡
′  and 𝑃𝑔,𝑜
′  
     ?̇?𝒈,𝒆    
  NB NM NS ZO PS PM PB 
 NB VB VB VB VB MB MB MB 
 NM VB VB VB MB MB MB MB 
 NS VB VB MB MB MB MB M 
𝑷𝒈,𝒆 ZO VB MB M M M MS VS 
 PS M MS MS MS MS VS VS 
 PM MS MS MS MS VS VS VS 
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In all the rules, the logic AND has been implemented with the minimum operator, and the 
























 and  𝑃𝑔,𝑜
′
𝑖
 are, respectively, the values of 𝐾𝑜𝑝𝑡
′  and 𝑃𝑔,𝑜
′  corresponding to the degree of 
membership 𝜇𝑖 for the ith rule. 
Although the developed fuzzy adaptation mechanism in this section is applied to the torque 
controllers, the mechanism is generic and easily applicable to other adaptive control applications. 
B) Design of Torque AFTC Based on an Integrated FDD and ASC Strategy 
This section presents the strategy that must be taken into consideration to detect, diagnose and 
accommodate the actuator faults in generator/converter system. The proposed strategy results in an 
AFTC scheme which is based on Automatic Signal Correction (ASC) mechanism. Here, signal 
correction means that the nominal fixed-structure torque controllers in (3.1) and (3.3) are kept 
unchanged; only the outputs of the controllers are corrected according to the real-time fault 
information. Therefore, the AFTC scheme also relies on a Fault Detection and Diagnosis (FDD) 
system to provide the most up-to-date information about the true status of the wind turbine system. 
The ASC mechanism and FDD system are described in the following two subsections, respectively. 
1) ASC Mechanism 
An important feature of the AFTC on the basis of ASC is its autonomous structure which does 
not affect the nominal performance of the torque controllers, a favorable strategy for acceptance 
and easy Validation & Verification (V&V) by engineering applications and commercialization. 
This feature is particularly favorable in the case of wind turbine torque control whose fixed-
structure is well defined for optimizing power capture in the partial load region, and for improving 




As shown in Figure 3.6 and mentioned before, the torque control system (including (3.1) and 
(3.3)) is kept unchanged itself; only the control output is modified. Here, the FDD system not only 
detects the actuator faults in generator/converter, but also estimates the fault magnitude  ?̂?𝑔,𝑓 which 
can take either positive or negative values. Then, the estimated fault magnitude will act upon the 
reference torque control signal 𝜏𝑟𝑒𝑓  in order to maintain the nominal system performance through 
a compensated reference torque control signal 𝜏𝑟𝑒𝑓,𝑐𝑜𝑚 given by: 
𝜏𝑟𝑒𝑓,𝑐𝑜𝑚 = 𝜏𝑟𝑒𝑓 + ?̂?𝑔,𝑓 (3.28) 
The next subsection describes the design of FDD system shown in Figure 3.6. 
 
Figure 3.6 Wind turbine control feedback loops including torque control with FDD and ASC and 
pitch FGS system in the loop. The estimated fault magnitude ?̂?𝑔,𝑓 is extracted from 
FDD information vector 𝑰. 
2) FDD System 
The purpose of this subsection is to provide an explanation of the designed FDD system in 



















































scheme to provide the most up-to-date information about the true status of the system that will 
enable the reconfiguration of control action whenever there are faults in the system. 
Here, it is intended to create a model-based FDD system which exploits the developed MISO 
fuzzy model in Section 3.5 as a reference model to carry out FDD in real-time. The detailed 
structure of the FDD system is shown in Figure 3.7. Moreover, the complete list of inputs and 
output for the MISO fuzzy model is presented in Table 3.5. 
 
Figure 3.7 Model-based FDD scheme based on generator power T-S fuzzy model. The measured 
variables are passed through the low-pass filter (see (3.19)) in order to filter out the 
noise 𝜎 (Note: In practice, the noise effects can never be completely removed). 
Table 3.5 List of inputs and outputs for MISO fuzzy model used in the FDD system 
Inputs Output 
 ?̂?𝒈 = [?̂?𝑔(𝑘 − 1), ?̂?𝑔(𝑘 − 2)]
𝑇 
?̂?𝑔(𝑘) 𝝎𝒈,𝒎 = [𝜔𝑔,𝑚(𝑘 − 1), 𝜔𝑔,𝑚(𝑘 − 2)]
𝑇 
𝝉𝒓𝒆𝒇,𝒄𝒐𝒎 = [𝜏𝑟𝑒𝑓,𝑐𝑜𝑚(𝑘 − 1), 𝜏𝑟𝑒𝑓,𝑐𝑜𝑚(𝑘 − 2)]
𝑇 
In Figure 3.7, since the MISO fuzzy model is identified and developed from measured data 
during normal operation of wind turbine system, the model simulates the nominal performance of 
the system. In other words, the model acts again as a reference model which estimates the nominal 
values of generator output power for fault-free operation of the wind turbine under compensated 
reference torque control signal (i.e., 𝝉𝒓𝒆𝒇,𝒄𝒐𝒎). The so-called residuals 𝑟 are computed in (3.29) as 
the difference between actual values of output power 𝑃𝑔  from wind turbine generator and estimated 
values of output power ?̂?𝑔 from the reference model. 
𝑰(𝑘) Residual Evaluation 
and 
Decision Making 
𝜔𝑔,𝑚(𝑘) = 𝜔𝑔(𝑘) + 𝜎𝜔𝑔 


















𝑟 (𝑘) = ?̂?𝑔(𝑘) − 𝑃𝑔(𝑘) (3.29) 
As shown in Figure 3.7, the residual evaluation and decision making will be conducted on the 
residuals in order to detect and then help in the diagnosis/estimation of the actuator faults in 
generator/converter system. The proposed algorithm for real-time residual evaluation and decision 
making is outlined in the flowchart shown in Figure 3.8. As can be seen from the flowchart (see 
Figure 3.8), the algorithm basically relies on the magnitude of the residuals. The fault detection is 
conducted using a threshold test on the instantaneous values of the generated residuals. In the fault-
free operation, the residuals are only due to noise and model uncertainties. However, their 
magnitudes are close to zero and lower than the threshold value. Thereby, there is no need to 
modify/compensate the nominal reference torque control signal. That is, the estimated fault 
magnitude ?̂?𝑔,𝑓 is assigned to be exactly zero in order to maintain the nominal performance of wind 
turbine in fault-free operation. Conversely, in the presence of torque actuator faults, the residuals 
show sensitivity and move out of the threshold range. Then, the fault magnitude will be estimated 
using the generated residuals accordingly. 
 
Figure 3.8 The residual evaluation and decision making algorithm used in the FDD system. 
With respect to (3.4) and aforementioned considerations in Section 3.3, the residuals that 
represent changes in generator power due to actuator faults can be used in (3.30) to estimate the 
magnitudes of faults (torque offsets). This method of estimation is fairly accurate because the fault 
No 
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?̂?𝑔,𝑓 = 0 





effects on generator speed response are minimal. Hence, the changes in generator power can be 





It is clear from (3.29) and (3.30) that depending on the sign of potential offset faults in the 
torque actuator, the estimates of fault magnitude will attain positive or negative values, 
respectively, for negative or positive actuator offsets. Therefore, the obtained estimates of fault 
magnitude will be used directly in (3.28) for signal correction and fault accommodation. 
3.7 Simulation Results and Discussion 
In this section, simulation study is conducted to investigate the performance of proposed schemes 
under both fault-free and faulty conditions. Simulations have been performed in 
MATLAB/Simulink environment using the nonlinear offshore wind turbine benchmark model 
presented in Section 3.2. Three realistic wind speed profiles with hub-height mean speeds of 11 
m/s, 14 m/s, and 17 m/s are used separately for simulations in this section. The wind speed profiles 
are shown in Figure 3.9. The cut-in, rated, and cut-out wind speeds are 3 m/s, 11.4 m/s, and 25 m/s, 
respectively. It is also worth remarking that the torque control system is set to be active for 
changing the torque in both the below and above rated wind speeds. 
 
Figure 3.9 Wind speed profiles. 

























Mean Wind Speed 11 m/s
Mean Wind Speed 14 m/s
Mean Wind Speed 17 m/s
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In Figure 3.9, the wind profile with mean speed of 11 m/s has a turbulence intensity of 20.14% 
and generally corresponds to the operating points in the below rated wind speeds. Conversely, the 
wind profile with mean speed of 17 m/s has a turbulence intensity of 17.27% and generally 
corresponds to the operating points in the above rated wind speeds. However, the wind profile with 
mean speed of 14 m/s has a turbulence intensity of 18.4% and fully covers a wide speed range from 
below rated wind speeds to above rated wind speeds over its 630 seconds of run time. Therefore, 
unless otherwise stated, the wind profile with mean speed of 14 m/s is used as a reference wind 
profile for conducting the main part of the simulation and evaluation process presented in this 
section. The wind profiles with mean speeds of 11 and 17 m/s are mainly used for conducting 
further simulation trials in order to test the robustness in performance of the proposed schemes in 
terms of external disturbances (e.g., wind changes).  
In the following subsections, different sets of simulations and numerical results for the 
proposed wind turbine system modeling and control are presented. The fault-free simulation with 
pitch FGS-PI controller and nominal fixed-structure torque controllers (i.e., equations (3.1) and 
(3.3)) is used as a frame of reference to evaluate the overall performance and fault-tolerance 
property of the proposed FTC schemes against the considered actuator faults. Furthermore, with 
respect to the considerations given in Section 3.3, the generator power response is chosen as a well-
suited performance index in order to investigate the performance of proposed FTC schemes. Both 
the true (before noise) and filtered measurements (sensor outputs) of the generator power are 
considered and assessed in this regard. In more detail, the true measurement is used to present the 
numerical results in tables, while the filtered measurement is used here to show the plots of power 
response since it is found to be clearer (immediately obvious to readers) with less signal excitations 
compared to the true measurement. 
A) Evaluation of Pitch-Angle Fuzzy Gain-Scheduled PI-Control 
As it was mentioned in Section 3.4, the proposed torque FTC methodologies are completely 
general and do not involve any assumption about the type and characteristics of pitch control 
system. However, it is decided to employ the improved gain-scheduled PI control system given in 
(3.9-3.12) instead of the baseline blade-pitch PI controller given in (3.8). This subsection extends 
and further discusses the earlier results of performance evaluation between the above mentioned 
two blade-pitch controllers already presented in [33]. 
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The performance evaluation is conducted under the fault-free operation of the wind turbine. 
The numerical comparison is made based on the simulation results obtained employing each of the 
baseline and FGS-PI blade-pitch controllers. Three different wind speed profiles with mean speeds 
of 11, 14 and 17 m/s (see Figure 3.9) are applied. For each wind profile, similar simulations and 
evaluations are conducted. In particular, the mean and standard deviation (STD) values are 
computed for the important performance and structural dynamics and loading measures. The 
obtained results for performance measures are summarized in Tables 3.6-3.8. With respect to the 
considered benchmark model, the rated performance properties including rated generator speed, 
torque and power are 1173.7 rpm, 43,093.5 Nm, and 5.0 MW, respectively [70]. As it is seen from 
Tables 3.6-3.8, by comparing the mean and STD results, the FGS-PI controller demonstrate better 
performance than the baseline PI controller. Furthermore, Tables 3.6-3.8 present the obtained 
results for structural dynamics and loading affecting the wind turbine. As it is seen from the tables, 
the structural dynamics and loading measures show almost the same values for both the baseline 
and FGS-PI blade-pitch controllers. Here, the simulation plots are not shown for the sake of brevity. 
It is worth mentioning that, although the FGS-PI controller performs better than the baseline 
PI controller on the benchmark model and thereby shows a relevant potential for an industrial wind 
turbine, it is necessary to conduct much more evaluation of different wind load cases as well as to 
take into account different extreme and fatigue structural loads before installation as an industrial 
wind turbine controller. 
Table 3.6 Quantitative comparison of wind turbine simulation results under wind profile with 






(rpm) (from [33]) 
Generator Torque 
(Nm) (from [33]) 
Generator Power 
(W) (from [33]) 
Mean STD Mean STD Mean STD 
Baseline PI 1,165.8 40.97 40,773 3,873 4,658,106 489,293 
FGS-PI 1,166.5 36.10 40,803 3,693 4,664,677 470,518 
 























Mean STD Mean STD Mean STD Mean STD Mean STD Mean STD 
Baseline PI 0.013 0.53 -7.27E-5 0.80 0.2267 0.2082 -0.0465 0.2700 37862 42076 4031.6 46598 
FGS-PI 0.012 0.54 -7.28E-5 0.79 0.2257 0.2137 -0.0467 0.2609 37710 43115 4070.5 45248 
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Table 3.7 Quantitative comparison of wind turbine simulation results under wind profile with 






(rpm) (from [33]) 
Generator Torque 
(Nm) (from [33]) 
Generator Power 
(W) (from [33]) 
Mean STD Mean STD Mean STD 
Baseline PI 1,175.03 53.15 42,982 2,296 4,937,416 178,409 
FGS-PI 1,174.90 43.24 43,003 1,975 4,942,745 161,858 
 























Mean STD Mean STD Mean STD Mean STD Mean STD Mean STD 
Baseline PI 0.012 0.51 -0.001 0.85 0.1452 0.1926 -0.0542 0.2384 24379 41658 5188.5 43022 
FGS-PI 0.012 0.52 -0.001 0.84 0.1443 0.1947 -0.0541 0.2376 24239 41966 5165.7 42937 
Table 3.8 Quantitative comparison of wind turbine simulation results under wind profile with 






(rpm) (from [33]) 
Generator Torque 
(Nm) (from [33]) 
Generator Power 
(W) (from [33]) 
Mean STD Mean STD Mean STD 
Baseline PI 1,175.3 60.55 43,113 2,439 4,950,721 145,854 
FGS-PI 1,175.4 52.05 43,092 2,195 4,951,790 143,836 
 























Mean STD Mean STD Mean STD Mean STD Mean STD Mean STD 
Baseline PI 0.011 0.53 3.4E-4 0.95 0.1085 0.1792 -0.0560 0.2323 18324 44191 5453.5 44677 
FGS-PI 0.011 0.54 2.3E-4 0.96 0.1079 0.1868 -0.0560 0.2356 18229 45335 5461.6 45448 
B) Identification and Validation of the Reference Dynamic Model 
In order to identify and validate the fuzzy reference model, a set of 100,800 measured data for 
each of inputs and output were used. The data were obtained with a sampling rate of 80 Hz from 
simulation of the wind turbine benchmark model under normal operation with FGS-PI controller 
for pitch-angle regulation and nominal fixed-structure torque control system for torque load 
regulation. Note that each set of the measured data was split into equal halves; one half for 
identification and the other half for validation. Using the determined structure for the fuzzy 
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reference model (see Table 3.3), the parameter estimation algorithm obtains the consequent 
parameters of the model, which are presented in Table 3.9. 
Table 3.9 The estimated consequent parameters for the identified T-S fuzzy reference model 
Rule 
No. (𝒋) 
𝒂𝒋,𝟏 𝒂𝒋,𝟐 𝒃𝒋,𝟏,𝟏 𝒃𝒋,𝟏,𝟐 𝒃𝒋,𝟐,𝟏 𝒃𝒋,𝟐,𝟐 𝒄𝒋 
1 1.47 ∙ 100 −4.77 ∙ 10−1 1.98 ∙ 101 −1.94 ∙ 101 −8.24 ∙ 10−3 1.91 ∙ 10−2 −4.43 ∙ 102 
2 5.22 ∙ 10−1 4.52 ∙ 10−1 6.99 ∙ 101 −6.87 ∙ 101 −1.28 ∙ 10−3 3.19 ∙ 10−2 −1.49 ∙ 103 
3 1.52 ∙ 100 −5.30 ∙ 10−1 1.99 ∙ 101 −1.95 ∙ 101 −3.01 ∙ 10−2 4.22 ∙ 10−2 −6.05 ∙ 102 
4 7.05 ∙ 10−1 2.71 ∙ 10−1 5.76 ∙ 101 −5.66 ∙ 101 −1.48 ∙ 10−4 2.43 ∙ 10−2 −9.59 ∙ 102 
5 9.63 ∙ 10−1 1.72 ∙ 10−2 4.28 ∙ 101 −4.19 ∙ 101 −8.10 ∙ 10−3 3.03 ∙ 10−2 −9.40 ∙ 102 
6 1.01 ∙ 100 −2.70 ∙ 10−2 3.24 ∙ 101 −3.18 ∙ 101 −2.01 ∙ 10−1 2.22 ∙ 10−1 −7.40 ∙ 102 
To measure modeling accuracy and fitting performance of the fuzzy reference model, the Root-
Mean-Squared-Percentage Error (RMSPE) and the Variance Accounted For (VAF) index are used, 











in which, 𝑦𝑘 and ?̂?𝑘 are the kth true output of the system and estimated output of the model, 
respectively. The percentile VAF is computed by: 
𝑉𝐴𝐹 = [1 −
𝑐𝑜𝑣(𝑦𝑘 − ?̂?𝑘)
𝑐𝑜𝑣(𝑦𝑘)
] 100% (3.32) 
where cov denotes the covariance of the respective vector. The obtained results are presented in 
Table 3.10. From the table, it is clear that the fuzzy reference model is considerably accurate for 
approximating the process under diagnosis. For example, the response of fuzzy reference model 
during a fault-free operation of the wind turbine is illustrated in Figure 3.10. In this figure, the 
filtered measurement of generator power is used to be compared with the model response. 
Furthermore, the zoomed view in Figure 3.10 shows the transition period between regions III and 
II which is accurately simulated by the developed fuzzy model. 
Table 3.10 Modeling accuracy for the generator power reference model 





Figure 3.10 Comparison of the measured and model-estimated  response of generator power 
during wind turbine fault-free operation. 
C) Performance of Torque PFTC Scheme Based on FMRAC 
In this subsection, the investigation of torque FMRAC system is performed. The scaling 
factors 𝛿 = 0.03 in (3.21) and 𝛾 = 0.05 in (3.22) are considered for the tunable parameters of 
adjustable torque control system. Figure 3.11(a) demonstrates the generator power during the 
considered 1000 Nm torque actuator offset in [495-520] sec. As seen in the figure, the torque 
FMRAC system has successfully maintained the generator power at the same trajectory as in the 
fault-free case. Another interesting observation about Figure 3.11(a) is that there are some 
distinctive instants of power drop which correspond to transition from full load region to partial 
load region due to variations in wind speed. This implies that the proposed scheme can operate 
well in both operating regions. 
Figure 3.11(b) displays the generator power under similar assumptions but with 2000 Nm 
torque actuator offset. As can be seen in the figure, the torque FMRAC system is still able to reduce 
the fault effects on the generator power response. However, its fault-tolerance capability has been 
limited due to its predefined properties for fuzzy adaptation mechanism (e.g., the scaling 
factors 𝛿 and 𝛾). In fact, there is a tradeoff between the fault-tolerance capability and nominal 
tracking performance of the developed torque FMRAC system. For example, increasing the scaling 
factors results in higher fault-tolerance capability but at the same time causes the torque FMRAC 
system to be more sensitive to small variations due to plant-model error and disturbances and 









































results in poor nominal tracking performance under fault-free conditions. The selected values for 
 𝛿 and  𝛾 not only enable the FMRAC system to maintain the torque reference signal as close to 
its nominal values as possible under fault-free conditions (with VAF fitting performance index of 
more than 90%), but also provide enough fault-tolerance capability to completely accommodate 





Figure 3.11 Generator power response under fault-free and faulty conditions - torque PFTC 
scheme (FMRAC). (a) +1000 Nm torque actuator offset, and (b) +2000 Nm torque 
actuator offset. 
D) Performance of Torque AFTC Scheme Based on FDD and ASC (FDD-ASC) 
The proposed FDD system in this paper is able to detect and diagnose both the considered 
torque offset faults specified in Section 3.2. Each fault results in deviation of the defined residuals 
from the vicinity of zero. The time of detection for each fault is presented in Table 3.11. As can be 
inferred from the table, the greater the magnitude of offset faults, the lower the required time for 
detection. 
Table 3.11 Detection time values for the considered fault scenarios (in seconds) 
Fault No. Type Detection Time (sec) 
1 +1000 Nm torque actuator offset 0.53 
2 +2000 Nm torque actuator offset 0.31 
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As mentioned before, the proposed model-based FDD system provides not only the fault 
detection but also the fault diagnosis (estimation). The estimated torque offset values in the 
generator/convertor and their relevant detection signals are shown in Figure 3.12(a) and (b), 
respectively, for +1000 and +2000 Nm torque offsets. The estimated offset values have negative 
sign due to positive offset faults in the generator/converter. Therefore, the obtained estimates can 
be used directly in (3.28) for signal correction and fault accommodation accordingly. Moreover, 
due to time-varying behavior of the reference torque control signal, the estimated offset values are 
basically time-varying with mean values of -1000 Nm and -2000 Nm shown in Figure 3.12(a) and 
(b), respectively. 
 









Figure 3.12 FDD results. (a) +1000 Nm torque actuator offset, and (b) +2000 Nm torque actuator 
offset. 
As already mentioned, the estimated torque offset values act upon the reference torque control 
signal (see (3.28)) in order to maintain the nominal wind turbine system performance under the 
faulty conditions. As illustrated in Figure 3.13(a), the fault accommodation is successfully 
conducted during the considered 1000 Nm torque actuator offset. As foreseen, since the control 
reconfiguration (signal correction) is only activated during the fault period, the nominal 
performance of the torque controllers will be unaffected during fault-free conditions.  






















































































































Another interesting feature of this AFTC scheme is that the signal correction can be carried 
out for large values of torque offset in generator/converter system with satisfactory performance. 
This is conﬁrmed by the generator power response (see Figure 3.13(b)) obtained from the wind 
turbine simulation under 2000 Nm torque actuator offset in [495-520] sec. As can be seen in the 
figure, in contrast to the FMRAC system, the torque AFTC scheme with FDD and ASC is 
apparently able to accommodate the fault effects on the generator power response under 2000 Nm 





Figure 3.13 Generator power response under fault-free and faulty conditions - torque AFTC 
scheme (FDD and ASC). (a) +1000 Nm torque actuator offset, and (b) +2000 Nm 
torque actuator offset. 
E) Evaluation of Wind Turbine Structural Dynamics and Loading during Fault 
Accommodation 
In addition to the evaluation of the wind turbine performance under the proposed FTC 
schemes, it is also required to evaluate the functionality of the FTC schemes in terms of wind 
turbine structural dynamics and loading. Actually, different structural safety measures including 
those related to allowable loading on the actuators and wind turbine structure have been evaluated 
in this study and found to be well within their safe ranges. However, this subsection presents some 
of the important structural dynamics and loading results during fault accommodation using each of 
the proposed passive and active FTC schemes. In particular, the tower-top fore-aft and side-to-side 
accelerations and deflections, as well as tower-base fore-aft and side-to-side moments are 
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considered and evaluated. Figure 3.14 displays the mentioned structural dynamics and loading 
results for the torque PFTC scheme during the considered 1000 Nm and 2000 Nm torque actuator 
offsets in [495-520] sec. In connection with Figure 3.14, a quantitative comparison in terms of 
mean and STD for each of the considered results is also presented in Table 3.12. Similarly, Figure 
3.15 and Table 3.13 present the structural dynamics and loading results for the torque AFTC 
scheme. The results shown in Figure 3.14 and Figure 3.15 together with the numerical results 
presented in Tables 3.12 and 3.13 all demonstrate that both the torque FTC schemes have minimal 









Figure 3.14 Structural dynamics and loading for torque PFTC scheme (FMRAC) – time period 
[495,520] sec. (a) tower-top fore-aft and side-to-side accelerations, (b) tower-top fore-
aft and side-to-side deflections, and (c) tower-base fore-aft and side-to-side moments. 
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Figure 3.15 Structural dynamics and loading for AFTC scheme (FDD and ASC) – time period 
[495,520] sec. (a) tower-top fore-aft and side-to-side accelerations, (b) tower-top fore-
aft and side-to-side deflections, and (c) tower-base fore-aft and side-to-side moments. 
Table 3.12 Quantitative comparison of structural dynamics and loading results — torque PFTC 
scheme – time period [495,520] sec. (a) fault-free operation with nominal torque 






















Mean STD Mean STD Mean STD Mean STD Mean STD Mean STD 
(a) 0.0004462 0.2589 0.001004 0.7110 0.1455 0.1783 -0.0662 0.1278 24611 38077 6975.5 26553 
(b) 0.0004392 0.2585 0.000997 0.7117 0.1467 0.1775 -0.0664 0.1299 24799 38017 7001.8 26871 
(c) 0.0004488 0.2584 0.001004 0.7098 0.1515 0.1777 -0.0676 0.1294 25583 38050 7121.9 26754 
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Table 3.13 Quantitative comparison of structural dynamics and loading results — torque AFTC 
scheme – time period [495,520] sec. (a) fault-free operation with nominal torque 






















Mean STD Mean STD Mean STD Mean STD Mean STD Mean STD 
(a) 0.0004462 0.2589 0.001004 0.7110 0.1455 0.1783 -0.0662 0.1278 24611 38077 6975.5 26553 
(b) 0.0004503 0.2589 0.001006 0.7105 0.1457 0.1784 -0.0663 0.1276 24637 38088 6979.9 26543 
(c) 0.0004488 0.2584 0.001004 0.7098 0.1457 0.1777 -0.0663 0.1273 24647 37993 6977.8 26499 
F) Comparison of Torque FTC Schemes 
To compare the performance of the proposed FTC schemes, simulation plots for the already 
shown filtered measurement of the generator power under the considered +1000 Nm and +2000 
Nm actuator faults are recalled in Figure 3.16(a) and (b), respectively. Moreover, in order to have 
an idea of what exactly the true measurement of the generator power looks like, the relevant 
simulation plots under the mentioned +1000 Nm and +2000 Nm actuator faults are also shown in 
Figure 3.16(c) and (d), respectively. In connection with Figure 3.16(c) and (d), Table 3.14 presents 
a precise quantitative comparison between the passive and active FTC schemes in terms of RMSPE 
during the period of considered fault scenarios. Note that, the lower the RMSPE, the better the 
fault-tolerance has scored. 
In addition to the presented discussions in subsections 3.7C and 3.7D, the simulation plots 
shown in Figure 3.16 together with the results presented in Table 3.14 can be considered to explore 
and summarize the pros and cons of using the proposed FTC schemes for regulation of generator 
torque load. 
The torque PFTC scheme based on FMRAC has the interesting capability of online adaptation 
of the control action without any explicit knowledge of the potential faults in the 
generator/converter system. This feature makes the FMRAC system a very powerful tool for the 
accommodation of various types of faults and model uncertainties or external disturbances. Since 
the FMRAC system is independent of FDD information, it does not deal with FDD uncertainties 
and time-delays with respect to fault detection/isolation process (see Figure 3.16(a) and (c)). 
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However, as can be seen in Figure 3.16(b) and (d), the PFTC scheme has limited fault-tolerance 
capability against large values of torque offset (see also Table 3.14 for +2000 Nm torque offset 
scenario). In contrast to the torque PFTC scheme, the torque AFTC scheme with FDD and ASC 
can satisfactorily accommodate large values of torque offset as well (see Figure 3.16(b) and (d) 
and Table 3.14). Furthermore, in this scheme, the proposed ASC approach does not disturb the 
nominal performance of the torque controllers under normal (fault-free) operating conditions. This 
feature is particularly favorable in the case of wind turbine torque control whose fixed-structure is 
well defined for optimizing power capture in the partial load region and for improving output power 
quality in the full load region in order to achieve fault-tolerance capability without scarifying best 
performance of the wind turbine under different normal operation conditions for handling well also 
the system’s nonlinearity. However, it is worth mentioning that, the performance of ASC scheme 
is highly dependent on the speed and accuracy of the FDD system. It may be difficult in practice 
to measure or obtain the instant precise values of faults in the system. Therefore, the FDD system 
can only determine an online estimate for the magnitude of offset faults after their occurrence. 
Furthermore, the time delays present in the FDD process and subsequent real-time control 
reconfiguration (signal correction) result in a temporary graceful degradation in overall wind 

















Figure 3.16 Generator power response under fault-free and faulty conditions – time period 
[495,520] sec. (a) filtered measurement, +1000 Nm torque actuator offset, (b) filtered 
measurement, +2000 Nm torque actuator offset, (c) true (noise free) measurement, 
+1000 Nm torque actuator offset, and (d) true (noise free) measurement +2000 Nm 
torque actuator offset. 





AFTC Scheme (FDD-ASC) PFTC Scheme (FMRAC) 
1 +1000 Nm torque actuator offset  0.406 0.958 
2 +2000 Nm torque actuator offset 0.667 1.911 
To sum up, the presented results in Figure 3.16 and Table 3.14 show that the AFTC scheme 
has superior performance compared to the PFTC scheme under large values of torque offset (severe 
fault cases), even though the speed and accuracy of the FDD system play an important role in this 
regard. More precisely, the AFTC scheme with FDD and ASC can demonstrate a highly effective 
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fault accommodation as long as the FDD information is timely and accurate. However, in the case 
of small values of torque offset (mild fault cases) such as intermittent system uncertainties, both 
the FDD uncertainties and time-delays make it difficult for the AFTC scheme to outperform the 
PFTC scheme which is basically independent of FDD information. For instance, by considering an 
intermittent time-dependent torque offset such as the fault signal shown in Figure 3.17 which 
corrupts the generator/converter torque actuator during the same period of [495,520] sec, the fault 
accommodation gives the interesting results shown in Figure 3.18 and Table 3.15. The results 
reflected in Figure 3.18 and Table 3.15 confirms the already mentioned fact that, unlike the AFTC 
scheme, the passive scheme demonstrates better performance against the small values of torque 
offset that are difficult to be detected and identified in a timely and accurate manner. In this 
particular wind turbine application, the PFTC scheme provides satisfactory fault-tolerance 
capability to completely accommodate torque actuator offsets with absolute values up to 1500 
[Nm], while the AFTC scheme provides such a capability for accommodation of torque actuator 
offsets with absolute values greater than 500 [Nm]. 
 
Figure 3.17 A small (< 500 Nm) intermittent time-dependent torque actuator offset – time period 
































Figure 3.18 Generator power response during fault-free and faulty conditions – time period 
[495,520] sec. 
Table 3.15 Quantitative comparison of FTC schemes during fault period [495-520] sec 
Fault Type 
RMSPE (%) 
AFTC Scheme (FDD-ASC) PFTC Scheme (FMRAC) 
Intermittent time-dependent torque actuator 
offset in Figure 3.17 
0.757 0.311 
G) Robustness 
The purpose of this subsection is to evaluate the robustness of the designed FTC schemes with 
respect to modeling errors, disturbances and measurement uncertainties. The robustness evaluation 
consists of extensive Monte Carlo simulations using different noise parameters (e.g., starting seeds, 
noise power) affecting the stochastic features of the signals in order to model process parameter 
errors and measurement uncertainties. In the benchmark model, sensors are modeled as noise-
contaminated, uncertain measurement systems. The measurement noise in each sensor model is 
generated as band limited white noise parameterized by a noise power and starting seed value. 
Table 3.16 presents a list of available sensors and their noise parameters considered in the Monte 
Carlo simulations. In total, 100 Monte Carlo simulations have been carried out for each of the 
active and passive FTC schemes, and the best, average and worst values of performance 
characteristics are reported in Table 3.17. 
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Rotor speed rad/s 10−4 
Generator speed rad/s 2 ∙ 10−4 
Generator torque Nm 0.9 
Generated electrical power (Generator power) W 10 
Pitch angle of i-th blade deg 1.5 ∙ 10−3 
Azimuth angle low speed side rad 10−3 
Blade root moment of i-th blade Nm 103 
Tower-top acceleration (x and y direction) m/s2 5 ∙ 10−4 
Yaw error deg 5 ∙ 10−2 
Table 3.17 The results of Monte Carlo simulation studies under wind profile with mean speed of 
14 m/s. 
Fault Type MCS Results 
AFTCS  PFTCS 
Detection Time (sec) RMSPE (%)  RMSPE (%) 
+1000 Nm torque 
actuator offset 
Best Case 0.5125  0.3873  0.9449 
Average Case 0.5320 0.4094  0.9583 
Worst Case 0.5500 0.4325  1.0116 
+2000 Nm torque 
actuator offset 
Best Case 0.2875 0.6630  1.9055 
Average Case 0.3085 0.6799  1.9241 
Worst Case 0.3375 0.7081  1.9618 
Although the wind profile with mean speed of 14 m/s (see Figure 3.9) used for the above 
mentioned Monte Carlo study has high turbulence intensity and covers a wide speed range from 
below rated wind speeds to above rated wind speeds, two additional simulation trials are also made 
in order to test the robustness in performance of the FTC schemes in terms of external disturbances 
(e.g., wind changes). In this regard, the wind profiles with mean speeds of 11 m/s, and 17 m/s are 
used here (see Figure 3.9). For each wind profile, similar simulations as described in subsections 
3.7C and 3.7D are conducted. However, only simulation results for the +1000 Nm torque offset 
fault scenario are presented here for the sake of brevity. The generator power response obtained 
from the first simulation trial is shown in Figure 3.19(a) and (b) for PFTC scheme and AFTC 
scheme, respectively. As can be seen in these figures, the generated power is mostly below its rated 
value of 5 MW, mainly due to the used wind speed profile which has a below rated hub-height 
mean speed of 11 m/s. Similarly, the generator power response obtained from the second simulation 
trial is shown in Figure 3.20(a) and (b) for PFTC scheme and AFTC scheme, respectively. In this 
simulation trial, since the used wind profile has an above rated hub-height mean speed of 17 m/s, 
the wind turbine generates full power of 5 MW. 
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With respect to the results of Monte Carlo study reported in Table 3.17 and the generator power 
responses shown in Figure 3.19 and Figure 3.20, all results confirm that both the active and passive 
FTC schemes are not only robust in the presence of modeling errors, measurement uncertainties, 
and disturbances, but also can successfully maintain reliable wind turbine performance under faulty 
conditions in both below and above rated wind speeds. 
(a) (b) 
Figure 3.19 Generator power response during fault-free and faulty conditions with +1,000 Nm 
torque actuator offset, and using wind profile with mean speed of 11 m/s. (a) torque 






Figure 3.20 Generator power response during fault-free and faulty conditions with +1,000 Nm 
torque actuator offset, and using wind profile with mean speed of 17 m/s. (a) torque 
PFTC scheme (FMRAC), and (b) torque AFTC scheme (FDD-ASC). 
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This paper addressed the design of two fault-tolerant control schemes for reliable regulation of 
generator torque load in a wind turbine which can be affected by both model uncertainties and 
actuator faults in its generator/converter system. The first scheme is a passive fault-tolerant control 
scheme based on a fuzzy model reference adaptive control approach in which a fuzzy inference 
mechanism is used for parameter adaptation without any explicit knowledge of the potential faults 
in the system and without the need of a fault detection and diagnosis system. The second scheme 
is an active fault-tolerant control scheme which exploits an automatic signal correction approach 
that itself relies on a fault detection and diagnosis system. 
Simulations have been conducted using a well-known large offshore wind turbine benchmark 
model in the presence of wind turbulences, measurement noises, and realistic fault scenarios in the 
generator/converter torque actuator. Numerical results and simulation studies clearly indicate the 
effectiveness and robustness of the proposed schemes over the entire range of tested wind profiles 
for both the fault-free and faulty conditions. 
Although both the fault-tolerant control schemes are superior to a reference torque control 
system designed using classical methods, the fault-tolerance and nominal performance provided 
by the active scheme will make it a practical choice if the faults change the system’s behavior 
significantly. The passive scheme should be favored when faults are difficult to diagnose (e.g., due 
to their small impact on system performance), or there is no tolerance for false decisions in the 
fault detection and diagnosis system. 
Extending the presented fault-tolerant control methodologies to accommodation of other types 
of faults like new actuator or system component faults as well as their integration with other control 
schemes tolerant to sensor faults remain as interesting future research topics. Furthermore, in order 
to achieve a practical fault-tolerant control scheme, the fault detection and diagnosis system as well 
as real-time control system reconfiguration/adaptation should be designed along with techniques 
in fault-tolerant computing, and fault-tolerant communication networks followed by hardware-in-




Chapter 4 Fault-Tolerant Cooperative Control 
in an Offshore Wind Farm Using 
Model-Free and Model-Based Fault 
Detection and Diagnosis 
“Reprinted from paper [Hamed Badihi, Youmin Zhang, Henry Hong, “Fault-Tolerant 
Cooperative Control in an Offshore Wind Farm Using Model-Free and Model-Based Fault 
Detection and Diagnosis”, submitted to the Applied Energy, 2016.” 
Abstract 
Given the importance of reliability and availability in wind farms, this paper focuses on the 
development of fault diagnosis and fault-tolerant control schemes in a cooperative framework 
(referred to as active fault-tolerant cooperative control) at wind farm level against the decreased 
power generation caused by turbine blade erosion and debris build-up on the blades over time. In 
more details, the paper presents a novel integrated fault detection and diagnosis and fault-tolerant 
control approach oriented to the design and development of two active fault-tolerant control 
schemes for an offshore wind farm. Each of the schemes employs a fault detection and diagnosis 
system to provide accurate and timely diagnosis information to be used in an appropriate automatic 
signal correction algorithm for accommodation of faults in the wind farm. The effectiveness and 
performance of the proposed schemes are evaluated and compared by different simulations on a 
high-fidelity offshore wind farm benchmark model in the presence of wind turbulences, 





Wind energy has remarkable potential for fulfilling the increasing world's energy demand in a 
sustainable and clean way. In order to reduce the average cost of wind energy, large wind turbines 
are often installed in clusters called wind farms, particularly in offshore locations. As more and 
more offshore wind farms are developed, further from shore, both the factors of complexity and 
limited accessibility together with harsh climate conditions come into play and result in higher 
failure rates and maintenance challenges. This motivates the design and development of advanced 
fault detection and diagnosis (FDD) as well as fault-tolerant control (FTC) schemes in wind farms 
to improve their reliability and availability. The FTC schemes can be designed in either passive or 
active ways. A passive FTC (PFTC) scheme employs the robustness of the closed-loop control 
system to accommodate faults, while an active FTC (AFTC) scheme reconfigures the closed-loop 
control system after fault occurrence. AFTC schemes usually require FDD information in the 
process of control reconfiguration. 
In general, the FDD and FTC schemes can be applied at both individual wind turbine and 
entire wind farm levels. Recently, research works have been more focused on the application of 
such methods at wind turbine level (for example see, [30, 33, 43, 46, 104]). Most of these works 
try to address the FDD and FTC problems in two standard wind turbine benchmark models 
presented in [3] and [69]. A recent review of the literature in [17] provides more references on 
FDD and FTC for wind turbines. Actually, some faults are easier to be detected, diagnosed, and 
accommodated at wind farm level through comparing the performance of turbines operating under 
almost the same wind conditions. With respect to the FDD and FTC at wind farm level that is a 
very recent field of research, only a few research works are reported in the literature. Most of these 
works are only focused on condition monitoring and fault detection in wind farms. In [67, 68], 
various data-mining algorithms are applied to develop models for predicting possible faults in wind 
farms. In [105], the relationship between the wind speed and the generated power in a wind farm 
is estimated using three different machine learning models. The models can detect anomalous 
functioning conditions of the wind farm. But, they are unable to isolate and identify faults. More 
recently, researchers have studied the FDD and FTC problems in a standard benchmark model 
presented in [106] that represents a wind farm with nine turbines subjected to different fault 
scenarios. For example, authors in [107] present a fault detection and isolation approach based on 
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a set of piecewise affine Takagi–Sugeno models that are identified from the noisy measurements 
obtained from the simulated benchmark model. Duviella et al. [108] propose an evolving 
classification algorithm for detection and isolation of faults due to debris build-up on the wind 
turbine blades is presented. In [109], the fault diagnosis is conducted using interval nonlinear 
parameter-varying parity equations assuming unknown but bounded description of the noise and 
modeling errors. Another work reported in [110] presents a fault detection system relying on 
dynamical cumulative sum for residual evaluation, and a load distributing controller for 
accommodating the possible faults. Moreover, an active fault-tolerant control scheme based on a 
model-based FDD approach is also presented in [111]. The above cited research works are common 
in two aspects. First, they have assumed that only one fault can occur at a time in a farm. Second, 
they mostly rely on wind speed or its estimation that itself, normally, depends on the layout of the 
wind farm and direction of the wind as well. For example, the algorithms proposed in [108-110] 
are only developed for one or two specific wind directions.  
Given the importance of FDD and FTC at wind farm level and by recognizing the differences 
in controlling a wind farm from a single wind turbine, this paper presents a novel integrated FDD 
and FTC approach in a cooperative framework referred to as active fault-tolerant cooperative 
control (AFTCC) in this paper, where the term of “active” is due to the integrated design by 
combining both FDD and FTC schemes [10], while the term of “cooperative” is due to the 
cooperative design for multiple wind turbines (wind farm) which is beyond a design for single wind 
turbine as will be demonstrated in the later parts of this paper for both FDD and FTC schemes. The 
proposed AFTCC approach is oriented to the design and development of two AFTC schemes for 
an offshore wind farm against decreased power generation fault caused by turbine blade erosion 
and debris build-up on the blades over time. The first scheme is based on a model-free FDD system 
that incorporates a rule-based threshold test technique for residual evaluation. Conversely, the 
second scheme is based on a model-based FDD system that incorporates data-driven models 
developed using fuzzy modelling and identification (FMI) technique. Both schemes are relying on 
an appropriate automatic signal correction (ASC) algorithm that employs the provided accurate 
and timely FDD information for accommodating the possible faults in a wind farm. To sum up, the 
proposed schemes not only provide necessary FDD information for condition monitoring purposes, 
but also provide the effective possibility of accommodation of faults in a wind farm. To further 
highlight the contribution of this paper compared to the other relevant works in the existing 
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literature, it is worth mentioning that the proposed schemes in this paper are designed and 
developed in a way to be valid for any layouts of a wind farm with any directions of the wind while 
the considered fault may occur simultaneously in more than one turbine in the farm.  
The effectiveness and performance of the proposed FDD and FTC schemes are evaluated and 
compared by different simulations on a high-fidelity offshore wind farm benchmark model in the 
presence of wind turbulences, measurement noises and realistic fault scenarios. Moreover, 
extensive Monte Carlo simulations are performed to evaluate the robustness of the proposed 
schemes with respect to modelling errors, disturbances and measurement uncertainties. 
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: In Section 4.2, the wind farm benchmark 
model used in this paper is briefly described. The considered fault is described and analysed in 
Section 4.3. Section 4.4 presents an integrated FDD and FTC approach against the fault discussed 
in Section 4.3. The details of the FDD at wind farm level is presented in Section 4.5. Section 4.6 
presents the simulation results with some comments and discussions. Finally, conclusions are 
drawn in Section 4.7. 
4.2 Overview of the Wind Farm Benchmark Model 
This paper considers an advanced wind farm simulation toolbox called SimWindFarm developed 
as a part of the EU-FP7 project, AEOLUS [112]. The toolbox provides a realistic wind farm 
simulation benchmark model that allows control designers to develop, implement and investigate 
farm level control and diagnosis algorithms under different operating conditions for an optional 
quantity and layout of turbines installed in a wind farm. In the benchmark model, sensor models 
are updated to represent noise-contaminated, uncertain measurement systems. The recommended 
rate and magnitude limiters are also applied on any reference signal to the actuator models. In 
addition, to facilitate the assessment of the robustness features of any control solution under 
external disturbances, different wind fields with arbitrary mean wind speeds and turbulence 
intensities can be generated and applied in the benchmark model. Figure 4.1 shows the default 
layout for the considered wind farm with ten turbines. The overall structure of the simulation 




Figure 4.1 Wind farm layout (D1=600m, D2=500m, D3=300m). 
 
 
Figure 4.2 Illustration of overall model structure for 𝑁 turbines. Note that the bold letters stand for 
sets of variables, for example 𝑷𝒅 = [𝑃𝑑,𝑞] with 𝑞 = 1, 2, … ,𝑁 (This figure is based on 
[112]). 
As it is shown in Figure 4.2, the wind farm simulation benchmark model is composed of four 
major components in the top level that operate in a closed loop: 
Network Operator:   The network operator is responsible to determine the total active power 
demand 𝑃𝐷 (also called operator’s total demanded power) required for reliable connection of the 
wind farm to the electrical grid. This can be performed in different modes such as: absolute, delta, 
and frequency regulation modes. This paper employs the frequency regulation mode in which the 
measured grid frequency  𝑓𝑚 is used as a feedback signal to set up active power control in real-
time. The objective is to maintain the necessary balance between power generation and load, which 
in turn regulates the grid frequency to its reference value  𝑓𝑟, despite a changing grid load. The 
baseline model for the network operator in the frequency regulation mode includes a dead-band 
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demanded power 𝑃𝐷(𝑘) at the time-step 𝑘 in (4.2). Such a simple control scheme regulates the grid 
frequency to any specified reference value, for example, 50 Hz in large areas of the world. 









0.5(𝑃1)                                  −𝑑 ≤ 𝑓𝑒(𝑘) ≤ 𝑑
0.5(𝑃1 − 𝑃2)                        𝑓𝑒(𝑘) ≥ 𝑐
0.5(𝑃1 + 𝑃2)                        𝑓𝑒(𝑘) ≤ −𝑐
0.5(𝑃1) − 0.5(𝑃2) (
𝑓𝑒(𝑘) − 𝑑
𝑐 − 𝑑
) 𝑑 < 𝑓𝑒(𝑘) < 𝑐
0.5(𝑃1) − 0.5(𝑃2) (
𝑓𝑒(𝑘) + 𝑑
𝑐 − 𝑑
) −𝑐 < 𝑓𝑒(𝑘) < −𝑑
 (4.2) 
In (4.2), the constants 𝑐 and 𝑑 are, respectively, the control band and the dead band defined by user 
(𝑐 > 𝑑). Moreover, the power parameters 𝑃1 and 𝑃2 are defined in (4.3) and (4.4), respectively. 
Here, 𝑃𝑚𝑖𝑛 and 𝑃𝑚𝑎𝑥 denote the prescribed minimum and maximum limits for the total power 
generated by the wind farm, respectively. 
𝑃1 = 𝑃𝑚𝑎𝑥 + 𝑃𝑚𝑖𝑛 (4.3) 
𝑃2 = 𝑃𝑚𝑎𝑥 − 𝑃𝑚𝑖𝑛 (4.4) 
Wind Farm Controller: As it is shown in Figure 4.2, the wind farm controller acts as an interface 
between the network operator and wind turbines. Its main functionality is to ensure the appropriate 
distribution of operator’s total demanded power 𝑃𝐷 among wind turbines in the farm. It also 
provides an estimate of total available power 𝑃𝐴 in the wind farm to the operator (e.g., in the case 
of delta mode operator). The baseline wind farm controller employs the proportional distribution 
algorithm in (4.5) which provides a set of power demands 𝑃𝑑,𝑞(𝑘) at the time-step 𝑘 (i.e., 𝑷𝒅 in 
Figure 4.2) to each of 𝑁 individual wind turbines. Here, 𝑃𝑎,𝑞(𝑘) and 𝑃𝐴(𝑘) are the estimated 




    , 𝑞 = 1, 2, … ,𝑁 (4.5) 
Wind Turbines: As it is shown in Figure 4.2, this component is devoted to the simulation of 
dynamics of 𝑁 turbines installed in the wind farm based on their measured nacelle wind 
speeds 𝑽𝒏𝒂𝒄 = [𝑉𝑛𝑎𝑐,𝑞], effective wind speeds 𝑽𝒓𝒐𝒕 = [𝑉𝑟𝑜𝑡,𝑞], and power demands 𝑷𝒅 = [𝑃𝑑,𝑞] 
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with 𝑞 = 1, 2, … ,𝑁. With respect to the outputs, the component generates a set of outputs including 
a set of measurements 𝑴𝒆𝒔 required for use by the wind farm controller as well as a set of 
coefficients of thrust 𝑪𝑻 = [𝐶𝑇,𝑞] for turbines, necessary to calculate the wake effects (i.e., low 
speed turbulent air flows behind turbine) by wind field component. In the component of wind 
turbines, each turbine is simulated using a simple model of an offshore 5 MW turbine that has been 
already proposed by the U.S. National Renewable Energy Laboratory (NREL) (see [70]). The 
baseline control system used in each individual wind turbine is shown in Figure 4.3. As it is shown 
in the figure, the control system acts upon the power demand 𝑃𝑑,𝑞 in (4.5). This control system is 
basically composed of a blade-pitch controller and a torque controller to compute appropriate 
reference blade-pitch angle 𝛽𝑟,𝑞 and reference generator torque 𝜏𝑟,𝑞, respectively. The blade-pitch 
controller is basically a Proportional-Integral (PI) controller that tracks a constant generator speed 
(rated generator speed) so that the turbine operates at its rated power in the full-load region. The 
torque controller is designed to optimize power capture in the partial-load region, and to improve 
output power quality in the full-load region both by varying the generator torque. More precisely, 
the torque controller is set to be active for varying the torque during both the below and above rated 
wind speeds. A more complete description of the wind turbine benchmark model is available in 
[70]. 
 
Figure 4.3 The 𝑞th wind turbine in the farm (𝑞 = 1, 2, … ,𝑁). Note that in addition to the generated 
power 𝑃𝑔,𝑞, the turbine model provides many other measured variables such as 
coefficient of thrust 𝐶𝑇,𝑞, and so on. 
Wind Field:  The wind field model represents the interactions between the wind turbines installed 
in a wind farm. This model includes models of ambient field and wake phenomenon for simulating 
wakes meandering behind turbines and their effects on the ambient wind field. So, the wind speed 
throughout the farm is obtained. 




















4.3 Blade Erosion/Debris Build-up Fault 
Basically, decreased power generation in a wind farm may be due to several different malfunctions. 
However, blade erosion along with debris build-up on the blades due to dirt, ice, etc. constitute the 
most probable fault which results in a lower power generation because of changes in the 
aerodynamics of the wind turbine, and thereby lowering the maximally obtained power. In more 
detail, the aerodynamic torque 𝜏𝑎𝑒𝑟 applied to the rotor by the wind is defined in (4.6), in which 
𝜔𝑟𝑜𝑡 is the rotor angular speed, 𝜌 is the air density, 𝐴 is the swept area of the turbine rotor, and 𝑉𝑤 





3(𝑡) 𝐶𝑝(𝛽(𝑡), 𝜆(𝑡)) (4.6) 
In (4.6), the power coefficient 𝐶𝑝(𝛽, 𝜆) is a three dimensional surface as a function of the tip-
speed ratio 𝜆 and the blade pitch angle 𝛽 in which the latter two terms determine the operating 
condition of a variable speed wind turbine. For variable-speed wind turbines, the turbine is ideally 
operated at the peak of the 𝐶𝑝 surface in order to capture as much power as possible. However, 
over time, the blade erosion and debris build-up fault shifts the turbine’s 𝐶𝑝 surface downward, 
resulting in lower energy capture through not only a decrease in the peak value of the 𝐶𝑝 surface 
but also a change in the location of the peak of the 𝐶𝑝 surface. The sensitivity of energy loss to the 
changes at the peak of the 𝐶𝑝 surface due to this fault is considered and quantified in [113], which 
concludes that the fault can lead to a substantial off optimal operation and power loss. Given the 
importance of the blade erosion and debris build-up fault in wind turbines, it is necessary to detect, 
diagnose, and accommodate such a fault in a timely and effective manner. However, it is difficult 
to handle this fault at a wind turbine control level, mainly because of the fact that a lower generated 
power may be due to either debris build-up on the blades or simply that the true wind speed is 
lower than the measured/estimated wind speed. Conversely, at a wind farm level, it is possible to 
compare the performance and operation features of the different wind turbines in a given wind 
farm. 
The described benchmark model in Section 4.2, in its original form, does not include any 
faults. However, it is possible to fairly model a realistic scenario for the blade erosion and debris 
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build-up fault and incorporate it in the benchmark model. In the following lines, the modeling of 
the considered fault in this paper is described. 
In general, the generator power 𝑃𝑔 can be expressed as: 
𝑃𝑔(𝑡) = 𝜂𝑔𝜂𝑚𝑃𝑎𝑒𝑟(𝑡) (4.7) 
in which 𝜂𝑔 is the generator efficiency, 𝜂𝑚 is the efficiency of transmission system, and 𝑃𝑎𝑒𝑟 is the 
aerodynamic rotor power given by [99]: 
𝑃𝑎𝑒𝑟(𝑡) = 𝜏𝑎𝑒𝑟(𝑡) 𝜔𝑟𝑜𝑡(𝑡) (4.8) 





3(𝑡) 𝐶𝑝(𝛽(𝑡), 𝜆(𝑡)) (4.9) 
Equation (4.9) shows that the generated power 𝑃𝑔 is a direct function of the power coefficient 
𝐶𝑝 which itself can be changed due to the blade erosion and debris build-up fault. With respect to 
this fact, the fault can be simply modeled by scaling the generated power in a wind turbine. 
Therefore, a realistic scaling factor of 0.97 (3% power loss) is used. In this case, the benchmark 
model is modified with a generic fault scenario representing occurrence of 3% power loss in a 
designated number of turbines in the wind farm shown in Figure 4.1. The detailed timeline for the 
occurrence of the considered fault scenario is shown in Figure 4.4. As it is obvious from the figure, 
during some periods of the simulation time, the considered decreased power generation fault has 
occurred simultaneously in more than one turbine in the farm. For example, Figure 4.5 shows the 




Figure 4.4 Timeline for the occurance of the considered fault in a designated number of wind 
turbines in the farm. Note that, the total simulation time is 1000 seconds, and T# stands 






Figure 4.5 Generator power response during fault-free and faulty operations of wind turbines: (a) 
T1, and (b) T3 in the farm. 
4.4 Integrated FDD and FTC Approach 
This section presents an integrated FDD and FTC approach aimed at improving the reliability and 
availability of wind farms against the fault discussed in Section 4.3. Here, it is assumed that the 
fault(s) may occur at any time and in any turbine installed in a farm. Simultaneous faults in more 
than one turbine are also possible. 
As already mentioned in Section 4.3, the considered fault results in a lower power generation 
that negatively affects the total active power generated by all wind turbines in a farm as a whole. 
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Generally speaking, when such a fault occurs in one or more turbines in a wind farm, the wind 
farm controller still has to follow the operator’s total demanded power 𝑃𝐷 using the proportional 
distribution algorithm described in (4.5), no matter which turbine(s) is/are faulty. Whereas, to 
compensate the power loss caused by the faulty turbine(s), it is necessary to avoid overloading the 
remaining healthy turbines but only correcting the reference power signal(s) to the faulty turbine(s) 
and thereby accommodating the fault effects. In fact, overloading the healthy wind turbines may 
lead to high structural loading and fatigue. 
The integrated FDD and FTC approach proposed in this paper is shown in Figure 4.6. As it is 
observed in this figure, the proposed approach basically relies on an integrated FDD system and 
ASC mechanism that covers the entire farm with any layouts and any wind directions. The FDD 
system in Figure 4.6 provides the most up-to-date information about true status of the wind farm 
system. As it is further discussed in Section 4.5, the FDD system can be developed based on either 
model-free or model-based monitoring of power consistency in a wind farm. Basically, the main 
idea behind the FDD process is to monitor the consistency of generated powers from any individual 
wind turbine and all other remaining turbines in the farm in real-time. Then, any inconsistencies in 
the generated powers should be detected, isolated and identified to generate FDD information. 
Finally, the FDD information is used for ASC and accommodation of the faults in faulty turbines. 
The ASC mechanism means that the nominal controllers at both wind turbine and wind farm levels 
are kept unchanged; only the output of the torque controller in any faulty turbine is corrected 
according to the real-time fault information from the FDD system. Here, the supervision process 
shown in Figure 4.6 is not described explicitly, because it is very simple in the considered case. In 
fact, according to the provided information from the FDD system, the supervisor only identifies 
the faulty turbines in the farm together with their relevant estimated power losses (fault 
magnitudes) due to the faults. Then, to accommodate the fault effects in each faulty turbine, the 
estimated fault magnitude is used to correct the nominal reference generator torque control 
signal 𝜏𝑟,𝑞 computed by the torque controller that is itself active in both partial- and full-load 
regions. This signal correction is defined below for the 𝑞th wind turbine in the farm. 
𝜏𝑟,𝑞,𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑟(𝑘) = 𝜏𝑟,𝑞(𝑘) +
?̂?𝑞(𝑘)
𝜔𝑔,𝑞(𝑘)
    , 𝑞 = 1, 2, … ,𝑁 (4.10) 
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In (4.10), 𝜏𝑟,𝑞,𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑟 is the corrected reference generator torque and ?̂?𝑞 is the estimated fault 
magnitude (power loss due to fault) both in the 𝑞th wind turbine in the farm. It is worth mentioning 
that the fault magnitude provided by the FDD system is assigned to be exactly zero (?̂?𝑞 = 0) under 
fault-free operation. In other words, to maintain the nominal performance of the system there is no 
need to modify/compensate the nominal reference torque control signal 𝜏𝑟,𝑞 in (4.10) under fault-
free operation. Finally, to avoid any intense commanded signal and extreme loading on the 
actuator(s), the recommended rate and magnitude limiters are also applied on the corrected 
reference generator torque 𝜏𝑟,𝑞,𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑟 computed by (4.10). 
As already mentioned, the faulty turbine and its relevant fault magnitude all are determined by 
the FDD system which itself can be developed based on either model-free or model-based 
monitoring of power consistency in a wind farm. Therefore, two AFTC schemes based on the 
integrated FDD and FTC approach are designed and developed. The first scheme is based on a 
model-free FDD system while the second scheme is based on a model-based FDD system. The 
following section presents the development of the FDD systems in detail. 
 
Figure 4.6 Schematic of the proposed FDD and FTC approach based on an integrated FDD system 
and ASC mechanism. Here, 𝑴𝒆𝒔 is a vector of performance data including measured 
variables and control commands/references in wind turbines. Based on FDD 
information 𝑰(𝑘), the supervisor applies appropriate signal correction/modification 
using power loss estimates ?̂? = [?̂?𝑞]. Note that the farm includes 𝑁 turbines (𝑞 =
1, 2, … ,𝑁). 
𝑪𝑻 


















4.5 FDD at Wind Farm Level 
The FDD system is to provide the most up-to-date information about true status of a wind farm. 
With respect to the facts discussed in Section III, the considered fault is difficult to be detected and 
identified at a wind turbine level. Therefore, as already mentioned, the FDD system in the proposed 
approach in Figure 4.6 addresses the considered fault at a wind farm level through monitoring the 
consistency of generated powers from all turbines in a given wind farm in real-time. Then, any 
inconsistencies in the generated powers will be detected, isolated and identified to generate FDD 
information. Such a monitoring can be achieved by either a model-free algorithm or a model-based 
algorithm that are presented in the following of this section. Therefore, each individual algorithm 
can be used in the FDD system and thereby either a model-free or a model-based FDD system can 
be established. 
It should be noted that a real-time monitoring of the consistency of generated powers from 
different turbines in a wind farm is not a straightforward process even in the case of adjacent 
turbines where wind condition may be almost similar. In fact, the reference power signals are not 
necessarily similar for the turbines in a farm, and hence the turbines’ generated powers may be 
different even under fault-free condition. Therefore, in order to monitor the consistency of 
generated powers from any two arbitrary wind turbines, it is required to consider not only the 
generated power responses from the turbines, but also the turbines’ reference power signals. In this 
regard, an efficient approach is to monitor in real-time the consistency of generated powers from 
any individual wind turbine and all other remaining turbines in the farm simultaneously. More 
precisely, considering a wind farm with 𝑁 turbines that are arbitrarily labeled as T1, T2, … , T𝑁, the 
consistency of generated powers needs to be monitored through 𝑅 similar modules: 




Table 4.1 shows the formation of modules (each denoted by an 𝑀) for such a wind farm with 
𝑁 turbines. Here, each particular module monitors the consistency of the powers generated by two 
different wind turbines in the farm (e.g., 𝑀𝑖,𝑗 represents a module that monitors the consistency of 
the powers generated by turbine Ti and turbine Tj in a farm (𝑖 ≠ 𝑗). For example, in a wind farm 
with ten working turbines (𝑁=10), 45 modules (𝑅=45) are required to monitor the consistency of 
generated powers among all turbines in the entire wind farm. 
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Table 4.1 Formation of 𝑅 modules for a wind farm with N turbines 
 T1 T2 T3 T4 T5 T6 T7 T8 T9 T10 ⋯ TN-1 TN 
T1  M1,2 M1,3 M1,4 M1,5 M1,6 M1,7 M1,8 M1,9 M1,10 ⋯ M1,N-1 M1,N 
T2   M2,3 M2,4 M2,5 M2,6 M2,7 M2,8 M2,9 M2,10 ⋯ M2,N-1 M2,N 
T3    M3,4 M3,5 M3,6 M3,7 M3,8 M3,9 M3,10 ⋯ M3,N-1 M3,N 
T4     M4,5 M4,6 M4,7 M4,8 M4,9 M4,10 ⋯ M4,N-1 M4,N 
T5      M5,6 M5,7 M5,8 M5,9 M5,10 ⋯ M5,N-1 M5,N 
T6       M6,7 M6,8 M6,9 M6,10 ⋯ M6,N-1 M6,N 
T7        M7,8 M7,9 M7,10 ⋯ M7,N-1 M7,N 
T8         M8,9 M8,10 ⋯ M8,N-1 M8,N 
T9          M9,10 ⋯ M9,N-1 M9,N 
T10           ⋯ M10,N-1 M10,N 
⋮            ⋮ ⋮ 
TN-1             MN-1,N 
 
 
Figure 4.7 FDD system including 𝑅 modules each for conducting the monitoring of the consistency 
of the powers generated by any two specific turbines in a wind farm. The module output 
(MO) signals are analysed and respective decisions are made in the decision making 
(DM) process. Here, turbine 𝑇𝑍 with (𝑍 ∈ ℕ and 1 < 𝑍 < 𝑁) represents any turbine 





















































Figure 4.7 shows the general structure of the FDD system that is composed of 𝑅 modules 
(already presented in Table 4.1) and a set of decision making (DM) blocks (𝐷𝑀1, 𝐷𝑀2, … , 𝐷𝑀𝑁) 
that each corresponds to an individual turbine and is used for analysing the module output (MO) 
signals and making decision about the real-time status of the turbine. In Figure 4.7, 𝑴𝒆𝒔 is a vector 
of performance data including measured variables and control commands/references in wind 
turbines. However, the FDD system only needs the sets of reference powers and generated powers 
defined in (4.12) and (4.13), respectively. 
𝑷𝒓(𝑘) = [𝑃𝑟,𝑞(𝑘)]    , 𝑞 = 1, 2, … , 𝑁 (4.12) 
𝑷𝒈(𝑘) = [𝑃𝑔,𝑞(𝑘)]   ,        𝑞 = 1, 2, … ,𝑁 (4.13) 
The reference powers 𝑃𝑟,𝑞 in (4.12) are computed as: 
𝑃𝑟,𝑞(𝑘) = 𝜏𝑟,𝑞(𝑘) ∙ 𝜔𝑔,𝑞(𝑘) (4.14) 
in which 𝜏𝑟,𝑞 and 𝜔𝑔,𝑞 are the reference generator torque and generator angular speed for 𝑞th wind 
turbine in the farm, respectively. Each particular module in the FDD system shown in Figure 4.7 
has its relevant inputs and outputs. For example, Figure 4.8 shows the relevant inputs and outputs 
for example module 𝑀𝑖,𝑗 that monitors the consistency of the powers generated by turbine Ti and 
turbine Tj in a farm (𝑖 ≠ 𝑗). In this figure, the inputs include the reference powers and generated 
powers corresponding to turbines Ti and T𝑗 that the module is monitoring their power consistency, 
while, the module output 𝑴𝑶𝒊,𝒋 includes inconsistency detection (𝐼𝐷𝑖,𝑗) and inconsistency 
magnitude (𝐼𝑀𝑖,𝑗) signals as the outputs of the module. The inconsistency detection signal and 
inconsistency magnitude signal indicate, respectively, the occurrence and magnitude of any 
possible inconsistency in the generated powers by turbines Ti and T𝑗. More precisely, regardless of 
details of monitoring process conducted in the module that are presented in two next subsections, 
the module output 𝑴𝑶𝒊,𝒋 can attain the values described in Table 4.2 under two possibilities for the 




Figure 4.8 Inputs and outputs of example module 𝑀𝑖,𝑗 
Table 4.2 Module output 𝑀𝑂𝑖,𝑗 results for example module 𝑀𝑖,𝑗 
𝑻𝒊 and 𝑻𝒋 Power Consistency 
Module Output 𝑴𝑶𝒊,𝒋 
𝐼𝐷𝑖,𝑗 𝐼𝑀𝑖,𝑗 
Consistent 0 0 
Inconsistent 
𝑖 |∆𝑃̅̅ ̅̅ 𝑖,𝑗| 
𝑗 |∆𝑃̅̅ ̅̅ 𝑖,𝑗| 
As it is observed in Table 4.2, when power generation is inconsistent between Ti and T𝑗, the 
inconsistency detection and inconsistency magnitude signals indicate the faulty turbine and the 
absolute value of estimated power loss |∆𝑃̅̅ ̅̅ 𝑖,𝑗|, respectively. Conversely, when power generation is 
consistent between Ti and T𝑗, both inconsistency detection and inconsistency magnitude signals are 
zero. This does not necessarily mean that both turbines are healthy. In fact, when power generation 
is consistent between two turbines Ti and T𝑗, they are either both healthy or both faulty. Therefore, 
as it is shown in Figure 4.7, the DM blocks are required to analyse the output results of modules 
all together in real-time, and determine faulty turbine(s), consequently. In particular, Figure 4.7 
shows the distribution and contribution of MO signals in the decision making process in each 
particular DM block. As already mentioned, each DM block corresponds to an individual turbine 
and is exclusively used for analysing the MO signals related to that specific turbine, and then, 
making an appropriate decision about the real-time status of the turbine. Such a decision is simply 
made based on the logic that states that as long as at least one of the relevant modules detects a 
turbine as a faulty turbine, then that turbine is faulty and its power loss due to the fault (i.e., ?̂?𝑞 in 
(4.10)) is conservatively the maximum power loss estimated by the modules. In connection with 











decision making is formulated in (4.15)-(4.17) for T1, TZ and T𝑁, respectively. Note that turbine T𝑍 
with (𝑍 ∈ ℕ and 1 < 𝑍 < 𝑁) represents any turbine except T1 and T𝑁. 
𝑰𝒇 (𝐼𝐷1,2 = 1) 𝑶𝑹 (𝐼𝐷1,3 = 1) 𝑶𝑹 (𝐼𝐷1,4 = 1) 𝑶𝑹…𝑶𝑹 (𝐼𝐷1,𝑁 = 1), 
𝑻𝒉𝒆𝒏 𝑇1 𝑖𝑠 𝑓𝑎𝑢𝑙𝑡𝑦 𝒂𝒏𝒅 𝑖𝑡𝑠 𝑝𝑜𝑤𝑒𝑟 𝑙𝑜𝑠𝑠 𝑖𝑠 𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑖𝑚𝑢𝑚 𝑜𝑓 {𝐼𝑀1,2, 𝐼𝑀1,3, 𝐼𝑀1,4, … , 𝐼𝑀1,𝑁} 
(4.15) 
𝑰𝒇 (𝐼𝐷1,𝑍 = 𝑍) 𝑶𝑹…𝑶𝑹 (𝐼𝐷𝑍−2,𝑍 = 𝑍) 𝑶𝑹 (𝐼𝐷𝑍−1,𝑍 = 𝑍) 𝑶𝑹 (𝐼𝐷𝑍,𝑍+1 = 𝑍) 𝑶𝑹 (𝐼𝐷𝑍,𝑍+2 =
𝑍) 𝑶𝑹…𝑶𝑹 (𝐼𝐷𝑍,𝑁 = 𝑍), 
𝑻𝒉𝒆𝒏 𝑇𝑍 𝑖𝑠 𝑓𝑎𝑢𝑙𝑡𝑦 𝒂𝒏𝒅 𝑖𝑡𝑠 𝑝𝑜𝑤𝑒𝑟 𝑙𝑜𝑠𝑠 𝑖𝑠  
𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑖𝑚𝑢𝑚 𝑜𝑓 {𝐼𝑀1,𝑍, … , 𝐼𝑀𝑍−2,𝑍, 𝐼𝑀𝑍−1,𝑍, 𝐼𝑀𝑍,𝑍+1, 𝐼𝑀𝑍,𝑍+2… , 𝐼𝑀𝑍,𝑁} 
(4.16) 
𝑰𝒇 (𝐼𝐷1,𝑁 = 𝑁) 𝑶𝑹…𝑶𝑹 (𝐼𝐷𝑁−3,𝑁 = 𝑁) 𝑶𝑹 (𝐼𝐷𝑁−2,𝑁 = 𝑁) 𝑶𝑹 (𝐼𝐷𝑁−1,𝑁 = 𝑁), 
𝑻𝒉𝒆𝒏 𝑇𝑁 𝑖𝑠 𝑓𝑎𝑢𝑙𝑡𝑦 𝒂𝒏𝒅 𝑖𝑡𝑠 𝑝𝑜𝑤𝑒𝑟 𝑙𝑜𝑠𝑠 𝑖𝑠 𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑖𝑚𝑢𝑚 𝑜𝑓 {𝐼𝑀1,𝑁, … , 𝐼𝑀𝑁−3,𝑁, 𝐼𝑀𝑁−2,𝑁, 𝐼𝑀𝑁−1,𝑁} 
(4.17) 
Results obtained from DM blocks in Figure 4.7 constitute FDD information vector 𝑰 as 
follows: 
𝑰(𝑘) = [𝐼1(𝑘), 𝐼2(𝑘),… , 𝐼𝑁(𝑘)] (4.18) 
The FDD system discussed here is highly dependent on the monitoring process in each module. 
From a design point of view, all modules used in the FDD system shown in Figure 4.7 are 
essentially the same but each corresponds a particular group of two turbines. As already mentioned, 
each module (e.g., module 𝑀𝑖,𝑗) monitors the consistency of the powers generated by two different 
wind turbines (e.g., Ti and Tj in a farm (𝑖 ≠ 𝑗)). To address such a monitoring process, this paper 
proposes two different algorithms. The first one is basically a model-free algorithm based on a 
rule-based threshold test technique. While, the second one is a model-based algorithm based on an 
FMI technique. As it is shown in the following subsections, each individual algorithm can be used 
in the FDD system and thereby either a model-free or a model-based FDD system can be 
established. 
A) Model-Free Monitoring of Power Consistency 
From 𝑅 modules used in the FDD system shown in Figure 4.7, consider an example module 
𝑀𝑖,𝑗 as shown in Figure 4.8 that monitors the consistency of the powers generated by turbines Ti 
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and Tj in a farm (𝑖 ≠ 𝑗). This subsection addresses the design of such a module using a model-free 
algorithm based on a rule-based threshold test technique. A block diagram illustrating the overall 
structure of the module designed using the mentioned model-free algorithm is shown in Figure 4.9. 
 
Figure 4.9 Structure of module 𝑀𝑖,𝑗 designed using model-free algorithm. 
As it is shown in Figure 4.9, a fuzzy inference mechanism is used for conducting the rule-
based threshold testing over three different inputs including the difference of reference powers 𝑃𝑟𝑖,𝑗, 
the difference of generated powers 𝑃𝑔𝑖,𝑗 , and their difference denoted by ∆𝑃𝑖,𝑗. Appropriate scaling 
gains A, B, and C are applied to normalize the mentioned inputs between [0, +1]. The fuzzy 
inference mechanism provides an output indicating inconsistency signature 𝑆𝑖,𝑗 that includes all 
traces of inconsistency in generated powers. As it is shown in Figure 4.10 and Figure 4.11, 
trapezoidal membership functions and singleton membership functions are used for the mentioned 






















































Figure 4.10 Input membership functions used in fuzzy inference mechanism: (a) ∆𝑃𝑖,𝑗, (b) 𝑃𝑟𝑖,𝑗, 
and (c) 𝑃𝑔𝑖,𝑗 . 
 
 
Figure 4.11 Output membership functions used in fuzzy inference mechanism. 
Table 4.3 Fuzzy Rules used in fuzzy inference mechanism 
Rule 
No. 
𝑰𝒇 ∆𝑃𝑖,𝑗 𝑖𝑠 𝒂𝒏𝒅 𝑃𝑟𝑖,𝑗  𝑖𝑠 𝒂𝒏𝒅 𝑃𝑔𝑖,𝑗  𝑖𝑠 𝒕𝒉𝒆𝒏 𝑆𝑖,𝑗  𝑖𝑠 
1  Z  Z  Z  0 
2  Z  NZ  Z  0.5 
3  Z  NZ  NZ  0.5 
4  Z  Z  NZ  1 
5  NZ  Z  Z  1 
6  NZ  Z  NZ  1 
7  NZ  NZ  Z  1 
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With respect to the shown membership functions in Figure 4.10 and Figure 4.11, the complete 
set of rules used in the fuzzy inference mechanism is presented in Table 4.3. The rules are 
formulated based on expert’s knowledge obtained through observing and understanding the 
relation between the consistency of generated powers and variations in the inputs. Each rule 
corresponds to a particular condition. In total, three different possibilities are considered: (1) 
consistent power generation represented by 𝑆𝑖,𝑗 = 0, (2) inconsistent power generation represented 
by 𝑆𝑖,𝑗 = 1, and (3) either consistent or inconsistent power generation represented by 𝑆𝑖,𝑗 = 0.5. 
More precisely, when 𝑆𝑖,𝑗 attains values of 0 or 1 (i.e., rule 1 or rules 4-8 in Table 4.3), the power 
generation is directly determined as consistent or inconsistent, respectively. Conversely, when 𝑆𝑖,𝑗 
attains value of 0.5 (i.e., rules 2 and 3 in Table 4.3), the power generation cannot be directly 
determined as consistent or inconsistent. In fact, rules 2 and 3 in Table 4.3 are related to the so-
called response time of the whole wind farm system. That is the time the wind farm system takes 
to react to its given inputs. In other words, the wind farm system takes a short period of time (i.e., 
the response time) for 𝑃𝑔𝑖,𝑗  and ∆𝑃𝑖,𝑗 to react to any change in 𝑃𝑟𝑖,𝑗 by the reference power signal(s) 
commanded from the wind farm control system. During such a short response time it is not possible 
to directly determine the consistency of generated powers in a model-free way. Therefore, as it is 
shown in Figure 4.9, the output of fuzzy inference mechanism (i.e., inconsistency signature 𝑆𝑖,𝑗) 
needs to be post-processed in order to obtain absolute inconsistency information 𝐼𝑖,𝑗 that can be 
either 0 (consistent power generation) or 1 (inconsistent power generation). The post-processing 

























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































As it is shown in the flowchart in Figure 4.12, to achieve a more reliable conclusion on 𝐼𝑖,𝑗, in 
response to any possible occurrence of inconsistency in power generation, 𝐼𝑖,𝑗 changes from 0 to 1, 
when 𝑆𝑖,𝑗 stays at its relevant values presented in the flowchart for 𝑇𝑖𝑛 consecutive sample-times 
(i.e., the number of repetitions satisfies 𝑇1 ≥ 𝑇𝑖𝑛). Similarly, 𝐼𝑖,𝑗 changes from 1 to 0, when 𝑆𝑖,𝑗 
stays at its relevant values presented in the flowchart for 𝑇𝑜𝑢𝑡 consecutive sample-times (i.e., the 
number of repetitions satisfies 𝑇2 ≥ 𝑇𝑜𝑢𝑡). The appropriate values for 𝑇𝑖𝑛 and 𝑇𝑜𝑢𝑡 are determined 
by the user through considering that the greater the values of 𝑇𝑖𝑛 and 𝑇𝑜𝑢𝑡, the higher the required 
time for changing 𝐼𝑖,𝑗 from 0 to 1, and 1 to 0 (i.e., higher conservatism). As it is shown in the 
flowchart in Figure 4.12, when 𝑆𝑖,𝑗 attains value of 0.5 (i.e., during short periods of response time 
of the wind farm system described by rules 2 and 3 in Table 4.3), 𝐼𝑖,𝑗 stays at its previous value 
obtained in the previous time-step (i.e., 𝐼𝑖,𝑗(𝑘) = 𝐼𝑖,𝑗 (𝑘 − 1)). With respect to the flowchart shown 
in Figure 4.12, an example inconsistency signature and its absolute inconsistency information are 
shown in Figure 4.13. The figure corresponds to module 𝑀1,4 for turbines T1 and T4 while 
considering the fault scenario shown in Figure 4.4. As it is shown in Figure 4.13, 𝑆𝑖,𝑗 only attains 
value of 0.5 for very short periods of time when the inputs of fuzzy inference mechanism activate 
rules 2 and 3 in Table 4.3. 
  
(a) (b) 
Figure 4.13 Post-processing of inconsistency signature in an example module. (a) inconsistency 
signature (b) absolute inconsistency information. 
The absolute inconsistency information 𝐼𝑖,𝑗 obtained from the post-processing of inconsistency 
signature 𝑆𝑖,𝑗 only determines the presence of consistency or inconsistency in the generated powers 
by turbines Ti and T𝑗. However, in the case of inconsistency in the generated powers, 𝐼𝑖,𝑗 does not 
provide any information about isolation of faulty turbine and magnitude of fault (power loss). 
Therefore, it is required to further analyse 𝐼𝑖,𝑗 through inconsistency analysis and isolation block 
as shown in Figure 4.9. The functionality of this block is very simple in comparison with the already 














































mentioned post-processing block. In fact, by the occurrence of any inconsistency in the generated 
powers (i.e., 𝐼𝑖,𝑗 = 1 ), the inconsistency analysis and isolation block computes in real-time the 
running mean of  ∆𝑃𝑖,𝑗 (see Figure 4.9). Then, the block determines (isolates) the faulty turbine 
based on the sign of the computed mean. That is, if the mean attains positive values, T𝑗 is faulty 
while if it attains negative values it means that T𝑖 is faulty. Moreover, the absolute magnitude of 
this running mean |∆𝑃̅̅ ̅̅ 𝑖,𝑗|  is used as the estimated power loss in the faulty turbine (see Table 4.2).  
It should be noted that the module 𝑀𝑖,𝑗 designed here only determines whether powers 
generated from turbines Ti and T𝑗 are consistent or inconsistent. When power generation is 
inconsistent, the module provides relevant information about detection and diagnosis of the faulty 
turbine. However, as already mentioned at the beginning of Section 4.5, when power generation is 
consistent between turbines Ti and T𝑗, they are either both healthy or both faulty. More precisely, 
if the fault happens simultaneously in both turbines Ti and T𝑗, the module 𝑀𝑖,𝑗 still shows consistent 
power generation. For example, this is shown in Figure 4.13 for module 𝑀1,4 while both turbines 
T1 and T4 are faulty during [225,300] seconds. Therefore, as it was already shown in Figure 4.7, 
and formulated in (4.15)-(4.17), the DM blocks are required to analyse the output results of 
modules all together in real-time, and to detect and diagnose faulty turbine(s), consequently. 
B) Model-Based Monitoring of Power Consistency 
From 𝑅 modules used in the FDD system shown in Figure 4.7, consider an example module 
𝑀𝑖,𝑗 that monitors the consistency of the powers generated by turbines Ti and Tj in a farm (𝑖 ≠ 𝑗). 
This subsection addresses the design of such a module using a model-based algorithm based on an 
FMI technique. A block diagram illustrating the overall structure of the module designed using the 
mentioned model-based algorithm is shown in Figure 4.14. As it is shown in Figure 4.14, the 
module employs a nominal dynamic model of the system that is developed using a data-driven 
modelling approach based on FMI technique. The model estimates the nominal relative 
performance between turbines Ti and Tj in a farm. In fact, powers generated from turbines Ti and T𝑗 
are consistent as long as ?̂?𝑔𝑖,𝑗  and 𝑃𝑔𝑖,𝑗 are (ideally) equal. However, they cannot be equal in practice 
due to the presence of noise and uncertainties inherent in real data. Therefore, a post-processing 
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including a threshold testing is necessary to obtain absolute inconsistency information 𝐼𝑖,𝑗 that can 
be either 0 (consistent power generation) or 1 (inconsistent power generation). 
 
Figure 4.14 Structure of module 𝑀𝑖,𝑗 designed using model-based algorithm. 
The post-processing at the time-step 𝑘 is coded based on the flowchart shown in Figure 4.15. 
Similar to what mentioned in the previous subsection, to achieve a more reliable conclusion on 𝐼𝑖,𝑗, 
in response to any possible occurrence of inconsistency in power generation, 𝐼𝑖,𝑗 changes from 0 to 
1, when residuals 𝑟 stays outside of its threshold for 𝑇𝑖𝑛 consecutive sample-times (i.e., the number 
of repetitions satisfies 𝑇1 ≥ 𝑇𝑖𝑛). Similarly, 𝐼𝑖,𝑗 changes from 1 to 0, when residuals 𝑟 stays within 
its threshold for 𝑇𝑜𝑢𝑡 consecutive sample-times (i.e., the number of repetitions satisfies 𝑇2 ≥ 𝑇𝑜𝑢𝑡). 
The appropriate values for the thresholds 𝑇𝑖𝑛 and 𝑇𝑜𝑢𝑡 are determined by the user. To isolate the 
faulty turbine and obtain its magnitude of the fault (power loss), 𝐼𝑖,𝑗 obtained from the post-
processing is further analysed by the shown inconsistency analysis and isolation block in Figure 
4.14. The functionality of this block is completely similar to what already mentioned in the 
previous subsection for the module designed using the model-free algorithm. It is also worth 
reminding that module 𝑀𝑖,𝑗 proposed here provides relevant information about detection and 
diagnosis of the faulty turbine only when power generation is inconsistent. However, as already 
mentioned, when power generation is consistent between turbines Ti and T𝑗, they are either both 
healthy or both faulty. Therefore, as it was already shown in Figure 4.7, and formulated in (4.15-
4.17), the DM blocks are required to analyse the output results of modules all together in real-time, 































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Obviously, the performance and effectiveness of the model-based module 𝑀𝑖,𝑗 proposed here 
highly depends on the nominal dynamic model of the system (see Figure 4.14) that, as already 
mentioned, is developed using the data-driven modelling approach based on FMI technique. The 
FMI technique generates multiple models as a collection of fuzzy if-then rules. In detail, the 
nominal dynamic model can be represented by a Takagi-Sugeno (T-S) type dynamic fuzzy model 
identified from input/output system’s measurements obtained from the simulation of the system 
under normal (fault-free) operation. Such a method of modelling is particularly suitable for wind 
turbines that are relatively complex structures comprising flexible mechanical systems immersed 
in a fully-stochastic wind field. In practice, it is often demanding, or even impossible to derive a 
single nonlinear model for wind energy systems over their entire operational envelope. In the 
following lines, the used FMI technique is described briefly. 
Without loss of generality, a single-input single-output (SISO) nonlinear system can be 
expressed by: 
𝑦(𝑘) = 𝑓(𝚽(𝑘 − 1)) + 𝑒 (4.19) 
where 𝚽(𝑘 − 1) as defined in (4.20) is an information data vector including the past model inputs 
𝑢 and outputs 𝑦, 𝑘 is the discrete-time-step, {𝑚, 𝑛} ∈ ℤ denote the model order that are defined by 
the user, and 𝑒 denotes the modelling error. 


















  (4.20) 
A T-S type fuzzy model can approximate the unknown function 𝑓(. ) in (4.19) using L rules 
(local models) as follows [97]: 
𝐑𝐮𝐥𝐞𝒊:                𝐈𝐟 𝚽(𝑘 − 1) is 𝑨𝑖 𝐭𝐡𝐞𝐧 ?̂?𝑖(𝑘) = 𝐹𝑖(𝚽(𝑘 − 1))   ,           𝑖 = 1,2, … , 𝐿 (4.21) 
where 𝑨𝒊 are the antecedent fuzzy sets of the ith rule. A simple but efficient linear form for 𝐹𝑖(. ) 
is defined by [97]: 
𝐹𝑖(. ):     ?̂?𝑖(𝑘) = 𝒂𝒊𝚽(k − 1) + 𝑏𝑖 (4.22) 
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where 𝒂𝒊 and 𝑏𝑖 denote the parameter vector and scalar offset of the ith rule, respectively. 
The following fuzzy fusion over all rule outputs provides the dynamics of a nonlinear system 
[97]: 
?̂? = (∑ 𝜇𝑖(𝚽)?̂?𝑖
𝐿
𝑖=1




where ?̂? is the aggregated output of the fuzzy model, and 𝜇𝑖 denotes the degree of fulfilment of ith 
rule in (4.21). 
To develop the mentioned T-S model for a real system, it is necessary to perform the nonlinear 
system identification that is the process of identifying the structure of fuzzy model, and then 
estimating the parameters in the model. The detailed structure of the fuzzy model developed for 
application in the module in Figure 4.14 is presented in Table 4.4. It is worth mentioning that, in 
order to identify the T-S model, the well-established Gustafson–Kessel clustering algorithm [98] 
is used here. 
Table 4.4 Configuration properties of T-S fuzzy model (SISO model). Note that 𝑢(𝑘) = 𝑃𝑟𝑖,𝑗(𝑘), 
and ?̂?(𝑘) = ?̂?𝑔𝑖,𝑗(𝑘), respectively. 











 Candidate inputs 2 
𝑢(𝑘 − 1) , 𝑛 = 1 
?̂?(𝑘 − 1) ,  𝑚 = 1 














Tuning rules 2 
𝑖 = 1,2, … , 𝐿 














Linear equation form in 𝑖th rule - ?̂?𝑖(𝑘) = 𝑎𝑖,1?̂?(𝑘 − 1) + 𝑎𝑖,2𝑢(𝑘 − 1) + 𝑏𝑖 











4.6 Simulation Results and Discussion 
This section presents and discusses different simulation results for investigation of the performance 
of proposed schemes under both fault-free and faulty conditions. The simulations in this work have 
been carried out in MATLAB/Simulink environment using the nonlinear offshore wind farm 
benchmark model presented in Section 4.2. In more details, an offshore wind farm including ten 
5MW-turbines (𝑁 = 10) is created with the layout as shown in Figure 4.1. A realistic wind field 
with mean speed of 15 m/s and a turbulence intensity of 10% is simulated over 1000 seconds of 
run time. The obtained wind speed profiles for each of the ten turbines in the farm are shown in 
Figure 4.16. Moreover, a typical electrical grid load is applied to the wind farm over the simulation 
time. Figure 4.17 shows the applied time-varying grid load as well as the relevant total generated 
active power response obtained from the wind farm under fault-free condition. 
In the following subsections, various simulations and numerical results for the proposed 
schemes are presented and discussed. The fault-free simulation with the baseline wind farm 
controller in (4.5) is used as a frame of reference to evaluate the overall performance, effectiveness 
and fault-tolerance properties of the proposed FDD and FTC schemes against the considered 
decreased power generation faults that are already described in Figure 4.4. In this regard, with 
respect to the considerations given in Section 4.3, the generator power response is chosen as a well-









Figure 4.16 Nacelle wind speed profiles for turbines installed in the wind farm shown in Figure 4.1. 
(Note: Vnac, i denotes nacelle wind speed for turbine Ti) 
 
 
Figure 4.17 A typical grid load and total generated active power response by the wind farm under 
fault free condition. 
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A) Identification and Validation of the Fuzzy Dynamic Model 
As already mentioned, the nominal dynamic model used in the modules of the model-based 
FDD system is designed and developed using the FMI technique described in Section 4.5B. In 
more details, to train and evaluate a model, a set of 80,000 measured data for each of inputs and 
output were used. The data were obtained with a sampling rate of 80 Hz from the fault-free 
simulation of the wind farm with its baseline control system. It is worth mentioning that each set 
of the data was split into equal halves; one half for training and the other one for validation. The 
structure for the fuzzy model is already determined in Table 4.4. In connection to the mentioned 
table and the performed nonlinear system identification process, the projected membership 
functions (two membership functions per input) are shown in Figure 4.18. The consequent 
parameters of the model as well as the cluster centers are also presented in Table 4.5 and Table 4.6, 
respectively. In addition, for example, Figure 4.19 shows the output of a fuzzy model during a 
fault-free operation of the wind farm including the contribution of each local model (rule) in the 
developed model over a 50 seconds of simulation time. In this figure, the noise-free measurement 





Figure 4.18 Projected membership functions for: (a) ?̂?(𝑘 − 1), and (b) 𝑢(𝑘 − 1) 
Table 4.5 Estimated consequent parameters for the identified T-S fuzzy model with the structure 
given in Table 4.4 
Rule 
No. (𝒊) 
𝒂𝒊,𝟏 𝒂𝒊,𝟐 𝒃𝒊 
1 +8.9 ∙ 10−1 +1.0 ∙ 10−1 +3.9 ∙ 102 
2 +9.0 ∙ 10−1 +9.1 ∙ 10−2 −4.2 ∙ 102 
 
Table 4.6 Cluster centers 
Rule 
No. (𝒊) 
?̂?(𝒌 − 𝟏) 𝒖(𝒌 − 𝟏) 
1 −9.8 ∙ 10+3 −7.6 ∙ 10+3 
2 −5.2 ∙ 10+3 −8.0 ∙ 10+3 
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Figure 4.19 The process output and the fuzzy model output (showing the contribution of each 
local model) – time period [200,250] sec 
To assess the quality of the developed fuzzy model in terms of modeling accuracy and fitting 
performance, the normalized root-mean-squared error (NRMSE) and the variance accounted for 










where 𝑦𝑘 and ?̂?𝑘 are the kth true output of the system (process), and the kth estimated output of the 
model, respectively. The denominator in (4.24) represents the range of the true output defined as 
the maximum value 𝑦𝑚𝑎𝑥 minus the minimum value 𝑦𝑚𝑖𝑛. The percentile VAF is computed by: 
𝑉𝐴𝐹 = [1 −
𝑐𝑜𝑣(𝑦𝑘 − ?̂?𝑘)
𝑐𝑜𝑣(𝑦𝑘)
] 100% (4.25) 
where cov denotes the covariance of the respective vector. Table 4.7 presents the obtained results. 
From the table, it is obvious that the fuzzy model is considerably accurate for approximating the 
process under diagnosis. 
Table 4.7 Modeling accuracy and fitting performance of the fuzzy model 
VAF (%) NRMSE 
99.2 0.004 
B) Performance of FDD System 
As it was already presented in Section 4.5, the FDD system can be developed based on either 
model-free or model-based monitoring of power consistency in the wind farm. Both model-free 
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FDD system and model-based FDD system are investigated under both fault-free and faulty 
conditions. As it is shown by the FDD results in Figure 4.20 and Figure 4.21, the proposed model-
free and model-based FDD systems both are able to detect and diagnose all the considered faults 
based on the scenario defined in Figure 4.4. The FDD results are shown in terms of both fault 
detection indicators/signals and estimated fault magnitudes that can be used for ASC and 
accommodation of the faults in faulty turbines. Faulty turbines include T1, T2, T3, T4, T7, T8, and 
T10 (see Figure 4.1) that are affected by the considered fault in Section 4.3. 
The time of fault detection (i.e., the time required for detecting a fault after its occurrence) for 
each FDD system is presented in Table 4.8. The time of fault detection reflected in this table is 
directly related to the 𝑇𝑖𝑛 consecutive sample-times considered in the design process of each FDD 
system. As can be seen from Table 4.8, the model-based FDD system requires lower time for 
detection of faults. The lower the detection time, the better the fault detection has scored. With 
respect to the identification of faults, both FDD systems provide almost similar estimates for fault 
magnitudes in each particular faulty turbine that they are accurate enough to be used for fault 
accommodation process. This fact is quantitatively shown in the next subsection while the obtained 
estimates are used directly in (4.10) for signal correction and fault accommodation in the 
framework of integrated FDD and FTC schemes. 
Table 4.8 Time of fault detection (or detection time) for each FDD system (in seconds) 
FDD system type Detection time (sec) 
Model-free 2.2125 
Model-based 1.5000 
C) Performance of AFTC Schemes Based on Integrated FDD and FTC Approach 
As already mentioned, the estimated fault magnitudes act upon the reference torque control 
signal (see (4.10)) to accommodate the fault effects in each faulty turbine in the farm. Based on the 
integrated FDD and FTC approach presented in Section 4.4, two AFTC schemes are designed and 


































Figure 4.20 FDD results for the model-free FDD system. 
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Figure 4.21 FDD results for the model-based FDD system. 
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In the following figures and tables, the AFTC scheme using the model-free FDD system is 
denoted by “integrated model-free FDD and FTC” scheme, and the AFTC scheme using the model-
based FDD system is denoted by “integrated model-based FDD and FTC” scheme. Based on the 
FDD results presented in the preceding subsection, the fault accommodation is performed in the 
faulty turbines that include T1, T2, T3, T4, T7, T8, and T10. Figure 4.22 and Figure 4.23 show the 
generator power responses in the mentioned turbines under both fault-free and faulty conditions. 
Figure 4.22 corresponds to the performance of integrated model-free FDD and FTC scheme, while 
Figure 4.23 corresponds to the performance of integrated model-based FDD and FTC scheme. Both 
figures illustrate that the accommodation of faults is successfully performed in the faulty turbines 
and during all periods of fault activity. As foreseen, since the control reconfiguration (signal 
correction) is only activated during the periods of fault activity, the nominal performance of wind 
turbines in the farm will be unaffected under fault-free conditions. 
To further investigate the performance of the proposed schemes in a comparative perspective, 
Table 4.9 presents a precise quantitative comparison between both schemes in terms of NRMSE 
during the periods of fault activity in the faulty wind turbines. Note that, the lower the NRMSE, 
the better the fault-tolerance has scored. Based on the results presented in Table 4.9, the integrated 
model-based FDD and FTC scheme provides more efficient accommodation of faults compared 
with the integrated model-free FDD and FTC scheme. Basically, this is due to the fact that the 
performance of each scheme is highly dependent on the speed and accuracy of its FDD system. As 
already discussed in the previous subsection, the model-based FDD system demonstrates better 
performance compared with the model-free FDD system that does not employ any dynamic model 
of the system. However, this superior performance of the model-based FDD system may be 
subjected to modeling uncertainties while the model-free system does not deal with any difficulties 
related to system modeling. 
In addition to the presented results, Figure 4.24 together with the numerical results presented 
in Table 4.10 show the fault-tolerance capability of the proposed integrated FDD and FTC schemes 
against a fault with 30% power loss in turbine T10, for example. This demonstrates that both the 
schemes can also satisfactorily accommodate large magnitudes of the considered type of fault in 


















Figure 4.22 Generator power response under fault-free and faulty conditions (3% power loss) − 
integrated model-free FDD and FTC. (a) T1, (b) T2, (c) T3, (d) T4, (e) T7, (f) T8, and 
(g) T10. 
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Figure 4.23 Generator power response under fault-free and faulty conditions (3% power loss) − 
integrated model-based FDD and FTC. (a) T1, (b) T2, (c) T3, (d) T4, (e) T7, (f) T8, 
and (g) T10. 
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Table 4.9 Quantitative comparison of generator power responses for integrated FDD and FTC 
schemes during the specified fault periods with 3% power loss 
Faulty Turbine Fault Period [S] 
NRMSE [-] 
Model-Based Model-Free 
T1 [225,400] 0.0031 0.0037 
T2 [800,1000] 0.0030 0.0035 
T3 [450,1000] 0.0018 0.0021 
T4 [125,300] 0.0032 0.0038 
T7 [350,1000] 0.0015 0.0017 
T8 [100,1000] 0.0023 0.0033 





Figure 4.24 Generator power response under fault-free and faulty conditions (30% power loss) 
in T10 . (a) integrated model-free FDD and FTC, (b) integrated model-based FDD 
and FTC. 
Table 4.10 Quantitative comparison of generator power responses for integrated FDD and FTC 
schemes during the specified fault period with 30% power loss 
Faulty Turbine Fault Period [S] 
NRMSE [-] 
Model-Based Model-Free 
T10 [700,1000] 0.0266 0.0304 
D) Evaluation of Wind Farm Structural Dynamics and Loading Results 
In continuation of evaluating the performance and effectiveness of the proposed schemes, it is 
also necessary to evaluate the functionality of the proposed schemes in terms of wind farm 
structural dynamics and loading. With respect to the implementation of control schemes, the 
recommended rate and magnitude limiters are employed in the benchmark model under 
consideration. Such an implementation aims to avoid intense control command and thereby 
extreme structural loading on the wind turbines’ actuators. Different structural safety measures 
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such as blade root bending moments, nacelle acceleration, drivetrain torsion, and tower bending 
moments have been considered and evaluated in this study and found to be well within their safe 
ranges. However, some of the evaluated structural dynamics and loading results are presented in 
this subsection. In particular, the drivetrain torsion rates and tower bending moments under both 
fault-free and faulty conditions are presented here. Figure 4.25 shows the results of drivetrain 
torsion rate in turbine T1 for both the proposed model-free and model-based schemes. This figure 
also includes the zoomed-in views of the torsion rate response around the time instants in which 
the fault accommodation begins and finishes. Based on the scenario defined in Figure 4.4, the fault 
period for T1 is [225,400] sec. However, as already discussed, the accommodation of fault is 
delayed by the fault detection time related to the FDD process. As it is seen in the zoomed-in views, 
in reference to the torsion rate response under fault-free condition, the process of fault 
accommodation has been conducted safely although the beginning and end of the fault 
accommodation show minor deviations because of activating and deactivating of the ASC process, 
respectively. Similar results for drivetrain torsion rates from other turbines in the farm have also 
been obtained that are not shown here for the sake of brevity. 
Figure 4.26 and Figure 4.27 show the tower bending moment results for the integrated model-
free FDD and FTC scheme and integrated model-based FDD and FTC scheme, respectively. In 
connection with these figures, a quantitative comparison in terms of mean and standard deviation 
(STD) for each of the considered results is also presented in Table 4.11. 
The results shown in Figures 4.25, 4.26 and 4.27 together with the numerical results presented 
in Table 4.11 all demonstrate that both the integrated FDD and FTC schemes have minimal impact 












Figure 4.25 Drivetrain torsion rate results for wind turbine T1 in the farm during the: (a) 

















Figure 4.26 Tower bending moment results − integrated model-free FDD and FTC. (a) T1, (b) 
T2, (c) T3, (d) T4, (e) T7, (f) T8, and (g) T10. 
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Figure 4.27 Tower bending moment results − integrated model-based FDD and FTC. (a) T1, (b) 
T2, (c) T3, (d) T4, (e) T7, (f) T8, and (g) T10. 







 Faulty Operation with Integrated FDD and FTC 
 Model-Based  Model-Free 
 Mean [kNm] STD [kNm]  Mean [kNm] STD [kNm]  Mean [kNm] STD [kNm] 
T1 [225,400]  -28574 6166.2  -29453 6291.4  -29453 6294.6 
T2 [800,1000]  -36041 10278  -37320 11379  -37317 11376 
T3 [450,1000]  -34570 8555.2  -35740 8989.5  -35739 9000.6 
T4 [125,300]  -28807 5243.3  -29794 7000.1  -29794 7000.9 
T7 [350,1000]  -33755 7202.2  -34824 7414.3  -34825 7412.5 
T8 [100,1000]  -31985 8473.4  -33005 8623.4  -33008 8629.5 
T10 [700,1000]  -33837 7426.5  -34977 8229.8  -34975 8227.2 
E) Robustness 
This subsection deals with further evaluation of the proposed integrated FDD and FTC 
schemes in terms of robustness to disturbances and measurement uncertainties. Extensive Monte 
Carlo simulations have been performed using the wind farm nonlinear benchmark model that was 
modified to include the stochastic features of the signals used for modelling of the process 
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parameter variations and measurement uncertainties. In this regard, sensors are modeled as noise-
contaminated uncertain measurement systems and some model parameters in turbines’ drivetrain 
and aerodynamic models are stochastically varied around their nominal values. In total, 100 Monte 
Carlo simulations have been performed for each of the integrated FDD and FTC schemes under 
both fault-free and faulty (3% power loss) conditions. The best, average and the worst values of 
NRMSE are presented in Table 4.12. 





 NRMSE [-] 
 Model-Based Integrated FDD and FTC Model-Free Integrated FDD and FTC 
T1 [225,400] 
Best Case 0.00308 0.00369 
Average Case 0.00323 0.00385 
Worst Case 0.00331 0.00396 
T2 [800,1000] 
Best Case 0.00296 0.00348 
Average Case 0.00321 0.00364 
Worst Case 0.00331 0.00375 
T3 [450,1000] 
Best Case 0.00164 0.00209 
Average Case 0.00171 0.00221 
Worst Case 0.00191 0.00246 
T4 [125,300] 
Best Case 0.00285 0.00351 
Average Case 0.00311 0.00364 
Worst Case 0.00323 0.00384 
T7 [350,1000] 
Best Case 0.00144 0.00168 
Average Case 0.00152 0.00182 
Worst Case 0.00159 0.00191 
T8 [100,1000] 
Best Case 0.00215 0.00328 
Average Case 0.00226 0.00334 
Worst Case 0.00231 0.00339 
T10 [700,1000] 
Best Case 0.00235 0.00286 
Average Case 0.00248 0.00298 
Worst Case 0.00257 0.00312 
Although the wind speed profiles with mean speed of 15 m/s and a turbulence intensity of 10% 
over 1000 seconds of run time (see Figure 4.16) was used for the above mentioned Monte Carlo 
study, an additional simulation trial is also made in order to test the robustness in performance of 
the proposed schemes in terms of external disturbances (e.g., wind changes). In this regard, a new 
wind field with mean speed of 16 m/s and a turbulence intensity of 12% is simulated over 2000 
seconds of run time. For the mentioned wind field, similar simulations as described in Section 4.6C 
are conducted with the exception of fault activity periods that are extended by an extra 1000 
seconds of run time. Table 4.13 presents the quantitative comparison between the proposed 
schemes in terms of NRMSE during the mentioned periods of fault activity in the faulty wind 
turbines (the simulation plots are not shown here for the sake of brevity).  
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All results presented in Table 4.12 and Table 4.13 confirm that both model-free and model-
based integrated FDD and FTC schemes are not only robust in the presence of modeling errors, 
measurement uncertainties, and external disturbances, but also can successfully maintain reliable 
wind farm performance under faulty conditions. 
Table 4.13 Quantitative comparison of generator power responses for integrated FDD and FTC 
schemes during the specified fault periods with 3% power loss and under wind field 
with mean speed of 16 m/s, a turbulence intensity of 12%, and over 2000 seconds of 
run time. 
Faulty Turbine Fault Period [S] 
NRMSE [-] 
Model-Based Model-Free 
T1 [225,1400] 0.0015 0.0018 
T2 [800,2000] 0.0019 0.0021 
T3 [450,2000] 0.0017 0.0019 
T4 [125,1300] 0.0020 0.0023 
T7 [350,2000] 0.0015 0.0017 
T8 [100,2000] 0.0016 0.0018 
T10 [700,2000] 0.0018 0.0023 
4.7 Conclusion 
This paper proposed a novel integrated fault detection and diagnosis (FDD) and fault-tolerant 
control (FTC) approach oriented to the design and development of two active fault-tolerant 
cooperative control (AFTCC) schemes for an offshore wind farm. The designed AFTCC schemes 
can address decreased power generation faults caused by turbine blade erosion and debris build-up 
on the blades over time. Each of the designed schemes employs a FDD system to provide accurate 
and timely diagnosis information to be used in an appropriate automatic signal correction algorithm 
for accommodation of faults in the farm. The first scheme is based on a model-free FDD system 
that incorporates a rule-based threshold test technique for residual evaluation. Conversely, the 
second scheme is based on a model-based FDD system that incorporates data-driven models 
developed using fuzzy modelling and identification technique. 
Different simulations have been performed using a high-fidelity offshore wind farm 
benchmark model in the presence of wind turbulences, measurement noises, and realistic fault 
scenarios. Moreover, extensive Monte Carlo simulations are performed to evaluate the robustness 
of the designed schemes with respect to modelling errors, disturbances and measurement 
uncertainties. All simulation studies and numerical results clearly indicate the effectiveness and 
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robustness of the schemes over the entire range of tested wind profiles for both the fault-free and 
faulty conditions. 
Both active fault-tolerant cooperative control schemes are superior to the baseline wind farm 
control system designed using classical methods. The fault-tolerance and nominal performance 
provided by the schemes make them an efficient and practical choice for wind farms. In particular, 
the fact that the proposed schemes employ an automatic signal correction algorithm for fault 
accommodation, and hence they do not disturb the nominal performance of a wind farm under 
normal (fault-free) operating conditions is a remarkable feature. This feature is particularly 
favorable in the case of any already designed wind farm control systems whose structures are well 
defined for optimizing power capture in a farm while achieving fault-tolerance capability without 
scarifying best performance of the wind farm. However, it is worth mentioning that, the 
performance of the proposed AFTCC schemes is highly dependent on the speed and accuracy of 
their FDD systems. Obviously, it may be impossible in practice to measure or obtain the instant 
precise values of faults in a system. Actually, the FDD systems only determine an online estimate 
for the magnitude of faults after their occurrence while accepting a detection time delay.  
With respect to the future research topics related to this presented work, it can be promising to 
extend the presented integrated FDD and FTC approach (AFTCC) to accommodation of other 
frequent faults in wind farms such as misalignment of one or more blades originated at the time of 
installation and/or change in the drivetrain damping due to wear and tear. Moreover, it should be 
noted that in order to practically implement and benefit from such a fault-tolerant control approach, 
the FDD system and real-time control system reconfiguration as a whole needs to be designed and 
developed along with the so-called techniques related to fault-tolerant computing and fault-tolerant 
communication networks that are followed by hardware-in-the-loop testing for complete 




Chapter 5 Active Power Control Design for 
Supporting Grid Frequency 
Regulation in Wind Farms 
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version of this paper can be obtained from publisher Elsevier Ltd. Note that some of notations used 
in this chapter are updated to be consistent with the notations used in Chapter 4. Therefore, some 
minor changes are made in reprinting of the published paper in terms of notations.” 
Abstract 
Among renewable energy sources, wind power is expected to contribute a larger and rapidly 
growing portion of the world’s energy portfolio. However, the increased penetration of wind power 
into the power grid has challenged the reliable and stable operation of the grid. This motivates new 
opportunities in the design and development of novel control schemes capable of actively 
maintaining the necessary balance between power generation and load, which in turn regulates the 
grid frequency when plenty of winds are available. This paper presents two active power control 
schemes that are developed based on adaptive pole placement control and fuzzy gain-scheduled 
proportional-integral control approaches. The active power control is conducted collectively across 
a wind farm to provide rapid power response while maintaining safe structural loading on turbines’ 
components. The proposed active power control schemes are evaluated and compared by a series 
of simulations on an advanced wind farm benchmark model in the presence of wind turbulences, 
measurement noises, and grid load variations. It is further demonstrated that the mentioned 
schemes are able to tolerate probable occurrence of sudden imbalance between generation and load 





Renewable energy technologies are clean and sustainable sources of energy that can serve as 
alternatives to meet the world's increasing demand for efficient, reliable and affordable energy 
needs in the years ahead. Among renewable energy sources, wind power is expected to contribute 
a larger and rapidly growing portion of the world’s energy portfolio. Over the past few decades, 
much research and development have been done on wind power in order to minimize the cost of 
wind energy. In this regard, larger and more flexible wind turbines have been designed and installed 
in remote locations such as offshore regions. Moreover, to lower the high costs of operation and 
maintenance due to high rate of failures of wind turbine components, advanced condition 
monitoring, diagnosis, and fault-tolerant and efficiency control solutions have been proposed 
recently. For example, in [33] and [104], the authors employ fuzzy modelling, identification, and 
control techniques to design and develop integrated fault diagnosis and fault-tolerant control 
schemes for addressing sensor faults and actuator faults in a wind turbine, respectively. In [114], 
an observer-based fault tolerant control scheme within a linear parameter varying framework is 
proposed for an offshore wind turbine system. Another work presented in [115] proposes a sensor 
fault-tolerant control approach based on fault estimation and compensation for an offshore wind 
turbine described via Takagi-Sugeno multiple models. In [46], a fault-tolerant control scheme that 
employs a robust actuator fault estimation approach using adaptive filters is proposed. 
Based on international statistics, many large wind farms have already been installed and more 
in all forms of onshore and offshore are planned to be integrated into the power grids throughout 
the world [116]. Since wind energy is naturally a fluctuating source of power which relies on the 
prevailing wind, the efficient and reliable connection/integration of wind turbines and wind farms 
to the grid has always been an important issue for grid operation. As long as only small-scale power 
units of wind turbines are installed and powering the network, wind power only has a small 
influence on power fluctuations in the network and in turn can easily be integrated. However, the 
increased penetration of wind power into the power grid has challenged the reliable and stable 
operation of the grid. This situation has required some transmission systems operators (TSOs) to 
formulate grid code requirements exclusively for countries and regions with relatively isolated 
grids and high levels of wind power penetration. Basically, these grid codes require wind farms to 
behave as active and controllable components which embrace more responsibility in grid operation. 
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This means that wind farms have to participate in grid frequency and voltage regulation through 
control of active and reactive power, respectively. So, the codes provide specific information such 
as operational ranges for voltage and frequency as well as control requirements for active and 
reactive power. For example, in Canada, Hydro-Québec grid code for wind farm interconnection 
requires that wind farms with installed capacity of more than 10 MW shall have active power 
control capability for at least 10 seconds to provide power/frequency regulation in response to grid 
frequency deviations higher than 0.5 Hz [117]. 
In order to meet the ever evolving grid code requirements on frequency variations and to 
support efficient and reliable integration of wind power, active power control (APC) strategies are 
essential for actively maintaining the necessary balance between power generation and loads, 
which in turn regulates the grid frequency when plenty of winds are available. Research related to 
APC of wind energy generation has been focused on control approaches that are able to meet the 
grid code requirements and satisfactory response time for tracking power commands without 
exceeding the safe operating limits of the turbines. Most of the APC approaches rely on 
modification of generator torque with respect to measurements of the variations in grid frequency 
and possibly the rate of these variations. In [118-120], the wind turbine operates at a higher than 
optimal tip-speed ratio to provide an overhead power reserve for addressing possible deviations in 
frequency. The authors in [121] present an augmented control approach that employs two 
proportional control loops based on variations in grid frequency and the rate of these variations for 
modifying the generator torque command. In addition to the modification of generator torque, the 
blade pitch angles can also be modified for providing APC. An integrated torque and blade pitch 
control approach is developed in [122]. Here, the change in grid frequency is used by a proportional 
torque controller while a blade pitch controller assists in primary response by regulating pitch angle 
as needed to avoid large variations in mechanical power during frequency transients. Droop curves 
are typically used to characterize the change in active power output of a generator governor caused 
by a change in grid frequency. The application of droop curves to APC of wind turbines has also 
been studied in the literature, for example see [123-126]. 
From a control system development viewpoint, APC in wind turbines can be developed at both 
individual turbine and entire wind farm levels. Prior research on wind turbine APC has been mostly 
focused on APC at individual turbine level that means performing active power control on 
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individual turbines separately. However, performing APC collectively across a wind farm can be 
advantageous in terms of faster response and recovery to grid frequency deviations [66]. Therefore, 
considering APC at the entire wind farm level, this paper presents two control schemes aimed at 
tracking various forms of power schedules and loads, while maintaining grid frequency against any 
sudden imbalance between generation and loads, which is referred to as frequency event. A 
frequency event is typically caused by sudden variations in electrical loads, new generation 
allocation, disconnection of generators, and disturbed generation due to faults and failures. The 
two APC schemes are developed based on adaptive pole placement control and fuzzy gain-
scheduled proportional-integral (PI) control approaches. A main advantage of the proposed 
schemes is their stand-alone structures that do not complicate the wind turbines’ conventional 
control loops for easier acceptance and validation & verification by wind energy industry for 
commercialization. Furthermore, the proposed schemes can operate in the same range of wind 
speeds as wind turbines’ standard baseline control systems while considering the practical safe 
operating limits of the turbines. 
The effectiveness of the proposed APC schemes is evaluated by a series of simulations on an 
advanced wind farm benchmark model [112], in the presence of wind turbulences, measurement 
noises, and grid loads variations. It is also demonstrated that the mentioned schemes are able to 
tolerate probable occurrence of realistic frequency events. 
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: In Section 5.2, the used wind farm 
benchmark model is briefly overviewed. The overall framework used for electrical grid frequency 
regulation and active power control based on fuzzy gain-scheduled PI control and adaptive pole 
placement control are described in Section 5.3. Section 5.4 presents the simulation results with 
some comments and discussions. Finally, conclusions are drawn in Section 5.5. 
5.2 Wind Farm Benchmark Model 
This paper considers an advanced wind farm simulation benchmark model developed in the EU-
FP7 project, AEOLUS [112]. The model allows control designers to develop and investigate farm 
level control solutions under various operating conditions for an optional quantity and layout of 
wind turbines installed in a wind farm. In the benchmark model, sensor models are updated as 
noise-contaminated, uncertain measurement systems. Moreover, different wind fields with 
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arbitrary mean wind speeds and turbulence intensities can be generated and applied in order to 
facilitate the assessment of the robustness features of any control solution under external 
disturbances. The default wind farm layout is shown in Figure 5.1. 
 
Figure 5.1 Wind farm layout (D1=600m, D2=500m, D3=300m). 
 
 
Figure 5.2 Illustration of the overall wind farm structure (This figure is based on [112]). 
Figure 5.2 illustrates the overall structure of the wind farm under consideration. As it is shown 
in Figure 5.2, this benchmark model is composed of four major components: 
Network Operator:   The network operator determines the active power demand 𝑃𝐷 required for 
safe and reliable connection of wind farm to the electrical grid. The baseline model for network 
operator can function in different modes such as: absolute, delta, and frequency regulation modes. 
Basically, in the frequency regulation mode used in this paper, the measured grid frequency  𝑓𝑚(𝑘) 
is used as a feedback signal to set up active power control in real-time and maintain the necessary 
balance between power generation and loads, which in turn regulates the grid frequency to its 
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(5.2), the baseline model includes a dead-band proportional gain control which employs frequency 
error 𝑓𝑒(𝑘) in (5.1) to determine the total demanded power 𝑃𝐷(𝑘) at the time step 𝑘 in (5.2). This 
simple control scheme regulates the grid frequency to its reference value (e.g., 50 Hz in large areas 
of the world or any other frequencies). 









0.5(𝑃1)                                  −𝑑 ≤ 𝑓𝑒(𝑘) ≤ 𝑑
0.5(𝑃1 − 𝑃2)                        𝑓𝑒(𝑘) ≥ 𝑐
0.5(𝑃1 + 𝑃2)                        𝑓𝑒(𝑘) ≤ −𝑐
0.5(𝑃1) − 0.5(𝑃2) (
𝑓𝑒(𝑘) − 𝑑
𝑐 − 𝑑
) 𝑑 < 𝑓𝑒(𝑘) < 𝑐
0.5(𝑃1) − 0.5(𝑃2) (
𝑓𝑒(𝑘) + 𝑑
𝑐 − 𝑑
) −𝑐 < 𝑓𝑒(𝑘) < −𝑑
 (5.2) 
In (5.2), the used 𝑐 and 𝑑 are two constants (𝑐 > 𝑑) defined by user to represent control and dead 
bands, respectively. Moreover, 𝑃1 and 𝑃2 are power parameters defined in (5.3) and (5.4), 
respectively. 
𝑃1 = 𝑃𝑚𝑎𝑥 + 𝑃𝑚𝑖𝑛 (5.3) 
𝑃2 = 𝑃𝑚𝑎𝑥 − 𝑃𝑚𝑖𝑛 (5.4) 
The power range [𝑃𝑚𝑖𝑛 , 𝑃𝑚𝑎𝑥] in (5.3) and (5.4) denotes, respectively, the prescribed 
minimum and maximum limits for the total power generated by the wind farm. 
Wind Farm Controller: As can be seen in Figure 5.2, the wind farm controller plays an interface 
role which ensures appropriate distribution of total demanded power 𝑃𝐷 among wind turbines in 
the farm while providing an estimate of total available power 𝑃𝐴 in the wind farm to the operator 
(e.g., in the case of delta mode operator). The baseline wind farm controller in (5.5) carries out 
operations using a proportional distribution algorithm which sends a set of power demands 𝑃𝑑,𝑞(𝑘) 
at the time step 𝑘 (i.e., 𝑃𝑑,𝑞 in Figure 5.2) to each of 𝑁 individual turbines based on a simple 
estimate of their currently available powers 𝑃𝑎,𝑞(𝑘) and the total available  𝑃𝐴(𝑘)  and total 




    , 𝑞 = 1, 2, … ,𝑁 (5.5) 
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Wind Turbines: This component simulates the dynamics of the wind turbines installed in the 
farm based on the measured nacelle wind speed  𝑉𝑛𝑎𝑐, effective wind speed  𝑉𝑟𝑜𝑡, and power 
demands 𝑃𝑑,𝑞 at each individual turbine. Each turbine is represented using a simple model of an 
offshore 5 MW baseline turbine proposed by the U.S. National Renewable Energy Laboratory 
(NREL) (see [70]). As it is shown in Figure 5.3, the baseline control system in each individual 
wind turbine basically acts upon the power demand 𝑃𝑑,𝑞 in (5.5) specified by the wind farm 
controller. To this end, the turbine’s baseline control system employs a blade-pitch controller as 
well as a torque controller to compute appropriate blade-pitch reference 𝛽𝑟,𝑞 and generator torque 
reference 𝜏𝑟,𝑞, respectively. The blade-pitch controller is basically a PI (proportional-integral) 
controller to track a constant generator speed called rated generator speed so that the turbine 
operates at its rated power in the full-load region. The torque controller is designed by varying the 
generator torque to optimize power capture in the partial-load region, and to improve output power 
quality in the full-load region. In other words, the torque controller is set to be active for changing 
the torque in both the below and the above rated wind speeds. A more complete description of the 
wind turbine benchmark model can be found in [70]. 
 
Figure 5.3 The 𝑞th wind turbine in the farm (𝑞 = 1, 2, … ,𝑁). Note that in addition to the generated 
power 𝑃𝑔,𝑞, the turbine model provides many other measured variables. 
With respect to the outputs, the components of wind turbines in Figure 5.2 generate a set of 
outputs including a set of measurements 𝑴𝒆𝒔 required for use by the wind farm controller along 
with a set of coefficients of thrust  𝑪𝑻 for turbines, necessary to calculate the wake effects (i.e., low 
speed turbulent air flows behind turbine) by wind field component. 
Wind Field:  The interactions between the wind turbines installed in a wind farm can be represented 
through the wind field model. This model simulates the wind speed throughout the farm based on 




















an ambient field model together with a wake model which describes wakes meandering behind 
turbines and their effects on the ambient wind field. 
5.3 Electrical Grid Frequency and Active Power Control 
Imbalances between the generation and consumption of active power lead to frequency fluctuations 
in the grid. To maintain a desired level of frequency, it is required to balance the total active power 
generated with the total power consumed by loads and losses on the grid. This balance must be 
actively maintained through APC against frequency events that are typically caused by sudden 
variations in electrical load, new generation allocation, disconnection of generators, and disturbed 
generation due to faults and failures. In essence, the better the balance between power generation 
and consumption, the smaller the frequency fluctuations, and consequently the higher the electricity 
quality. This paper considers APC at an entire wind farm level within the general structure shown 
in Figure 5.4 that includes a typical large wind farm including 𝑁 wind turbines. In this figure, every 
individual wind turbine is equipped with an exclusive standard torque/pitch control system that can 
follow the instructions (power references) provided by an APC system. 
 
Figure 5.4 Wind farm control system setup. 
Basically, APC in wind turbines can be conducted at both individual turbine and entire wind 
farm levels. However, as it is shown in Figure 5.4, performing APC collectively across a wind farm 
can be advantageous in terms of faster response and recovery to grid frequency deviations [66]. 
Therefore, the APC system shown in Figure 5.4 controls collectively the power production from 
the whole wind farm based on the set of measurements 𝑰𝒎 at the point of common coupling (PCC) 
of the wind farm with the utility grid (e.g., measured grid frequency) and on the received 
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Wind Turbine # 1 
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information from the wind turbines about the maximum amount of available power at each turbine 
location. In more details, the network operator determines the active power demand required to 
maintain the necessary balance between wind farm generation and grid loads, which in turn can 
regulate the grid frequency. Then, the wind farm controller distributes the demanded active power 
from network operator to the local wind turbines for achieving the desired generation and frequency 
level. 
The proposed APC schemes in this paper are developed based on the fuzzy gain-scheduled PI 
control and adaptive pole placement control approaches. In reference to Figure 5.4, the mentioned 
approaches are used to address the development of two adaptive control schemes for 
implementation in the network operator module, while the wind farm controller module still 
employs the baseline proportional distribution algorithm described in Section 5.2. In the following 
two subsections, each APC scheme is described in detail. 
A) APC Based on Fuzzy Gain-Scheduled PI Control Approach 
Conventional proportional-integral-derivative (PID) controllers with their simple structure are 
the most widely used control systems in industrial applications. Although the conventional PID 
controllers are simple and particularly adequate in the control of first and second order systems, 
their performance is often limited for systems with more complicated dynamics, changing 
parameters or strong nonlinearities [127]. Basically, wind energy conversion systems are aero-
electromechanical energy systems with strong nonlinear dynamic characteristics which need to be 
considered in their control design. To address this problem, different types of modified PID control 
designs such as adaptive and auto-tuning PID controllers are proposed [33, 38, 128, 129]. Among 
the online adaptive PID controllers, some designs incorporate fuzzy logic for performing the tuning 
of the controller parameters. For example, in [33, 38, 129], fuzzy rules and reasoning are utilized 
on-line to determine the controller parameters. 
A general PID gain-scheduling approach based on fuzzy rules and reasoning is presented in 
[93]. This subsection presents a similar approach but for a PI controller that employs fuzzy rules 
to represent human expertise on the PI gains scheduling with application to APC in wind farms. 
Figure 5.5 shows the detailed structure of the APC scheme based on the fuzzy gain-scheduling 




Figure 5.5 The APC scheme based on the FGS-PI control approach. 
As it is shown in Figure 5.5, the APC scheme employs two inputs of frequency error 𝑓𝑒 defined 
in (5.1) and its derivative ?̇?𝑒 to determine the total demanded active power 𝑃𝐷 for regulating the 
grid frequency. Note that the derivative input ?̇?𝑒 can be approximated through numerical 
differentiation and any state variable filters if needed. As it is shown in (5.6) and (5.7), the 
proportional and integral gains have linear and quadratic dependence on scheduling variables −1 ≤
𝛼𝑃 ≤ +1, and −1 ≤ 𝛼𝐼 ≤ +1, respectively. 
𝐾𝑃(𝛼𝑃) = 𝐾𝑃1𝛼𝑃 + 𝐾𝑃0 (5.6) 
𝐾𝐼(𝛼𝐼) = 𝐾𝐼2𝛼𝐼
2 + 𝐾𝐼1𝛼𝐼 + 𝐾𝐼0 (5.7) 
In (5.6) and (5.7), the positive tunable coefficients 𝐾𝑃1, 𝐾𝐼1, and 𝐾𝐼2 are defined by user to 
determine the relevant ranges of variations for constant proportional and integral gains, 𝐾𝑃0 and 
𝐾𝐼0, respectively. The constant gains 𝐾𝑃0 and 𝐾𝐼0 represent a conventional PI controller that 
provides a good but not optimum system response. This conventional PI controller can be obtained 
using any available general tuning methods for PID controllers such as the Ziegler Nichols, 
Lambda or Amigo tuning methods [127, 130].  
The scheduling variables 𝛼𝑃, and 𝛼𝐼 in (5.6) and (5.7) are determined online by the FGS 
system in Figure 5.5 using a set of linguistic if-then rules in the form of: 
𝑹𝒖𝒍𝒆 𝒊:   If 𝑓𝑒  is 𝐴𝑖 and 𝑓?̇? is 𝐵𝑖, then 𝛼𝑃 is 𝐶𝑖 and 𝛼𝐼 is 𝐷𝑖 (5.8) 
where 𝐴𝑖 , 𝐵𝑖, 𝐶𝑖 and 𝐷𝑖 (with 𝑖 = 1,2, … ,𝑀) represent fuzzy membership functions corresponding 
to 𝑓𝑒, ?̇?𝑒, 𝛼𝑃, and 𝛼𝐼, respectively. Figure 5.6(a) and (b) show the triangular membership functions 
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degree of membership 𝜇 that is within the range of [0, +1]. Moreover, Table 5.1 presents the 





Figure 5.6 Membership functions for (a) inputs 𝑓𝑒 and 𝑓?̇?, (b) outputs 𝛼𝑃 and 𝛼𝐼 
Table 5.1 Linguistic variables 
Linguistic Variables Meaning 









With respect to Figure 5.5 and Figure 5.6, note that, the FGS’s inputs 𝑓𝑒(𝑘) and 𝑓?̇?(𝑘) both 
need to be normalized within the range of [−1,+1] before being processed by the FGS system in 
Figure 5.5. However, the FGS’s outputs (i.e., scheduling variables) 𝛼𝑃 and 𝛼𝐼 both are obtained 
within the range of [−1,+1] and will be directly used in (5.6) and (5.7), respectively. 
As it is presented in Tables 5.2 and 5.3, the mentioned rules in (5.8) are formulated according 
to expert’s knowledge [33]. The rules attempt to represent the general facts about PID control. For 
example, to generate a strong control signal, the controller requires large proportional and integral 
gains, and a small derivative gain. It is worth mentioning that, in this paper, the logic AND operator 
is implemented using the minimum criterion. Moreover, to obtain the defuzzified outputs, center 
of area defuzzification method as defined in (5.9) and (5.10) is used, in which, 𝛼𝑃𝑖 and 𝛼𝐼𝑖 denote 















































































Table 5.2 Fuzzy rules for 𝛼𝑃 
     𝑓?̇?(𝑘)    
  NB NM NS ZO PS PM PB 
 NB B B B B B B B 
 NM S B B B B B S 
 NS S S B B B S S 
𝑓𝑒(𝑘) ZO S S S B S S S 
 PS S S B B B S S 
 PM S B B B B B S 
 PB B B B B B B B 
 
Table 5.3 Fuzzy rules for 𝛼𝐼 
     𝑓?̇?(𝑘)    
  NB NM NS ZO PS PM PB 
 NB B B B B B B B 
 NM B B S S S B B 
 NS B B B S B B B 
𝑓𝑒(𝑘) ZO B B B S B B B 
 PS B B B S B B B 
 PM B B S S S B B 
 PB B B B B B B B 
B) APC Based on Adaptive Pole Placement Control Approach 
This subsection presents the APC scheme developed based on model-based adaptive pole 
placement control that can address the problem of control particularly where the parameters of the 
process under control are not sufficiently known, or that they change over time such as what 
happens in wind energy conversion systems. 
Basically, since any plant-model represents an approximation to its corresponding real 
plant/process, model uncertainty, also known as plant-model mismatch, exists more or less in any 
case. The adaptive pole placement control employs an online model identification approach for 
obtaining the on–line mathematical description/model of the plant under control which can be 
affected by both uncertainty and faults. Once the time-varying parameters of the process are 
estimated online, then, the time-varying parameters of the controller will be computed online so 
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that the required control performance can be achieved. However, it should be noted that the quality 
of control performance also depends on the properties of the controlled system itself. For example, 
the quality of control behavior is sometimes severely limited in case of the so-called nonminimum 
phase systems, which have unstable zeros (i.e., the roots of the discrete transfer function numerator 
of the controlled system are located outside the unit circle in the z-complex plane). The 
nonminimum phase systems occur more frequently with a discrete description. In such a case, the 
properties of nonminimum phase conditions rely on not only the physical properties of the system 
but also on the sampling period. 
Figure 5.7 shows the detailed structure of the APC scheme based on the adaptive pole 
placement control approach implemented in the network operator module shown in Figure 5.4. 
 
Figure 5.7 The APC scheme based on the adaptive pole placement control approach. 
As it is shown in Figure 5.7, the active power demand 𝑃𝐷 is determined using a simple linear 
transformation form as follows: 
𝑃𝐷 = (𝑃𝑚𝑎𝑥 − 𝑃𝑚𝑖𝑛) 𝑢 + 𝑃𝑚𝑖𝑛 (5.11) 
where [𝑃𝑚𝑖𝑛 , 𝑃𝑚𝑎𝑥] are the prescribed minimum and maximum limits for the total power 
generated by the wind farm, and 𝑢 is the normalized scheduling variable of demanded power within 
the range of [0, +1]. The scheduling variable 𝑢 is determined online using a single-input single-
output (SISO) adaptive control scheme based on an integrated online model identification 




















following two subsections, the online model identification and model-based adaptive pole 
placement control methods are described, respectively. 
Online Model Identification for Control 
The design of control strategy incorporates an online model identification approach for 
obtaining mathematical description of the plant model under control. There exists a wide variety 
of techniques for modelling and process identification in the literature. However, the online 
recursive identification technique based on the Least Squares Method (LSM) with adaptive 
directional forgetting discussed here [131] enables the most accurate identification of the given 
process. In comparison with classical LSM [103], and LMS with exponential forgetting [131] 
techniques, LSM with adaptive directional forgetting is the most sophisticated technique that is 
particularly useful for systems with time-varying parameters. In fact, the employed signal 
weighting process in LSM with adaptive directional forgetting technique makes it possible to finely 
modify/update a forgetting coefficient with respect to changes in input and output signals. 
In the most general case, the purpose of LSM with adaptive directional forgetting technique is 










1 + 𝑎1𝑧−1 + 𝑎2𝑧−2 +⋯+ 𝑎𝑛𝑧−𝑛
 𝑧−𝑑 (5.12) 
in which 𝑚, 𝑛, and 𝑑 are integers related to the structure of the model through defining the 
polynomials 𝐴(𝑧−1) and 𝐵(𝑧−1), whereas 𝑧 is the so-called discrete-time complex variable. 
As it is shown by (5.13), the estimated output of the process ?̂?𝑘 at each time step 𝑘 can be 
represented in the following vector form [103]: 
?̂?𝑘 = 𝚯𝑘−1
𝑇  ∙ 𝚽𝑘 
𝚯𝑘−1 = [?̂?1,⋯ , ?̂?𝑛, ?̂?1, ⋯ , ?̂?𝑚]
𝑇
 
𝚽𝑘 = [−𝑦𝑘−1, ⋯ ,−𝑦𝑘−𝑛, 𝑢𝑘−𝑑−1, ⋯ , 𝑢𝑘−𝑑−𝑚]
𝑇 
(5.13) 
where the vector 𝚯𝑘−1 contains the model parameter estimates ?̂?𝑖 and ?̂?𝑗  computed at the time 
step 𝑘 − 1, and the vector 𝚽𝑘 contains the past process inputs 𝑢 and outputs 𝑦 data. 
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The recursive expression in (5.14) is used to update the process parameters at each time step: 
𝚯𝑘 = 𝚯𝑘−1 +
𝐂𝑘−1 ∙ 𝚽𝑘
1 + 𝜉𝑘
∙ (𝑦𝑘 − 𝚯𝑘−1
𝑇 𝚽𝑘) (5.14) 
where, 
𝜉𝑘 = 𝚽𝑘
𝑇 ∙ 𝐂𝑘−1 ∙ 𝚽𝑘 (5.15) 
The matrix 𝑪 is defined by: 
𝐂𝑘 = {
𝐂𝑘−1 −




,    𝜀𝑘 > 0
𝐂𝑘−1                                             ,    𝜀𝑘 = 0
 (5.16) 
with 




The forgetting coefficient 𝜑𝑘 and its auxiliary variables are updated as follows: 
𝜑𝑘 =
1
1 + (1 + 𝜌) {𝑙𝑛(1 + 𝜉𝑘−1) + [
(𝜈𝑘−1 + 1)𝜂𝑘−1





















The start-up conditions are represented by a set of well-defined initial values for the 
parameters 𝚯𝟎, 𝑪𝟎, 𝜑0, 𝜆0, 𝜌, and 𝜈0. In this way, the recursive identification technique recalled 
here computes the time-varying parameters of the discrete-time linear model as an approximation 
of the nonlinear plant/process. Accordingly, these parameters will be used by the adaptive 
controller described in the next subsection. 
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Pole Placement Two Degree-of-Freedom (DOF) Controller with Compensator for Third 
Order Processes 
This subsection describes the adaptive controller used in connection with the online 
identification method already presented. In more detail, with respect to online determination of 
scheduling variable 𝑢 in (5.11), a control scheme based on pole placement two DOF control with 
compensation for processes of third order (𝑛 = 3) is developed [132]. 
By substituting 𝑛 = 𝑚 = 3 and 𝑑 = 0 in (5.12), the transfer function of the time-varying 









1 + 𝑎1𝑧−1 + 𝑎2𝑧−2 + 𝑎3𝑧−3
 (5.22) 
whose estimated parameter vector using the online identification approach is: 
𝚯𝑘 = [?̂?1, ?̂?2, ?̂?3, ?̂?1, ?̂?2, ?̂?3]
𝑇
 (5.23) 
The two DOF control loop is depicted in Figure 5.8. In this figure, 𝑤𝑘, 𝑢𝑘 and 𝑦𝑘 are step reference 
signal, control signal and process output at the time step 𝑘, respectively. 
 
Figure 5.8 Closed-loop two DOF control system (This figure is based on [132]). 









(1 + 𝑝1𝑧−1 + 𝑝2𝑧−2)(1 − 𝑧−1)
 (5.24) 
In addition to the above feedback controller, the feedforward control part in Figure 5.8 
facilitates simpler and more efficient processing of reference signal. This feedforward controller 
for a step reference signal has the following form: 










(1 + 𝑝1𝑧−1 + 𝑝2𝑧−2)(1 − 𝑧−1)
 (5.25) 
Characteristic polynomial of closed-loop system is defined as in (5.26): 
𝐴(𝑧−1) 𝑃(𝑧−1) 𝐾(𝑧−1) + 𝐵(𝑧−1) 𝑄(𝑧−1) = 𝐷(𝑧−1) (5.26) 
where the polynomial terms are as follows: 








𝑃(𝑧−1) = 1 + 𝑝1𝑧
−1 + 𝑝2𝑧
−2 (5.29) 




𝐾(𝑧−1) = 1 − 𝑧−1 (5.31) 
𝐷(𝑧−1) = 1 + 𝑑1𝑧
−1 +⋯+ 𝑑6𝑧
−6 (5.32) 
The coefficients used in (5.32) are defined below: 
𝑑1 = {
−2𝑒(−𝜉𝜔𝑇0) 𝑐𝑜𝑠 (𝜔𝑇0√1 − 𝜉2) , 𝜉 ≤ 1




𝑑3 = 𝑑4 = 𝑑5 = 𝑑6 = 0 (5.35) 
As it is shown in (5.33-5.35), the dynamic behaviour of closed-loop system is represented by 
two fundamental parameters 𝜔 and 𝜉 which are the natural frequency and damping factor, 
respectively. 
With respect to Figure 5.8, it is obvious that the control law corresponding to pole placement 




where  𝑢𝑘 is the control signal at the time step 𝑘 computed as follows: 
𝑢𝑘 = 𝑟0𝑤𝑘 − 𝑞0𝑦𝑘 − 𝑞1𝑦𝑘−1 − 𝑞2𝑦𝑘−2 − 𝑞3𝑦𝑘−3 + (5.37) 
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     +(1 − 𝑝1)𝑢𝑘−1 + (𝑝1 − 𝑝2)𝑢𝑘−2 + 𝑝2𝑢𝑘−3 
in which 
𝑟0 =
1 + 𝑑1 + 𝑑2 + 𝑑3 + 𝑑4 + 𝑑5
𝑏1 + 𝑏2+𝑏3
 (5.38) 
As already mentioned, the control signal 𝑢𝑘 computed by (5.37) will be used in (5.11) for 
smooth control of active power within its prescribed range. 
5.4 Simulation Results and Discussion 
In this section, simulation results are presented and discussed to evaluate the performance and 
effectiveness of the developed APC schemes in terms of their capability for tracking grid loads and 
tolerating occurrence of frequency events while considering practical safe operating limits of the 
turbines under the damaging structural loads induced by the control schemes. Simulation tests are 
performed in MATLAB/Simulink using the nonlinear benchmark model presented in Section 5.2. 
An offshore wind farm including 10 NREL 5MW turbines is created with the layout as shown in 
Figure 5.1. Simulations are conducted for a realistic wind field over 1000 seconds of run time. 






Figure 5.9 Nacelle wind speeds for the wind farm shown in Figure 5.1 (Note: Vnac, i denotes nacelle 
wind speed for turbine Ti). 















































































































































Tables 5.4 and 5.5 present the values of constant gains/coefficients as well as the start-up 
conditions used for APC schemes based on the proposed FGS PI control approach and adaptive 
pole placement control approach, respectively. 
Table 5.4 Parameters used in fuzzy gain-scheduled PI control 
 Parameter Value 
Proportional 
𝐾𝑃0  11.5 × 10
7 
𝐾𝑃1  7 × 10
7 
Integral 
𝐾𝐼0  0.35 × 10
5 
𝐾𝐼1  0.4 × 10
5 
𝐾𝐼2 0.2 × 10
5 
Table 5.5 Parameters used in adaptive pole placement control 
 Parameter Value 
Identification 













A) Performance of Active Power/Frequency Control 
In order to demonstrate the nominal performance of active power/frequency control for the 
developed schemes, two different functions for the electrical grid load are defined and then 
separately applied to the wind farm. Figure 5.10(a), and (b) show the considered step, and smooth 
periodic functions for the grid load, respectively. The considered grid loads each is defined in a 
way to finely provide a reasonable possibility for challenging the nominal performance of APC 
schemes in a comparative framework while sufficient power is available from the wind. It is worth 
mentioning that, at initial time (𝑡 = 0), the load is assumed to be 0.0 MW. For example, in the case 
of the step-function load, the load has the following form: 
𝐿(𝑡) = {
 0    𝑀𝑊 𝑡 = 0
 30  𝑀𝑊 𝑡 > 0
 (5.39) 
Moreover, the initial active power generated by the wind farm is also assumed to be 0.0 MW 
since the wind farm starts from its idle mode. Consequently, the initial frequency is ideally assumed 





Figure 5.10 Grid loads – (a) step, and (b) periodic. 
Figure 5.11(a) and (b) provide performance illustrations of the wind farm APC schemes in 
response to the considered step, and periodic grid loads, respectively. The figures show active 
power responses obtained from all three APC schemes based on dead-band proportional gain 
control (baseline APC scheme in (5.2)), fuzzy gain-scheduled PI control, and adaptive pole 
placement control approaches. 
In connection with Figure 5.11, to check the tracking accuracy of APC schemes required for 
matching the active power response and grid load, the normalized root-mean-squared error 










where 𝑃𝑘, 𝐿𝑘, and ?̅? denote the kth active power sample, kth load sample, and the mean of the load, 
respectively. Table 5.6 presents a precise quantitative comparison between the APC schemes in 
terms of NRMSE defined in (5.40). 
  





































Figure 5.11 Total active power response during (a) step grid load, and (b) periodic grid load. 
Table 5.6 Quantitative comparison of APC schemes in terms of accuracy of active power response 
Load APC Scheme NRMSE 
Step 
Baseline control 0.0857 
Fuzzy gain-scheduled PI control 0.0943 
Adaptive pole placement control 0.0946 
Periodic 
Baseline control 0.1383 
Fuzzy gain-scheduled PI control 0.0330 
Adaptive pole placement control 0.0188 
To illustrate the ability of APC schemes in regulation of the grid frequency, Figure 5.12(a) and 
(b) show the grid frequency responses with respect to the considered step, and periodic grid loads, 
respectively. In connection with Figure 5.12, Table 5.7 quantitatively compares the obtained grid 




Figure 5.12 Grid frequency response during (a) step grid load, and (b) periodic grid load. 
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Table 5.7 Quantitative comparison of APC schemes in terms of frequency regulation 








Baseline control 49.70 0.06 0.95 
Fuzzy gain-scheduled PI control 49.90 0.08 0.94 
Adaptive pole placement control 49.99 0.09 0.95 
Periodic 
Baseline control 50.26 0.72 1.01 
Fuzzy gain-scheduled PI control 49.96 0.14 0.24 
Adaptive pole placement control 50.01 0.03 0.10 
With respect to the above results, in the case of step grid load, Figure 5.11(a) and Table 5.6 
indicate that all APC schemes have almost similar performance in maintaining the required balance 
between the wind farm generation and grid load. However, based on Figure 5.12(a) and Table 5.7, 
the developed APC schemes based on fuzzy gain-scheduled PI control and adaptive pole placement 
control provide better frequency response during the step grid load simulation. In particular, the 
APC scheme based on adaptive pole placement control efficiently regulates frequency close to the 
reference frequency of 50 Hz. In the case of periodic grid load, all simulation results shown in 
Figure 5.11(b), Figure 5.12(b), and Tables 5.6 and 5.7, obviously, demonstrate superior 
performance of the developed APC schemes compared with the baseline APC scheme. Moreover, 
with respect to the developed APC schemes alone, the APC scheme based on adaptive pole 
placement control seems more effective than the APC scheme based on fuzzy gain-scheduled PI 
control. 
B) Wind Farm Structural Loading/Fatigue 
In addition to the evaluation of the performance and effectiveness of the developed APC 
schemes in terms of their capability for tracking grid loads and satisfactory regulation of grid 
frequency, it is necessary to assess the damaging structural loads induced on the turbines under the 
applied grid loads and APC schemes. Actually, to avoid any intense control command and thereby 
extreme structural loading on the wind turbines’ actuators, the recommended rate and magnitude 
limiters are employed in the benchmark model under consideration. However, the high fidelity 
benchmark model described in Section 5.2 provides different structural loading measures such as 
rainflow counts and damage equivalent loads (DEL) for tower bending and main shaft torsion, such 
that the fatigue load of different APC schemes can be assessed. In fact, DEL computed based on 
MCrunch code (see [133]) is a convenient measure of the accumulation of load over a particular 
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load history that provides a single value representing fatigue over the duration of the simulation. 
With respect to the performed simulations, Table 5.8 and Table 5.9 present the DEL results for 
main shaft torsion and tower bending, respectively. Note that, the lower the DEL, the lower the 
fatigue and the better the APC has scored in terms of structural loading. The results presented in 
the table demonstrate that both the developed APC schemes have minimal impact on the wind 
turbine structural loading with respect to the results under baseline control approach. In fact, the 
developed APC schemes can provide more successful tracking of grid loads and satisfactory 
regulation of grid frequency through increased (more efficient) actuator usage without exceeding 
the safe operating limits of the turbines. 
Table 5.8 Fatigue results (DEL – shaft torsion) for APC based on (A) baseline control (B) fuzzy 




DEL – Shaft Torsion 
T1 T2 T3 T4 T5 T6 T7 T8 T9 T10 
Step 
(A) 1.91×106 1.94×106 1.96×106 1.92×106 1.97×106 1.94×106 1.91×106 1.95×106 1.93×106 1.92×106 
(B) 1.93×106 1.89×106 1.94×106 2.02×106 1.97×106 1.90×106 1.86×106 1.89×106 1.87×106 1.93×106 
(C) 1.85×106 1.81×106 1.84×106 1.94×106 1.88×106 1.82×106 1.77×106 1.83×106 1.79×106 1.85×106 
Periodic 
(A) 2.13×106 2.16×106 2.13×106 2.13×106 2.14×106 2.16×106 2.17×106 2.16×106 2.14×106 2.14×106 
(B) 2.29×106 2.20×106 2.16×106 2.25×106 2.26×106 2.27×106 2.22×106 2.17×106 2.28×106 2.33×106 
(C) 2.26×106 2.18×106 2.15×106 2.25×106 2.25×106 2.26×106 2.18×106 2.16×106 2.28×106 2.31×106 
Table 5.9 Fatigue results (DEL – tower bending) for APC based on (A) baseline control (B) fuzzy 




DEL – Tower Bending 
T1 T2 T3 T4 T5 T6 T7 T8 T9 T10 
Step 
(A) 5.80×107 3.57×107 3.66×107 5.60×107 4.91×107 5.47×107 3.98×107 3.80×107 5.78×107 6.22×107 
(B) 5.85×107 3.66×107 3.80×107 6.19×107 4.94×107 5.51×107 4.32×107 3.82×107 5.84×107 6.30×107 
(C) 6.04×107 3.53×107 3.67×107 6.21×107 5.09×107 5.71×107 3.97×107 3.81×107 6.11×107 6.68×107 
Periodic 
(A) 7.30×107 4.18×107 4.69×107 7.47×107 6.52×107 6.94×107 5.92×107 4.88×107 7.50×107 8.23×107 
(B) 8.07×107 4.32×107 5.16×107 8.41×107 7.28×107 7.64×107 6.62×107 5.42×107 8.31×107 9.26×107 
(C) 8.20×107 4.68×107 5.35×107 8.38×107 7.30×107 7.61×107 6.76×107 5.55×107 8.20×107 9.17×107 
C) Tolerance against Frequency Events 
In this subsection, the capability of the developed APC schemes in tolerating probable 
occurrence of a frequency event is investigated. As already mentioned, a frequency event may be 
caused under a wide variety of conditions, such as: sudden variations in electrical loads, new 
generation allocation, disconnection of generators, and disturbed generation due to faults and 
failures. Here, as it is presented in Table 5.10, a frequency event related to the disturbed generation 
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by turbines due to faults in their actuators is considered while a typical electrical grid load shown 
in Figure 5.13 is applied to the wind farm. 
Table 5.10 Frequency events 
Event Time Period [S] 
Disturbed generation due to occurrence of +2000 Nm torque offset 





Figure 5.13 A typical grid load. 
With respect to the frequency event mentioned in Table 5.10, Figure 5.14 demonstrates the 
total active power response of the wind farm during the load shown in Figure 5.13. As it is shown 
in Figure 5.14, although all APC schemes indicate passive fault tolerance capabilities against the 
considered frequency events in the wind farm, the developed APC schemes, in particular the APC 
scheme based on fuzzy gain-scheduled PI control, indicate better performance in terms of quick 
reaction and recovery against the frequency event. 
 
 
Figure 5.14 Total active power response during the frequency event.  
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This subsection presents further evaluation of the developed APC schemes in terms of 
robustness to disturbances and measurement uncertainties. Actually, since wind energy conversion 
systems are composed of many subsystems and components that cannot be appropriately described 
by any analytical model derived via first principles, the analysis of Monte Carlo simulations 
represents a feasible solution. In the benchmark model, sensor models are updated as noise-
contaminated, uncertain measurement systems. The robustness evaluation consists of extensive 
Monte Carlo simulations using different wind fields with mean wind speeds between 13-15 m/s 
and turbulence intensity values between 10-15%. In total, 100 Monte Carlo simulations have been 
carried out for each of the developed APC schemes. Moreover, to evaluate the robustness of the 
APC scheme based on model-based adaptive pole placement control against possible model-reality 
mismatch conditions (i.e., plant-model uncertainty), 5% error is considered in the online model 
identification process, and then, similar Monte Carlo simulations are carried out. In all simulations, 
the developed schemes were able to successfully perform the regulation of grid frequency with the 
best, average and worst values of performance measures reported in Tables 5.11 and 5.12. With 
respect to the results of Monte Carlo simulations reported in the both tables, all results confirm that 
both the developed APC schemes based on fuzzy gain-scheduled PI control and adaptive pole 
placement control are not only robust in the presence of disturbances, measurement uncertainties, 
and plant-model uncertainty, but also can successfully maintain grid frequency around its reference 
value. 
Table 5.11 The results of Monte Carlo simulation studies under variations in wind fields with mean 
speeds within [13-15] m/s and turbulence intensity values between [10-15] % – (A) 


























(A) 49.93 49.92 49.88  0.073 0.085 0.092  0.891 0.972 0.101 
(B) 49.99 49.96 49.94  0.088 0.091 0.112  0.924 0.952 0.984 
Periodic 
(A) 49.98 49.93 49.89  0.121 0.132 0.165  0.213 0.252 0.261 





Table 5.12 The results of Monte Carlo simulation studies under plant-model uncertainty for 
adaptive pole placement control 
Load 




Worst Case  Best Case 
Average 
Case 





Step 49.98 49.94 49.89  0.110 0.124 0.132  1.04 1.09 1.12 
Periodic 50.11 50.17 50.23  0.233 0.282 0.294  0.28 0.34 0.38 
5.5 Conclusion 
The increased penetration of wind power into the power grid have required wind farms to 
participate in grid frequency and voltage regulation through control of active and reactive power, 
respectively. This work has been only focused on the frequency regulation through control of active 
power. Generally speaking, there is little to no interconnection between the active and reactive 
power control loops in wind farm controls. In fact, while reactive power may be controlled through 
the turbine’s power electronics (even when the turbine is offline), real power is regulated by 
changing the actual amount of power delivered to the utility grid through, for example, pitching of 
the blades of the wind turbines.  
This paper exploits adaptive pole placement control and fuzzy gain-scheduled proportional-
integral (PI) control approaches to address the design of active power control at an entire wind 
farm level. The active power control is conducted collectively across a wind farm to provide rapid 
power response while maintaining safe structural loading on turbines’ components. The developed 
schemes not only ensure safe and reliable connection of a wind farm to the electrical grid in terms 
of frequency regulation but also tolerate probable occurrence of sudden imbalance between 
generation and loads. Simulations have been conducted using an advanced wind farm benchmark 
model in the presence of wind turbulences, measurement noises, plant-model uncertainty, and grid 
loads variations. Simulation results clearly indicate the effectiveness of the developed active power 
control schemes over the entire range of tested wind field under both nominal and frequency event 
conditions. In particular, the active power control scheme based on adaptive pole placement control 
provides more efficient regulation of grid frequency while the scheme based on fuzzy gain-
scheduled PI control indicates quicker reaction and recovery against frequency event. 
Basically, in comparison with active power control at an individual turbine level, performing 
such a control collectively across a wind farm can be advantageous in terms of faster response and 
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recovery to grid frequency deviations. However, to determine the full capabilities of active power 
control in wind turbines, developing more comprehensive schemes that consider both individual 
wind turbine and entire farm levels remains as an interesting open problem for future work. In 
addition, it is worth mentioning that employing more realistic and comprehensive benchmark 
models is important towards realistic controller design and practical applications, while the 
modeling of wind farms from its basic levels to grid integration level is still an active area of 




Chapter 6 Conclusions and Suggestions for 
Future Work 
6.1 Summary and Conclusions 
The aim of this research work was to design and develop novel condition monitoring, diagnosis 
and fault-tolerant control schemes with application to wind turbines at both individual wind turbine 
and entire wind farm levels. In general, there exist several different types of sensor, actuator, and 
system faults which occur in wind turbines most frequently. In this thesis work, among sensor 
faults, two important fault scenarios have been investigated: 1) scaling generator speed sensor, and 
2) biased blade-pitch angle sensor. These two sensor faults are so significant on the effect to the 
behavior of the wind turbine control system. Among actuator faults, the torque offset faults in 
generator/converter has been investigated. This fault disturbs the torque control action with high 
severity. Consequently, serious problems arise with successful tracking of the maximum power 
point and rated power in partial and full load regions, respectively. Among system faults, decreased 
power generation fault caused by turbine blade erosion and debris build-up on the blades over time 
has been considered and investigated. In fact, most of the common faults in wind turbines can be 
handled at an individual wind turbine level. However, there some faults that are easier to be 
detected, diagnosed, and accommodated at wind farm level through comparing the performance of 
turbines operating under almost the same wind conditions. With respect to the mentioned fact, the 
sensor and actuator faults considered in this thesis work are all handled at an individual wind 
turbine level. While, the system fault is handled within a wind farm level. Moreover, in general, 
sensor, actuator, and system faults are of different nature in some aspects. Therefore, there exists 
usually no individual FDD and FTC strategy that can handle all types of faults, in particular for 
wind turbine which is a highly integrated system with many process parameters being interacted 
together exhibiting complex and nonlinear behaviors. 
With respect to the sensor faults, this thesis work, first, proposes a FGS technique to enhance 
a simple gain-scheduled PI-controller (the baseline pitch controller) to a FGS PI-control system for 
robust and improved regulation of generator speed. Second, to add active fault tolerance 
capabilities to the FGS PI-control system, a model-based FDD scheme has been developed using 
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fuzzy modeling and identification method. The FDD system provides fault information to be used 
in an AFTCS based on a signal correction approach. Simulations and verifications indicate that the 
AFTCS does not affect the nominal performance of FGS PI-control system and provides acceptable 
performance in the presence of sensor faults, which cannot be achieved with baseline PI-controller 
and even FGS PI-control system alone. 
With respect to the actuator fault, two FTC schemes are proposed for reliable regulation of 
generator torque load in a wind turbine. The first scheme is a PFTCS based on a fuzzy model 
reference adaptive control approach in which a fuzzy inference mechanism is used for parameter 
adaptation without any explicit knowledge of the potential faults in the system and without the 
need of a fault detection and diagnosis system. The second scheme is an AFTCS which exploits an 
automatic signal correction approach that itself relies on a FDD system. Numerical results and 
simulation studies clearly indicate the effectiveness and robustness of the proposed schemes over 
the entire range of tested wind profiles for both the fault-free and faulty conditions. Although both 
the FTC schemes are superior to a reference torque control system designed using classical 
methods, the fault-tolerance and nominal performance provided by the AFTCS will make it a 
practical choice if the faults change the system’s behavior significantly. The PFTCS should be 
favored when faults are difficult to diagnose (e.g., due to their small impact on system 
performance), or there is no tolerance for false decisions in the fault detection and diagnosis system. 
With respect to the system fault, two AFTC schemes are proposed that each employs a FDD 
system to provide accurate and timely diagnosis information to be used in an appropriate automatic 
signal correction algorithm for accommodation of fault(s) in a wind farm. The first scheme is based 
on a model-free FDD system that incorporates a rule-based threshold test technique for residual 
evaluation. Conversely, the second scheme is based on a model-based FDD system that 
incorporates data-driven models developed using fuzzy modelling and identification technique. All 
simulation studies and numerical results clearly indicate the effectiveness and robustness of the 
schemes over the entire range of tested wind profiles for both the fault-free and faulty conditions. 
The fault-tolerance and nominal performance provided by the AFTC schemes make them an 
efficient and practical choice for wind farms. In particular, the fact that the proposed schemes 
employ an automatic signal correction algorithm for fault accommodation, and hence they do not 
disturb the nominal performance of a wind farm under normal (fault-free) operating conditions is 
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a remarkable feature. This feature is particularly favorable in the case of any already designed wind 
farm control systems whose structures are well defined for optimizing power capture in a farm 
while achieving fault-tolerance capability without scarifying best performance of the wind farm. 
This thesis has also considered the problem of frequency regulation through control of active 
power in large wind farms. Both adaptive pole placement control and fuzzy gain-scheduled 
proportional-integral (PI) control approaches are used to address the design of active power control 
at an entire wind farm level. The active power control is conducted collectively across a wind farm 
to provide rapid power response while maintaining safe structural loading on turbines’ components. 
The developed schemes not only ensure safe and reliable connection of a wind farm to the electrical 
grid in terms of frequency regulation but also tolerate probable occurrence of sudden imbalance 
between generation and loads. Simulation results clearly indicate the effectiveness of the developed 
active power control schemes over the entire range of tested wind field under both nominal and 
frequency event conditions. In particular, the active power control scheme based on adaptive pole 
placement control provides more efficient regulation of grid frequency while the scheme based on 
fuzzy gain-scheduled PI control indicates quicker reaction and recovery against frequency event. 
6.2 Scope for Research and Future Work 
FDD methods integrated with novel FTC algorithms constitute an emerging approach for justifying 
further development and investment in wind turbine technology and wind power penetration. The 
merits of the performed research work can be reflected by an anticipated significant contribution 
to the realization of a new concept and technology of self-diagnosing and fault-tolerant wind 
turbines. More specifically, the schemes proposed here will significantly advance the reliability, 
availability and thereby power generation of modern wind turbines while reducing the cost of 
unscheduled maintenance. The knowledge gained in this research will be transferable and find 
many applications in not only wind power industries but also relevant sustainable smart power 
grids, all of which are important to meet our nation's 21st century power demands with optimal 
reliability, quality and cost, while addressing the environmental concerns. In particular, should the 
reader be interested, the research performed in this thesis can be continued and extended in the 
form of future works as suggested below:  
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 Considering new faults from all types of sensor, actuator, and system component faults: in 
this thesis work, only a limited number of faults have been considered and investigated. In 
fact, extending the presented FDD and FTC strategies to diagnosis and accommodation of 
other types of faults like new sensor, actuator, and system component faults remain as an 
interesting future research topic. 
 Investigation of a collective FDD and FTC framework for wind turbines: Although this 
thesis work proposes different FDD and FTC schemes for each specific type of fault, the 
integration of all schemes in an appropriate way so that a collective FDD and FTC 
framework can be formed seems an interesting future topic due to highly integrated nature 
of the system with many process parameters being interacted together exhibiting complex 
and nonlinear behaviors.  
 Considering further requirements before practical implementation of proposed schemes: 
In fact, all proposed schemes in this thesis have been investigated using high-fidelity wind 
turbine and wind farm simulation benchmark models that are already verified and validated 
even by using field test data in some individual components. However, in order to achieve 
a practical fault-tolerant control scheme, the fault detection and diagnosis system as well as 
real-time control system reconfiguration/adaptation should be designed along with 
techniques in fault-tolerant computing, and fault-tolerant communication networks 
followed by hardware-in-the-loop testing for thorough evaluation before real system tests. 
 Extension and investigation of proposed FDD and FTC schemes in higher level 
applications: As a future work, the proposed schemes in this thesis can be effectively 
extended and applied to other levels of power generation, integration into grid, and 
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